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ABSTRACT 
This thesis attempts to describe and evaluate the contribution 
of the popular radical Left to the development of socialist ideas and 
the emergence of a distinct socialist movement in Britain during the 
1870s and early 1880s. 
The first two chapters focus upon the early 1870s, first exam- 
ining the general tendencies of popular radicalism in this period and 
then analyzing the characteristic demands of some of the most militant 
radicals with a view toward showing how they helped prepare the ground 
for the seemingly sudden appearance of the new socialist movement a 
decade later. The third and fourth chapters are concerned with a 
number of historical factors which conbined to create favourable condi- 
tions for the initiation of the movement - both general factors such 
as Britain's changing economic circunmtances and the growing challenge 
to orthodox beliefs about society and the economy, and more specific 
developments like the anti-Liberal revolt among radicals opposed to 
coercion in Ireland in 1880-82, the strong land-reform agitation 
Inspired largely by Henry George and the new ideological ferment on 
the London radical Teft at this time. 
Mie final section on the Radical newspaper in Chapter IV 
begins the detailed study of the emergence of a nascent socialist 
movement in this context,, and its consolidation within the Democratic 
Federation during the period 1881-84, which is carried on through the 
last four chapters. 7bese chapters deal with the foundation of the 
3 
Federation and the process by which it developed into Britain's first 
modern socialist organization of national significance, with special 
reference to the metropolitan r-adical milieu from which the Federation 
sprang and from which It drew many of its members and much of the 
basic ideology which it incor-por-ated into the more-or-less Marxian 
form of socialism it adopted. 
Me main conclusion which seems to emerge from this study as 
a whole is that the "socialist revival" of the 1880s was not - as it 
is still frequently descr-lbed - merely a movement of the middle-class 
intelligentsia. It was evidently just as much a movement of the kind 
of r-adical artisans who had shaped and preserved the traditions of 
Chartism and the First Inter-national, and, indeed,, the continuity 
between the new socialism and the older popular radicalism seems in 
many ways as striking as the differences. 
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CHAPTER I 
POPULAR RADICALISM AND SOCIALIST IDEAS 
IN THE 1870s 
For British radical workingnen - indeed for the general working- 
class movement and its sympathizers of all classes - the beginning of 
the 1870s was an exciting time, one of those brief per-lods in which pop- 
ular movements seem to take on new life and new potential. In sow ways 
the upswing of radical and labour militance at this time seems to have 
foreshadowed the more sustained r-adical ferment of the next decade which 
led directly to the rise of organized socialism and independent labour 
politics. Thus the beginning of the seventies (although the choice of 
any fixed date must be at least partially arbitrary) would seem to make 
a good starting point for an inquiry into the extent of socialist ten- 
dencies at the grass-roots level of radical politics which may have 
contributed to these later developments. 
Most previous accounts of the beginnings of modern socialism in 
Britain have had little to say about the working-class radicalism of the 
1870s, apparently on the assumption that it had little to do with social- 
ism. And it is true that the kind of definitively socialist organiza- 
tions which existed by the mid-eighties did not exist a decade earlier. 
As E. P. 7hompson has put it,, there was "no consistent socialist propa- 
ganda" in the modern sense., "not even of a dozen or twenty members" to 
be found in Britain in the years before 1880 (although there were still 
some small bodies of Owenites scattered round the country,, made up 
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mostly of "aged survivors, with little influence"). 
1 
But this does not 
necessarily man that no significant groundwork was being laid at the 
popular level. What we'have to look for is not formal socialist organ- 
izaticn but general-working-class ideas and attitudes and specific de- 
mands and philosophies of individuals and groups on the radical Left 
which pointed toward socialism and helped prepare the way for the or- 
ganizatims which sprang up with seeming suddenness later. 
Socialist leaders of the 1880s and 90s have themselves contrib- 
uted to the belief that there was little of this kind of background worth 
noting. Often seeming to regard the mid-Victorian decades following the 
collapse of Chartism. as something of a wasteland in the history of the 
working-class movement., they made statements such as Engels' reference 
in 1890 to the 17zglish proletariat,, newly awakened from its forty years' 
2 
, sleep" which were greatly oversimplified, 
io say the least. Since then 
the "socialist revival" has often been viewed as largely the creation of 
a middle-class intelligentsia which drew its theories from European 
sources and imposed them on working-class colleagues who were previously 
ignorant of., or indifferent to,, socialist ideas. But the researches of 
some of the post-World War II generation of labour historians., including 
E. P. Thompson., John Saville,, E. J. Hobsbawm., Royden Harrison., Henry 
Collins and Chimen Abrarmky., have shown that the older picture of a 
politically apathetic ndd-Victorian working class accepting rmst of 
1 
norrpson. William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionary (1955) 9 P. 315. 2 
John Saville,, "The Background to the Revival of Socialism in England,, " 
Bulletin of the Society for the Study of labour History, No. 11 (Autumn 
1965)9 pp. 13-14 (He after cited as Saville, I'Reýlv-g of Socialism"). 
For more examples of similar statements by contemporaries and histor- 
ians see the conclusion to Chapter VI below. 
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the prevailing doctrines of political ecommy will no longer do. Their 
work has also suggested the outlines., at least,, of a modified picture of 
the beginnings of late-Victorian socialism: one in which the contribu- 
tion of little-known artisan agitators operating in the milieu of the 
metropolitan workingmen's club, the park or street-corner meeting and 
the popular radical press is given full recognition for the first time 
Radical and Labour Movements in the Early 1870s: 
_ 
General Trends, 
The early 1870s is one of several periods in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries to which Professor Hobsbawm has applied the 
concept of "explosions" of popular militance - "periodic and sudden 
expansions in the size, strength and activity of social movements" co- 
inciding with "a clustering of new organisations, and the adoption of 
new ideas and policies by both new and existing units. " A bout of 
high unemployment at the end of the sixties., followed by a vigorous 
economic recovery, helped to generate the "explosion" of the early 
seventies, which was marked by a number of developments in the labour 
movement,, e. g.., the Nine Hours movement for a shorter workday in the 
engineering Industry; the extension of trade-unionism to new groups of 
workers., including (temporarily,, at least) agricultural labourers and 
some of London's riverside workers; the expansion of unionism in for- 
merly weak areas Uke South Wales and the North East coast; the strong 
Labour Laws agitation to secure full legal status for the unions; and 
the beginnings of serious interest in independent labour representation. 
1 
E. J. Hobsbawm, "Economic Fluctuations and some Social Moverrients since 
2 
1800., 11 in Hobsbawm, Labouring Men (1964), p. 127. 
Hobsbawm, Ibid.; Saville, "Revival of Socialism, " p. 14; Stan Shipley,, 
Club Life-&ýjdialism in Mid-Victorian London (History Workshop 
series No. 5, ? Rfo-rd, 1971), P. 52. - 
2 
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In the area of popular radical politics (as distinct from the 
labour movement per se and of more direct concern to us here) there was 
a similar outburst of activity,, characterized by a heightened interest 
in social and economic questions. -Central to this was a strong revival 
of land-reform agitation which expressed itself in 1869-70 with the 
founding of the militant Land and Labour League and its more moderate 
and middle-class rival, J. S. Mill's Land Tenure Reform Association. 
The more advanced elements pressing for full nationalization of the 
land with agricultural "Home Colonies" for-the unemployed as an inter- 
mediate step (mostly radical artisans and tradesmen) found considerable 
commn ground with the middle-class land reformrs, with the result 
that what John Saville has called the "two traditions" of working-class 
and middle-class radicalism came "politically fairly close-to each 
other" at this time and the land question remained "right in the fore- 
front of radical politics" until-the Irish rebellion and Henry George 
1 
gave it still further impetus in the early eighties. 
Another question which for a time at least seemed equally com- 
pelling to radicals of all classes was that of republicanism. Some 
idea of the extent of republican sentiment among working-class radicals 
in the early seventies may be gained from the frequent mention of repub- 
lican clubs in the radical press. Fbr instance, the ubiquitous agitator 
John DeMorgan, himself the leader of a "National Republican Brotherhood" 
which called for social measures such as land nationalization., free edu- 
cation and currency and credit reform as well as a full slate of advanced 
1 
Saville, "Revival of Socialismt" p. 16; Saville,, "Henry George and the 
British Labour Movement, " Science and Society (New York), Vol. XXIV, 
(1960), P. 322; E. Eldon Barry, Nationalisation in British Politics 
(1965), pp. 47-56 (see the last for details of the foundation of the 
Land and Labour League and the-LTRA and their propaganda). 
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political demands, claimed at one point that he "had the addresses of 
168 Republican Clubs" around the country and that this represented a 
great upsurge of interest since a few years earlier, when republicanism 
2 
was "scarcely thought of" in Britain. 
ghe republicanism of the early 1870s actually existed on two 
I: fairly distinct levels. First there was the well-publicized agitation ' 
of 1871-72, mainly a short-lived political cause celebre in nature) in- 
spired largely by the downfall of the Second Empire and the establish--- 
ment of the Republic in France and led by nationally-prominent political 
I 
i, figures including Sir Charles Dilke,, Joseph Chamberlain and Auberon 
Herbert as well as the mtorious secularist Charles'Bradlaugh and the 
labour leader George Odger (Odger,, who had sought election to Parlia- 
ment as an independent "Labour" candidate in 1869,, being the only one 
of these who did not later recant). This movement,, which at its height 
saw riotous scenes both in Parliament andoutside,, particularly in re- 
action to speeches by Dilke, faded away quickly after the illness of 
the Prince of Wales and the general anti-republican reaction to the 
tragedy of the Paris Ccmmune helped to turn public sentimnt against it. 
Beneath the surface of this publicly conspicuous republican 
agitation., however, there was the less visible but more persistent and 
probably more significant development of what was sanetimes called 
"social republicanism. " Unlike the great m-: 41ority of their countrymen, 
1 
International Herald., 26 April 1873. 
2- 
Report of a DeMorgan lecture at Middlesbrough on "The People's 
Platform., " Ibid., 27 July 1872. 
3 
For an account by a contenMrary see J. Morrison Davidson, The Annals 
of Toil (1899), pp. 386-390. 
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including more moderate republicans, the "social" republicans (who appar- 
ently adopted this term to distinguish themselves from republicans con- 
cerned only with political change) considered the Commune a heroic ex- 
periment in working-class revolution, publicly expressed their solidarity 
with the conr=mrds and found inspiration in the recollection of their 
struggle for many years afterwards. "Social" republicans typically'were 
ultra-radical artisans, some of them former Chartists,, 'who (like DeMor- 
gan's group mentioned above) not only wanted a republican form of govern- 
rent but gave at least equal priority to major social and-economic de- 
mands. Their views found expression through organizations such as the 
International Working Men's Association (the famd "First International"), 
the Land and Labour League and lesser-known bodies like the National Re- 
form League (a survival of the late-Chartist period, not to be confused 
with the Reform League of the 1860s which-organized working-class pres- 
sure for the 1867 Reform Act) and its successor the Manhood Suffrage 
League., as well as newspapers like the Republican and the International 
Hemld. 
1 
It is evident from Marx's references to the tem at the beginning of 
part III of M-ke Civil War in France that it derives from the French 
revolutionary tradition, and most inriediately from the slogans of the 
Comune in 1871 (Marx, The Paris Comnme 1871, ed. Christopher Hitchens 
[19711, P. 91; pp. 92-3). Marx's FgUuls essE& was first published as 
amanifesto of the "International" in English in 1871, and occasional 
references to "social republicanism" may be found in the radical press 
up to the early 1880s when socialism or "social democracy" began to 
replace republicanism as a live issue. See,, e. g., several notices in 
the International Herald during August and September 1873 declaring 
the intentlon of the ad][tor, W. H. Riley, to start a "new series" of 
the failing Herald,, re-naming it She Social RepUbilican; and an article 
in the Repýbllcan tor September 1882 (a ifferent paper from the Repub- 
lican of the earlý 1870s) signed by "A Social Republican" which u-rg-FK1- 
the foundation of a new "social nation" in som remote part of the 
world, and was criticized the next month from an apparent Marxian point 
of view in a reply by C. J. Garcia entitled "The Real Road Before Us, " 
which set forth the main principles of a "Universal Social Republic. " 
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More will be said below of these organizations and journals 
all of which belonged largely to the ultra-radical Left and were either 
dominated or strongly influenced by a small cadre of veteran agitators, 
disciples of the Chartist leader Bronterre O'Brien, who. seem to have 
been the most revolutionary-minded group of native English radicals in 
the 1870s (and the most significant in connection with the spread of 
socialist ideas). First,, however., scme consideration should be given to 
the characteristic attitudes of the politically-active working class in, 
general, as distinct from its, most militant elements. "Ambivalence" is 
the key word where general worldzig-class attitudeslare concerned. The 
I'Lib-Lab" alliance of moderate trade-union leaders with Gladstonian Lib- 
eralism - effectively begun in"1868 when the leaders of the, Reform 
League put its well-developed machinery at the disposal of the Liberal 
1 
Party for the general election campaign - was the dominant factor in 
the mainstream of working-class politics throughout the 1870s and for 
some years afterwards. However, as Dr. Royden Harrison's intensive re- 
search in this area has led him to conclude, the labour alliance with 
Liberalism was never complete or wholehearted, even on the part of the 
chief architects of the "Lib-Lab" policy such as W. Randal Cremer, George 
Howell or Robert Applegarth: 
Workmen retained the sense of their own iden- 
tity and distinct interests... The policies of 
empiricism and compromise were always under a 
challenge... One can understand neither the 
movements nor the men of the mid-Victorian La- 
bour Movement if the ambivalent attitudes of 
workmen are not understood. Liberalism at the 
front of the mind and old working-class senti- 
ments and traditions at the back of it, pro- 
duced the characteristic vacillations and in- 
consistencies: Applegarth secretly working 
'Royden Harrison Before the Socialists: Studies in Labour and Politics, 
1861-1881 (19655., --P-. -, 'ff. - 
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for Glyn and the Governwnt, and at the 
sarm time valuing his membership of the 
International; Odger in 1868, at once 
party to an agreement with the Liberal 
Whips and yet in rebellion against it. 1 
As this suggests, it would be difficult to say with any certainty 
what degree of political and social militance was really typical of 'the 
rank-and-file of mid-Victorian workers. Certainly the working-classas 
a whole had become less disaffected and more "respectable" by the early 
1870s than it was a generation earlier in the "hungry forties. " but this 
was at least partly because times were better and it had made significant 
gains since then. As Engels observed after the Tory election victory of 
1874 in atteiTpting to explain why there was still no unified workerst 
rovement with a clear set of goals, workinpgwn : -- particularly those who 
)I 
were skilled and organized - had indeed shared to scme extent in the un- 
precedented prosperity of the mid-Victorian "Golden Age. " Furthermre, 
IBritain's 
rulers-, perhaps recognizing that workers had become potentially 
rwre revolutionary if too long thwarted-politically, had wisely conceded 
enough to take the edge off working-class militance by enfranchising the 
urban artisan and then granting the secret ballot. And as already noted, 
they had with similar effect'persuaded some of the most prominent labour 
2 
leaders to work politically within the Liberal fold. 
These observations, however, do not necessarily mean that work- 
ing people uncritically accepted the prevailing orthodoxies of popular- 
ized political economy - the mechanistic view of economic activity 
1 
Ibid., pp. 206-7. 
2- 
Engels, "The English Elections. " Der Volkstaat, 4 March 1874,, reprinted 
in Karl Marx and Frederick Engels on Britain (Moscow 1953), pp. 464-470. 
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that lacked human dimensions; the sanctification of laissez-faire free- 
doms; the Malthusian population theory with its insistence on emigration 
as a panacea for poverty; the "iron law"-of the supposedly fixed "wages 
fund"; the oft-claimed identity of interest-between Capital and labour. 
Iabour historians have generally concluded that mid-Victorian workers 
"accepted much less of middle-class political economy than used to be 
assumed. 11 In regard to trade unionism,, for example,, it has been argued 
convincingly that the relative moderation of, labour leaders through most 
of this period reflected tactical necessity rather than "bourgeois" con- 
victions: "Trade union policy indeed seldom complied with orthodox 
teachings" of political economists, even though the unions "were opposed 
by an almost universal agreement on principles that largely denied their 
2 
aim and methods. 11 
This applies specifically to trade unionists, but one receives 
a similar impression of the general outlook of working people from an 
overview of the contemporary working-class press. Some of the assump- 
tions of orthodox political economy were sometimes accepted, particularly 
1 
Saville, "Revival of Socialism, 11 p. 14. 
2 
R. V. Clements, "British Trade Unions and Popular Political Econany 
1850-1875.11 Economic History Review., 2d ser., Vol. XIV (1961-2)t p. 97; 
p. 104. 
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in the more moderate journals such as the Bee-Hive after 1870, but they 
were more often challenged or ignored. Certain frequently-expressed at- 
titudes seem more in harmony with later socialist views (although not in 
themselves definitively socialist) than with the prevailing political 
economy: for instance,, the awareness of a conflict of class interests 
between Labour and Capital; the internationalist-minded sympathy with 
democratic and revolutionary movemnts abroad and condemnation of des- 
potism, militarism and colonial exploitation; the opposition to all 
forms of "privilege, 11 especially the monopoly of land and political 
power by the wealthier classes; the demands for the fullest political 
democracy, including reform such as proportional representation and 
payment of M. P. s to open the way for working-class representation; the 
conviction that labour was the true source of value and that working 
people were being denied a fair share of the wealth they created (it 
was still mainly landowners who were accused of "robbing" the workers,, 
however; "capitalists" were sometirms attacked as I'mon. eylords, " but not 
often in their role as industrial employers). 
1 
It should be noted that the Bee-Hive., which had served as the prin- 
ciple press organ of the WMA-Teneral Council through most of the 
middle and later sixties, became so moderate in 1870 under its new 
editor, the Rev. Henry Solly, a Unitarian clergyman, that the coun- 
cil permanently severed relations with it on the ground that it was 
no longer a working-class organ. The council turned next to an 
East London radical weekly, The Eastern Post, and then to the Inter- 
national Herald: For further details see Henry Collins and MEER 
Abrwmky, FZU-Marx and the British Labour Movement: Years of the 
First International (1965), P. 175. As Marx complained,, t 
Hive under Solly li-ideed "preached harmony with the capitalistgw-in 
contradiction to the International's policy; a statement in the 19 
February 1870 number promised, for instance., that the paper would 
devote itself to "reconciling Labour and Capital" and would "never 
be found promoting class animosities. " 
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Th a greater or lesser degree these attitudes found expression 
in most papers aimed at working-class readers as well as in pamphlet 
literature and lectures and debates at working-mn's clubs. One of the 
most popular journals, and perhaps the one which represented the broad- 
est spectrum of working-class opinion at the beginning of the 1870s, 
was Reynolds's Newspaper. The more extreme radical journals offered a 
somewhat more coherent or structured critique of existing society and 
a more consistent set of positive demands,, but Reynolds's., too,, expres- 
sed the kind of militant class-consciousness that helped create a cli- 
mate of working-class opinion in which socialist'ideas, and ultimately 
an organized socialist movement, could take root. -It frequently printed 
demands for land nationalization and independent labour representation 
(although no clear proposal for a separate working-class party),, and it 
uncomprondsingly attacked the typical attitudes of'the middle and upper 
classes toward workers and the poor. Unlike the milder Bee-Hive,, which 
was supporting emigration as the cure'for unemployment due to supposed 
'lover-population, " Reynoldsts. denounced it as'a "reckless deportation" 
of skilled., industrious artisans who ranked among BritainIs worthiest 
citizens. It regarded-the royal family as useless "costly creatures" 
living in unmerited luxury while unemployed workers starved, and it 
vigorously attacked militarism and colonialism everywhere. It told 
workers not to expect any real progress fYxn political co-operation 
with the dominant classes: "Emancipation from political thraldom, " it 
maintained., "can only be achieved by [workers] themselves... upper and 
2 
middle-class support is nothing better than mockery and moonshine. " 
1 
Reynolds1s Newspaper,, 20 February 1870. 
Id 
Ibid. 
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For all its crusading against royalty, "privilege, " landlordism and 
patronizing middle-class attitudes, Reynolds's had no coherent pro- 
grviine., socialist or otherwise (although occasional contributors advo- 
cated Owenite-style co-operative ccmmunities); the paper served instead 
as a forum for a wide range of proposals as varied as the individual 
crotchets of each contributor. I 
Nevertheless., it was largely because of the prevalence of views 
like those expressed in neynolds's., as well as the existence of more 
extreme positions on the ultra-radical Left,,, that John Stuart Mill became 
convinced in his last years that working-class pressures for social jus- 
tice would inevitably bring socialismto the forefront of political de- 
bate in Britain., as was already happening, in other countries. Mill ac- 
cordingly began writing a book on socialism in 1869 with a view toward 
showing how the best ideas of socialist thinkers-might be applied to the 
existing social system in order to improve it without "unnecessary dis- 
turbance. " Mill died in 1873 before the book was finished, but in 1879 
his stepdaughter, Helen Taylor', published "the first rough drafts thrown 
1 
down" in the course of the uncompleted work. 
Mill believed that although most working-class leaders in Britain 
were "better aware than their Continental brethren that great and perma- 
nent changes in the fundamental ideas of mankind are not to be accomplished 
1 
See J. S. Mill, "Chapters on Socialism. " Fortnightly Review, Vol. 25 
(1879), pp. 217-237,373-382 and 513-530. --ln quoted words are from 
Helen Taylor's prefatory note. Mill's analysis of socialism was evi- 
dently based mainly on a study of the French socialists Inuis Blanc 
and Fourier and on Robert Owen. He does not rention Marx or Lassalle 
directly, although he does dismiss the idea of centralized state social- 
ism instituted suddenly by a popular revolutionary movement as doomed 
to failure (P. 526). 
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by a sudden coup de main, " the socialist theories of speculative thinkers 
would nevertheless provide the basis for the "Popular political creeds" 
of the coming generation. He saw early signs of this in the tendency of 
radical workingmen to question the basic legitimacy of the'system of pri- 
vate property and private enterprise, or at least some aspects of it. 
Many workers believed that wages should not be governed by the "freedom 
of contract" principle; the I'more aspiring" denied the justice of private 
ownership of land and bad "commenced an agitation for its resumption by 
the State"; and scme agitators had combined with these ideas "a denuncia- 
tion of what they term usury" in which Mill saw the influence of conti- 
nental socialists "who object to all interest on money, and deny the 
legitimacy of receiving an incane in any form from property apart from 
labour. 11 Only a few in Britain held views this extreme,, but Mill was 
convinced that the soil here was "well prepared to receive the seeds of 
this description" which were being scattered from Europe. He confidently 
predicted that as workingmen began to understand the full potential of 
the electoral power given them by the Reform Act of 1867, a powerful in- 
dependent labour political movement would emerge; that it would pursue 
working-class aims through the existing "legal and constitutional machin- 
ery"; and that these aims, as yet poorly defined, would be brought into 
19 
1 
clearer focus by the application of socialist ideas. 
'Another contemporary observer who shared Mill's impression of a 
growing-tendency among working people to question the basic legitimacy 
of existing social and econcmic arrangements was IT=as Wright, who in- 
terpreted working-class attitudes for middle and upper-class readers in 
several books and articles published under the-pen-name "Journeyman 
Engineer. " In July 1871,, shortly after the fall of the Paris Cannune,, 
Wright warned that the short-lived revolution in Paris and its tragic 
end had significantly fueled the spirit of rebellion among English 
workers. Wright claimed that-although most workers had "no particular 
sympathy" with the more theoretical revolutionary ideas of the Commu- 
nards', many admired their stand against militarism and despotism and 
"entertained a warm and ver-j decided sympathy" with them as bmve 
martyrs to "the general cause of the unprivileged against the privileged 
Ibid., pp. 218-221. Mill himself rejected what he called the exag- 
gerations" of socialism, but held in good utilitarian fashion that 
the "intellectual and moral grounds of socialism" might often pro- 
vide the "guiding principles" for improving "the present economic 
system of society. " He felt that property rights in particular 
would have to be considerably modified "for the sake of social justice 
and social peace" (ibid., P. 382; pp. 526-530). Very helpful on 
Mill's personal attitudes toward socialism and his influence in pre- 
paring the British intellectual Left for the acceptance of socialist 
ideas is Willard Wolfe., From Radicalism to Socialism 
,: 
Men and Ideas 
in the Formation of Fabian Socialist Doctrines, 1881-T9- (New Haven., 
Conn.., and London., 1975). Describing both Mill's specific proposals 
for land, tax and education reform and his "propagation of a genu- 
inely 'social' point of view" as aspects of an "attempt to fuse 
Radical and Socialist values into a new and more balanced social 
faith,, " Wolfe argues that the importance of Mill's thought as an 
"intellectual bridge" between radicalism and socialism (especially 
Fabian socialism) has never been properly appreciated (PP. 30-31; P. 52) 
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1 
classes. " He believed-that this synpathy had only been intensified 
by the hostile and biased attitude of the British Goverment and most 
of the British Press - especially by their approval of the "cold- 2 
blooded murdering of the Co=unist prisoners without, any fom of trial. " 
WrIght's observation of strong pro-Comrnurie-sympathies among 
working people is arrply confirmed by the radical press, although it 
would be difficult to say how widespread this was beyond the ranks of 
advanced radicals who not only sympathized with the Commune but fully 
supported its revolutionary aims. The most noteworthy public demon- 
stration in support of the Commune, organized by a group called the 
1 
T. Wright, "The English Working classes and the Paris Commune, " 
Fraser's Magazine, July 1871, reprinted in Royden Harrison., ed., The 
FziglisH UFf-ence of the Commune (1971), pp. 133-135; 140-141. This 
volume gathers together the-Fiijor writings of the English Positivists 
on the Commune,, as well as some examples of its support by working- 
class radicals and its influence on their thinking. Particularly 
noteworthy among the latter are the Letters on the Commune by Thomas 
Smith of Nottingham, founder and leading spirit of the Nottingham 
branch of the IWMA,, who attempted to construct a coherent theory of 
political and social revolution on the basis of the principles of 
decentralization and federalism which had inspired the Commune. For 
a full account of the Positivists and their efforts to "moralize" the 
capitalist system, emphasizing the importance of their contribution 
to the trade union movement and to the spreading of ideas compatible 
with socialism, see Royden Harrison, Before the Socialists, as well 
as Harrison's introduction to English Defence of the C&iFihe and 
his article "Professor Beesly and the Working-Class Movement, " in 
Asa Briggs and John Saville, eds., Essays in Labour History (1960). 
2 
T. Wright,, loc. cit. A similar reaction to Goverment and Press 
condemnation of the Commune also occurred among a few middle-class 
renegades who later became leaders of British socialism and in 
their reminiscences cited the Commune as a major early influence 
in setting them on the path toward socialist convictions. See, ýe. g.,, 
the articles by H. M. Hyndman and E. Belfort Bax in the "How I 
Became a Socialist" series in Justice (19 May 1894 and 9 June 1894 
respectively; the whole series7E-s--afso published separately in 
pamphlet fom); Hyndman, The Record of an Adventurous Life (1911),, 
pp. 157-8; and Bax, Reminrs-cences EU-Re-f lect o-n-s-or-a= and 
Late Victorian (1918), pp. 28-30. 
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"International DeTwcr-atic Association" with the co-operation of the 
1 
DMA General Council,, took place in Hyde Park on 16 April 1871. The 
size and success of the demonstration apparently depended on the polit- 
ical'sympathies of the newspaper reporting it; the friendly Republican 
claimed that there were "not less" than six to-seven thousand present., 
but the Times found the numbers thin and dismissed the event as a 
7- 
failure. The highlight of the meeting, in any case, was the reading 
of an address of fraternal greeting to the Camunards,, who at this date 
were still in control of Paris. It praised them in the strongest'pos- 
sible terms as men who were fighting for a cause no less than "the lib- 
erty of the world and the regeneration of mankind ... the Universal 
Republic., democratic and social, " resisting the "cowardly and mercenary 
instruments of European despots" and opposing the "exploitation of the 
wealth producers of all countries" by the privileged classes. The ad- 
dress also described the principles'of the Conmme as a "glorious resur- 
3 
rection" of the first French Republic's Constitution of 1793. 
The language of the address suggests a mingling of socialist 
views with the traditional democratic ideals harking back to the days 
I 
'Ihe International Democratic Association was a small group made up 
mostly of veteran Chartist and Owenite agitators (many of them 01 
Brienites) and members of the fonwr London French branch of the 
IWMA., a dissident group which had been expelled by the parent body 
some time earlier but had continued to claim association with it. 
The two bodies co-operated on this occasion largely because of 
pressure fran O'Brienites on the IWMA General Council. For further 
details, including the reasons for the General Council's failure 
otherwise to speak out for the Commune until after its fall, see 
Collins and Abramsky,, Karl Marx and the British Labour Movement, 
pp. 194-5. 
2 
Republican, 1 May 1871; Times, 17 April 1871. 
3 
Reynolds's Newspaper, 23 April 1871. 
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of the Ftrench Revolution arxi Tom Paine. This mingling of old and new 
traditions is equally obvious in the Republican's ca=entary on the 
demnstr-ation; it described the Parisian workers as "battling for the 
'Rights of Man' against the 'Might' of men that robs them of their 
natural inheritance by a carefully contrived system which elevates 
the few and degrades the many. " 
A year after its fall (and for long after that in the more ad- 
vanced radical circles)., accounts of the Ccnr=e continued to provoke 
a strong emotional response from working-class audiences and remained 
a favourite topic on the r-adical-club lecture circuit. One typical 
report from a club correspondent describes a March 1872 lecture to the 
Mile End branch of the Land and Labour League by a participant in the 
Ccmmme as commencing with "a gr-aphic description of the first siege" 
and showing "how the poor and the working-class suffered from want of 
the necessities of life while the rich and, the middle-class enjoyed 
their usual luxuries. " The correspondent,, and presumably the rest 
of the audience., judged the lecture "a powerful vindication of the 
2 
Ca=me. 11 A more detailed report of a June,, 1872 meting of the 
"Universal Republican League., Section 311 at a pub near Leicester Square 
describes the reaction of the audience to a similar address in these 
words: 
Several officers of the army of the Ca=me... 
related what they had witnessed this week 
last year, when the troops of Versailles took 
Paris and butchered every worlmm they could 
clutch. These horrible massacres were spoken 
I 
Republican, 1 May 1871. 
2 
International Herald, 16 March 1872. 
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of with so muchýfeeling that the audience was 
thrilled with emotion, and the clenched fists 
and moistened eyes of many present seemed to 
indicate that there were men in England who 
would not be far behind their brothers in 
France should we unfirtunately be driven 
to such extremities. 
It was this kind of reaction I" repeated many times over on sim- 
ilar occasions during and just after the Camune's brief life, that led 
the "Journeyman Engineer, " M-oms Wright,, to warn his readers that sym- 
pathy for the Camme was the manifestation of a "dangerous" attitude 
developing among British workers which "if not exorcised ... may come 
to mean social destruction. " Wright claimed that while few workers had 
any definite revolutionary philosophy, the failure of political conces- 
sions like the repeal of the Corn laws or the extension of the franchise 
to materially improve their way of life had "embittered" many against 
the existing social system: 
They say now ... that it is mere frittering to be struggling for Acts of Parliament., 
that what is wanted is a thorough change. 
If asked what change they would be unable 
to give any definite answer ... they 
scarcely care ... In this frame of mind they are likely to grasp at any specious 
plan that promised ... revolutionary changes beneficial to them ... One fixed idea,, how- 
ever, they have ... They believe that before they can rise the class which is composed 
of the rich, the titled,, and the privileged 
must be brought down,, and the power of gov- 
erning and lawmaking wrested from them. 
'Ihey have come to be of the opinion that 
between that class and their own 2 
there is 
a natural and deadly antagonism. 
Ibid., 1 June 1872. 
T. Wright, loc. cit. 
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Such strong animosity toward the dominant classes was probably 
not'as widespread as Wright's article seems to imply - it would be 
natural enough for him to overstate his case somewhat so as to more 
effectively titillate his comfortable readers with the spectre of rev- 
olution' - but there is certainly ample evidence that the feeling of 
belonging to an "unprivileged" class whose interests were opposed and 
overridden by those of the "privileged" classes was fairly general 
among workingmen., and that the kind of unfocused revolutionary senti- 
ment Wright described was not uncommon. 
But was this revolutionary sentiment always so unfocused? 
Labour historians, finding mid-Victorian radicalism a rather vague and 
diffuse affair in comparison with late-Victorian socialism., have often 
emphasized the inconsistency and eclecticism of radical demands; Henry 
Pelling, for instance,, has stated flatly that there was I'm distinctive 
labour-political creed" before the 1880s and John Saville has stressed 
"the absence of a structured and coherent philosophy of society" among 
2 
radical work1mgmen. 
This view can hardly be challenged in regard to the working-class 
mvement in its broader sense, including the maijor trade unions and the 
general run of Liberal-oriented radical clubs; yet at least where the 
more extrerm radicals are concerned it seems to miss or gloss over some- 
thing which may be important in connection with the rise of socialism: 
Although the views of extreme radicals varied greatly in detail (just 
as did those of different schools of socialists at a later date),, there 
1 
Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party, 1880-1900 (2d ed., 1965). p. 6. 
2 
Saville, "Revival of Socialism,, " p. 14. 
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nevertheless seems to be a consistent pattern to their principal demands 
which reflects a reasonably coherent philosophy with considerable so- 
cialist tendencies. 
In the most "advanced" newspapers of the 1870s, in sane of the 
pamphlet liter-ature which was being read and discussed in the workinpimn's 
radical clubs, and in the proposals of organizations like the IWMA or 
, 
Ithe Land and Labour League,, certain demands crop up so often that they 
fom in effect a fairly definite programm for the section of radicals 
who considered themselves "Social Republicans. " In summary, this "pro- 
gramme" called for a republican form of goverrunent with the fullest po- 
litical democracy; for the development of independent working-class po- 
litical power, not as an end in itself but as a means to social equality; 
for the ending of the I'monopoly of land and money" by the "privileged" 
classes; and for various measures which would give ordinary workers ac- 
cess to this land and capital as a mans of securing "the full fruits 
of their labour. 11 either as individuals or members of co-operative com- 
munities. These measures usually included "Horw Colonization" and the 
nationalization of the land and other natural resources, and sometimes 
a nationalized system of credit and a new national currency which was 
to be based on labour instead of precious metals as the measure of 
value. Other typical demands included free, secular education, the 
free administration of justice, Church disestablishment, public owner- 
ship of certain utilities and many more miscellaneous social reforms. 
Enough has been said earlier to indicate that many workingwn 
and a number of radical organizations supported at least some of these 
demands, but there was really only one group which consistently advo- 
-cated all of them., welding them together in a structured theory of 
26 
social revolution. These were the disciples of Bronterre O'Brien, the 
"schoolmaster" of Chartism, and their involvement seems to have been 
the common denominator of nearly all organizations and movements in the 
1870s which showed leanings toward socialism. Their theory did not 
have the complexity and logical consistency of Marxism, nor was it ever 
set forth in an intellectual treatise comparable to Capital., but it 
bears further examination as a significant influence in the development 
of modern British socialism. 
I 
CHAPTER II 
THE 0 'BRIENIM AND SOCIAUSM 
I 
The followers of Bronterre O'Brien, a Soho-based cadre of arti- 
sans and small tradesmen., were in the vanguard of British working-class 
radicalism throughout the mid-Victorian period. Their role as a dis- 
tinct school of thought in the popular radical politics of the period 
has rarely been sufficiently recognized. More than any other identifi- 
able group., these men - mostly boot and shoe makers,, tailors, cabinet- 
makers, compositors and the like,, self-educated and uncommonly dedicated 
1 11 to the idea of working-class emancipation - served as a living link 
_j 
, between the Chartism of the lWs and the new socialism of the l8b0s. 
They cam together in the National Reform League, founded by O'Brien In 
1849, and some of them helped to start the Social-Democratic Federation 
and steer it toward a definite socialist position in the early eighties. 
until the early nineties they continuously maintained an organization 
of their own which served as a forum for all sorts of radicals and rev- 
olutionists, including European political exiles - first the National 
Reform League with headquarters at the "Eclectic Hall" in Denmark Street, 
Soho, which they carried on for ten years after O'Brien's death in 1864; 
then (after a brief period of working with more moderate trade unionists 
in a society called the Democratic and Trades Alliance) the Manhood Suf- 
frage League., which met in the club rooms of two successive Soho pubs, 
the "Queen's Head" in Little Pulteney Street and the "Three Doves" in 
Berwick Street. 
There was nothing very formal or exclusive about these small po- 
27 
litical societies; OtBrienites sirrply were the predominant influence in 
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them. There is no evidence that merrbers had to adhere to a specific 
set of doctrines or a point-by-point progmmm. Not all the members 
were O'Brienites, or even necessarily as politically advanced as the 
O'Brienites, and the weekly lectures might be given by anyone from in- 
side or outside the circle of nimbers and friends who bad something to 
say that could provoke a good debate and advance the political educa- 
tion of the audience, including non-member workinpgwn who might have 
been attracted to a meeting by one of the notices regularly placed in 
the radical press. Similarly, OtBrienites were often to be found giving 
lectures or taking part in the debates at other workinFgwn1s clubs all 
over London., and O'Brienite ideas,, if not the OtBrienites themselves, 
were well represented in republican clubs, IWMA branches and similar 
groups around the country. The actual personal followers of OtBrien 
were never a large group - perhaps no more than a few dozen key indi- 
viduals - but they seem to have been active In virtually every advanced 
movement or organization that offered them the chance to spread their 
mentor's teachings and further the cause of social revolution. 
A detailed description of the role played by the O'Brienites and 
their political societies in metropolitan radical politics, with many 
illustrations drawn from the radical press and other contemporary sources, 
may be found in Stan Shipley's local study of London workirkcgnents clubs, 
1 
Club Life and Socialism in Mid-Victorian London. Other works dealing 
I 
History Workshop series, No. 5, Oxford, 1971 (see esp. the chapters on 
"The Soho O'Brienites" and 7he Manhood Suffrage League"). Except for a 
few pamphlets and reminiscences,, the best contemporary sources on the 01 
Brienites are the short notices in the club columns of radical newspapers 
(Bradlaugh's National Reformer in the 1870s and early 80s is especially 
good for these) and occasional longer reports of special activities in- 
volving them. Mr. Shipley has traced the O'Brienites over a long period 
through these sources and in so doing has contributed much to our know- 
ledge of the vanished political culture to which they belonged, the 
I'metropolitan clubland" of the Victorian artisan. 
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with mid-Victorian popular r-adicalism also contain scattered references 
to the O'Brienites as a group and to the Murray brothers,, Martin Boon, 
W. H. Riley, G. Eý Harris, Richard Butler and other prominent =nrbers 
of their circle,, often in connection with the IWMA or the Land and 
Labour League. In the present context there is no need for a full ac- 
count of the O'Brienitesl-activities and the institutional development 
of the organizations they dominated or influenced (and in any case, much 
of this information can be pieced together from the works just cited). 
What is more to the point here is the nature of their influence within 
the metropolitan radical milieu of the 1870s and the extent to which it 
may have helped prepare the way for the socialist movement which later 
took root in this setting. In order to determine how far O'Brienism may 
have foreshadowed modern socialism we need to look more closely at the 
O'Brienite version of the social revolution. 
Frank Kitz, a London-born workingman of German descent who began 
a lifelong career as a revolutionary by joining the O'Brienite circle in 
1874., praised these men - his first political tutors - as having been 
among the few in Britain "to represent and uphold Socialism" at this 
2 
time. Kitz looked upon these veterans of the Chartist struggle - men 
who had been associated with Robert Owen, Ernest Jones, Feargus O'Connor., 
william Lovett and other revered leaders as well as Bronterre O'Brien 
with an awe and respect that never faded. When Kitz in his turn bad 
1 
See esp. E. E. Barry. Nationalisation in British Politics, Chapter II; 
H. Collins and C. Abramsky, Ka 1 Mari -and the BFItis-h=b6ur Movement, 
and for background on O'Brien's own career and the Nati Reform 
League., as well as an appendix containing brief biographical sketches 
of scrw of his disciples, Alfred Plummer, Bronterre: A PoliticaL-Biop: - 
r-aphy of Bronterre O'Brien, 1804-1864 (19715. 
2 
Kitz., "Recollections and Reflections,, " Freedom, January 1912. 
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become an old campaigner, he recalled them fondly in his memoirs and 
singled out some of them for special mention - for example, William Town- 
shend, "a tall, gaunt, kindly old shoemaker, the possessor of a vast ac- 
cumulation of books and knowledge pertaining to the cause"; the brothers 
Charles and James Murray,, probably the most active agitators in the group, 
who took part In "every movement from the Chartist onwards"; John Bedford 
Leno, "the Buckinghamshire poet,, who struck at the landlord system in 
rhyme and verse"; or John Rogers, Soho tailor, Chartist pioneer and 
"friend of Karl Marx. " Rogers., president of the Manhood Suffrage League 
when he died in 1877, had been a foundation member of the London Working 
Men's Association which drew up the People's Charter in 1836; Marx was 
2 
among the group of friends and associates who attended his funeral. 
Townshend and the Murray brothers became founder-ceTibers of the Democr-atic 
Federation, as did others in the ML,, and served it actively through most 
of the 1880s; James Marray was'one of the signers of its first socialist 
3 
manifesto, Socialism Made Plain, in 1883. 
Kitz went so far as to describe the members of the Manhood Suf- 
frage League as "the chief actors in bringing about the revival of social- 
ism and laying the foundations of the present movement" and this would 
be no exaggeration If Kitz had said they were among, the "chief actors, " 
ch is probably what he meant, judging from the whole of his memoirs. 
1 
Ibid.., Fbbruary 1912. 
2 
Shipley,, Club Life p. 4. 
3 
More will be said of the OtBrienites' role in the Federation - after 
1884 the Social-Democratic Federation - in later chapters. 4 
Kitz in Freedom,, February 1912. 
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11 
But whether the O'Brienites themselves can properly be labeled "social- 
ists" is really a question of how broadly one defines the tem. In a 
reference to the prevalence of O'Brienite doctrines in the local IWMA 
branches formed around Britain in 1871-2., Henry Collins and Chimen 
Abramsky have described O'Brien's, followers as "the only coherent body 
of socialists in England at the time. " Similarly, in referring to the 
affiliation of the National Reform League with the IWMA in 1866, they 
characterize the League as "the only society in Britain to maintain, in 
the period between the decline of Chartism and the socialist revival of 
the 1880s, a consistent propaganda in favour of socialism, albeit of the 
1 
O'Brienite variety. " 
In its basic aims., at least,, O'Brienism was quite compatible with 
the socialism of the 1880s and 90s: In essence, the O'Brienites sought 
to teach their fellow workinp; nen to use their political rights to the 
fullest in order to secure their social emancipation,, and tried to in- 
spire them with a vision of the independence and security they would 
enjoy as masters of their own econanic lives, freed fram "wage slavery" 
to capitalists and landlords. As Collins and Abramsky point out., how- 
ever, the "O'Brienite variety" of socialism lacked one of the most char- 
acteristic features of the movement as it later developed in Britain: 
Me O'Brienites did not demand the nationalization of all the major means 
of production, distribution and exchange., only sane of them - principally 
the land, the banking and credit system and ever-jthing in the nature of 
a public utility. Even where they did call for nationalization., this did 
not necessarily imply centralized state management. In other respects, 
Collins and Abramsky, Karl Marx and the British Labour Movement,, p. 252; 
P. 73. 
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too, such as'their broader definition of a "working man" and their pre- 
occupation with credit and currency refonn, their focus differed markedly 
from, that of the later socialism. 
Many of the differences seem to arise fran the fact that the 
O'Brienites paid relatively little attention to heavy industry and the 
factory system (perhaps because most of them,, living in London and work- 
ing at traditional, "pre-industri4l' trades,, had not had much contact 
with it; and because - as was the case with so many urban reformrs of 
all classes and shades of opinion - their social ideal was basically 
an agrarian one). When they spoke out against the "capitalist" they were 
usually thinking of the financier or Imoneylord" more than the industrial- 
ist. They did not so much seek to destroy the capitalist industrial sys- 
tem as to bypass it - to make It possible for working people to live 
outside it by abolishing the monopolies, principally of land and money, 
that kept them trapped within it. Me O'Brienites sought a society in 
which ordinary artisans and labourers, either on their own or in camunal 
groups,, would have the option of combining a craft with som land to es- 
tablish an independent livelihood with full control of the things they 
produced., which they could exchange for whatever they needed at a system 
of state-run markets where all goods would be valued in term of the 
labour that went into them. 
O'Brienism was not Marxism, but neither Bronterre O'Brien nor his 
followers needed any lessons from Marx in such basic concepts as the con- 
flict of class Interests under capitalism, worker-created "surplus value" 
as the source of profits, or the value of working-class political inde- 
pendence as a step toward social emancipation. In 1854, for example, 
Charles Nn-ray was quoting from O'Brien's writings to demonstrate that 
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the "capability of working men to produce a surplus over and above 
their own consumption. " was the sole source of "the enormous incomes an- 
nually received by capitalists and traders, under the name of Profits. " 
TTk-re Is good reason to believe, as O'Brien's biographer suggests, that 
Marx may have learned fran O'Brien; in other words,, that O'Brien's 
writings of the 1830s and 40s must have formed part of the material from 
2 
which Marx developed his own analysis of society. 
To fully appreciate the position of the O'Brienites in relation 
to both the working-class radicalism of the 1870s and the new socialism 
of the 1880s it is necessary to understand the system of social thought 
and closely inter-related reform proposals worked out by O'Brien many 
years earlier, for few of his followers ever strayed far from it despite 
the diversity of the movements in which they took part. Right from the 
beginning of his career as the "political schoolmaster" of the Chartist 
3 
era, O'Brien attacked "the tyrant Capital" for enslaving the working 
class and taking away most of the wealth it produced. Addressing the 
Second Co-operative Congress at Birmingham in 1831, he cited the statis- 
tics of Colquhoun (in nuch the same way as the socialists of a half- 
century later cited other statistics) to demonstrate that working people 
were ? 'robbed" by the profit system of "at least four-fifths of their 
earnings,, " and further pointed out that they were constantly at risk of 
1 
C. DUrray, A Letter to Mr. George Jacob Holyoake (1854), pp. 8-9. 
2 
Plummer, Bronterre pp. 249-253. 
3 
O'Brien is described as "The Political Schoolmaster of the Age" in the 
National Union (organ of the O'Brienite-dominated National Political 
Union for the Obtainment of the People's Charter), 6 October 1858, 
quoted ibid., p. 240. 
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losing their livelihood altogether during an economic downturn: 
Their labour is held in servile subjection 
by a tyrant called Capital, who suspends as 
well as expands production at pleasure ... There is no escaping from this tyrant Cap- 
ital: he is an essential element in every 
work of enterprise. No matter what may be 
a man's abilities, or industry ... he can do nothing without the capitalist ... When the capitalist wants him, he keeps him hard 
at work twelve or fourteen hours a day, for 
just as much as keeps him alive and able to 
resume his work next day, and when the spec- 
ulator's convenience no longer requires it, 
he sends the wretch away, telling him to go 
and starve for a fortnight or so. Ca 
,i 
this 
be called a rational form of society. 
As far as remedies were concerned., on this occasion O'Brien 
spoke only in general terms of the principle of Co-oper-ation as a means 
by which workers could create "a Union of capital and labour amongst 
themselves" in order to "secure permanent independence for all. " and 
warned that the expected reform of Parliament could "effect little good,, 
except in so far as it may conduce to a reform in the construction of 
2 
society. " But in his early contributions to the radical press during 
the same period (while he was still in his twenties) O'Brien spelled out 
quite plainly the conviction which would always remain the cornerstone 
of his strategy: that independent political power was the essential 
ji first step toward working-class social emancipation. He called for po- 
litical reforms that would "invest the productive classes with real leg- 
islative power" which they could use to "make whatever changes they might 
think necessary" in order to gain control of both the land and the 
1 
Proceedings of the Second 2ýýperative Congress (1831), pp. 19-20. A 
copy Is aval. LaBle at Goldsmiths' Library,, -Un=versity of London. 
2 
Ibid. 
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"machinery and scientific power of the nation" and retain for themselves 
the wealth they produced. At this time (1831), when the working class 
still entirely lacked direct legislative power, O'Brien was less con- 
cerned than later with the exact form these changes might take. But in 
general terms he looked toward the constitutional use of this power, 
once it had become a reality, to "gradually prepare the way for the adop- 
tion of the social or co-operative system. " 
It is JjTportant to understand, however, that O'Brien's attacks 
upon the capitalist economic system and his emphasis upon working-class 
political power as a mans of reforming it in the "social or co-operativell 
direction did not mean that he envisioned the direct establishment of a 
socialist state by a worker-dominated revolutionary government. In 01 
Brien's view no government could successfully inpose a socialist or com- 
nunist system by law; If it were to ccme at all it nust come as a spon- 
taneous, voluntary growth after the people bad first been "put in posses- 
sion of ... their real social and political rights. " O'Brien defined 
these rights and explained his position on the whole matter in his 3.850 
panphlet State Socialism!! In the first section of this, entitled "For 
What are we Striving? " he criticized "our modern Socialists, both in 
England and on the Continent" for failing to see any intermediate course 
between preserving the existing system and "abolishing private property 
2 
altogether. " The kind of socialism OtBrien was referring to - and he 
obviously doubted its practicability under any circumstances despite his 
I 
Plunmr, Bronterre Pp. 36-7. The phrases quoted directly are from 
several articles by O'Brien published during 1831 in William Carpenter's 
Political Letter. 
I 
O'Brien, State Socialism 
, 
Nj p. 8. (1 have used an undated edition pub- 
lished about 1880,, which may be seen at Goldsmiths' Library, University 
of London). 
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statement that he had "no objection ... to any form of socialism" on 
principle - was that which would attempt to force everyone into Owenite- 
style co-operative comrunities. He was speaking specifically here "not 
only of Mr. Owen's followers, but also of the Fourierists, and of every 
sect and shade of the French comnunists and socialists. " He asserted 
that their remedy 
is practically no remedy at all, inasmuch as,, 
if we had possession of the goverTrwnt tomorrow, 
we should have neither the right nor the-power 
to apply it. No government has a right to com- 
pel people to live in commzdties if they do 
not like it, nor to tax one portion of the pub- 
lic to enable another portion to live in paral- 
lelograms on the principle of co-operative labour 
and corrmn property, nor indeed upon any other 
principle ... All we have a right to expect from the best of gvernments is to hold the scales 
evenly and dispense equal justice and protection 
to all classes, - in other words, to restore to 
us., and secure us in the plentitude of our 
social and political rights. Having obtained this 
much from governmený, it is our business to do the 
rest for ourselves. 
The rights to which O'Brien referred included, on the political 
side., all the basic civil liberties essential to a free people as well 
as the "right to self-govemrwnt in every department of the State" through 
a fully democratic system of representation. The principle social rights 
of the people were defined by O'Brien as (1) "their right to the use of 
land., and of all the raw materials of wealth above or below the earth's 
surface, " which were to be gradually resumed by the State as the existing 
proprietors died off, with compensation to their heirs; (2) "their right 
to a share of the public credit of the State" in the form of loans or 
advances from the public funds enabling them "to stock and crop the 
1 
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lands rented from the state, or to manufacture on their own account" 
in other words., "their right to be taken out of a state of bondage to 
landlords and capitalists, and to be enabled to produce and enjoy on 
their own account, without being obliged to ask others for leave to 
live"; and (3) their right to "an equitable system of camercial. ex- 
change" by which they could trade amongst themselves through the mediun 
of a paper currency having no connection with gold, "and be at all times 
able to get equal value for value', by the mere presentation of the paper 
symbol. 
The specific reforms designed to realize these "social rights" - 
which O'Brien and his followers liked to describe as "a few honest laws 
2 
upon Land, Credit, Currency and Exchange" - are set forth in the second 
part of State Socialism!! as the "Propositions of the National Refom 
League. " a set of resolutions dr-afted by O'Brien and adopted by the 
I, e-ague and various other bodies (including the National Charter Associa- 
tion) in 1850. The resolutions begin with the immdiate relief of pov- 
erty and unemployment. The first demands reform of the Poor law so that 
"beneficial employment and relief" would be "liberally administered., as 
a right,, and not grudgingly doled out" with the accompaniment of "harsh 
and degrading conditions" that converted "relief into punishment. 11 The 
second calls upon the government to purchase lands for "the location 
thereon of the unemployed poor. " No details of how the resettlement 
would work are given here, but this was the germ of what later came to 
be called Mome Colonization" and was demanded by both radicals and 
I 
Ibid., pp. 6-7 
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socialists for many years as a counter to emigrationist schemes. The 
third proposal calls for the cessation of all taxation of the 11industri- 
ous classes" for purposes of discharging the National Debt, on the ground 
that "the debt was not borrowed by them, nor for them., nor with their 
1 
consent. " 
The remaining four proposals, dealing with land, credit, currency 
and exchange in that order and in close relationship to one another, con- 
stituted the real heart of the O'Brienite economic programme, the "few 
honest laws" which were to become the basis of a just and nonviolent 
r'-social 
revolution. The land proposal specifies "the gradual resumption 
by the State (on the acknowledged principles of equitable coupensation 
to existing holders or their heirs) of ... sole proprietorship over all 
the lands, mines, turbaries,, fisheries etc.., of the United Kingdom and 
our colonies; the same to be held by the State, as trustees, in perpetu- 
ity, for the entire people" and be rented out to either individuals or 
groups on terms to be determined in detail by "the law and local circum- 
stances. " There is nothing in the proposal that necessarily implies 
direct management of these resources by the state., but it anticipates 
Henry George by many years in providing that the rents paid to the 
State should take the place of all existing forms of taxation; O'Brien 
believed that the "national fund" so formed would be "adequate to defray 
all charges of the public service, execute all needful public works., and 
2 
educate the population, without the necessity for any taxation. " 
1 
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The next demand, for a "sound system of National Credit, " fol- 
lows logically frorn nationalization of the land, for this would be of 
little value to the ordinary workinp7m unless he could readily obtain 
the capital to rent some land and put it under cultivation instead of 
remaining subject to "the injustice and tyranny of wages-slavery. " 
This "National Credit" system, however, was not intended merely for 
the benefit of prospective small farmers, for it would be open to 
"individuals, companies and conmmities in all other branches of useful 
industry as well as in ap; riculture. 11 
Flollowing the "National Credit" proposal is the demand for a 
"National Currency" based upon "real, consumeable wealth., or on the 
bona fide credit of the State, and not upon the variable and uncertain 
amount of scarce metals. " O'Brien believed that the existing gold- 
based currency, because it was variable in supply and had intrinsic 
value in itself, fostered "a vicious trade in money and a ruinous prac- 
tice of commercial gambling and speculation" which made it "wholly in- 
adequate to perform the functions of equitably representing and distrib- 
uting" the national wealth and maintaining the balance between produc- 
tion and consumption that was necessary to avoid periodic econcmic 
2 
crises. O'Brien's ideas on currency reform are, in truth, too complex 
for satisfactory brief summary. But generally speaking, he wanted a 
paper currency based on the labour theory of value, i. e., symbolizing 
the actual labour-content of conrx)dities, which would not be subject to 
Ibid., P. 5. 
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monopoly by the I'moneylords" of the world of private banking and finance. 
1 
The final demand - nicely complementing the currency proposal 
is for a new national system of exchange which would operate, under State 
super-vision, completely outside the existing profit system. O'Brien, 
arguing that the profit system pr-oduced "a monstrous amount of evil, by 
maintaining a large class living on the profits made by the Mre sale of 
goods,, on the demornlizing principle of buying cheap and selling dear, " 
specified that it should become the duty of the State "to institute in 
every town and city, public marts or stores, for the reception of all 
kinds of exchangeable goods, to be valued by disinterested officers ap- 
pointed for the purpose, either upon a corn or a labour standard. " 
Depositors of goods would then receive notes enabling them to draw goods 
worth an equivalent amount from similar markets anywhere in the country,, 
"thereby gr-adually displacing the present reckless systern of coupetitive 
2 
trading and shopkeeping. 11 
In a concluding note on "other needful refonns" which he thought 
would be "easy of accorrplishment" once these major proposals had been 
put into effect., O'Brien also alluded briefly to "the expropriation of 
railways., canals, bridges, docks, gas-works, etc., " i. e., the nationali- 
' zation of the means of transport and communication and ever-jthing in the 
1- 
Perhaps the clearest brief description of the kind of currency desired 
by O'Brien and his followers is John Ruskin's definition of "National 
Money. 11 quoted approvingly by W. H. Riley in the International Herald, 
1 June 1872: "a documentary prcmise., ratified ancT-g6-ar-aHE-e--e-d-Ty the 
nation,, to give or find a certain quantity of labour, or the results 
of labour,, on demand. " O'Brien envisioned stamped notes representing 
so many hours, days,, weeks., etc. of labour,, but never solved the prob- 
lem of how to fairly represent different kinds and qualities of 
labour (Plummer, Bronterre., pp. 207-210). - 
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nature of a public utility. As he explained in more detail elsewhere , 
he believed that facilities of this sort., like the land and other natural 
resources, properly belonged to the whole public and should not be sub- 
ject to mnopolistic control by "private speculators., for whm they are 
only a legal disguise to enable them to rob the public. " 
It will be seen that the various item in the O'Brienite eco- 
nomic programm added up to a considerable degree of State intervention, 
following from the basic proposition that the working class must capture 
and use the p; reat potential power of the positive State to transform 
social and ecommic institutions to whatever extent necessary to ensure 
decent living and working conditions and a fair share of the national 
wealth for all. Although O'Brien's proposals stopped short of the 
nationalization of industry, there is no indication that he would have 
opposed this on principle if he had thought it necessary to set workers 
free from the system of competitive profiteering which he hated as pas- 
sionately as any socialist. He apparently believed his own proposals 
for the nationalization of land, credit and the instruments of comme-rce 
were sufficient in themselves to accomplish this end,, leaving co-opera- 
tive production as a truly viable option without making it an enforced 
requireiTent. O'Brien, then, was neither an 17, nglish Socialist" in the 
Utopian tradition of the Owenites nor a "scientific" socialist of the 
Marxian school. But his ideas were in many ways compatible with the 
modern British tradition of democratic socialism - sufficiently so 
that some of his younger followers were able to take part in the 
I- 
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movement of the 1880s which established this tradition while still main- 
taining their O'Brieýite identity and flavouring their propaganda for 
the new socialism with the distinctively O'Brienite doctrines on "land, 
credit, currency and exchange. " - 
Charles Marmy and the "Enemy" Middle Class. 
One O'Brienite who made the transition to socialism was Charles 
MzTay., probably the most militantly class-conscious and revolutionary- 
ýminded of all O'Brien's followers. naTay was a lifelong resident of 
- Soho,, except for a fifteen-rmnth period in 1871-2 which he spent in ýKansas 
working with a co-operative colony of O'Brienite emigrants who 
were attenpting to put their mentor's principles into practical oper- 
fation. An active Chartist from his youth, Murray was acquainted with 
Feargus OfConnor and Robert Owen as well as O'Brien., but his views were 
formed principally through his long and close friendship with O'Brien. 
Murray and his brother James began to become prominent in Soho radical 
circles in the early 1850s, when Charles served as secretary and James 
as treasurer of the Soho Chartist Locality. After O'Brien's death in 
1864, Charles Murray emerged as one of the best-known and most cease- 
lessly active O'Brienite propagandists. A boot-closer by trade (they 
stitched the uppers, usually working at home in Murray's time) and the 
most prominent member of his union, the West End Boot Closers' Society, 
Murray was also a well-known figure in London trade-union circles. A 
long-serving member of the IWMA General Council, Murray convinced his 
See Shipley,, Club Life pp. 80-83 for the story of the O'Brienite 
"Mutual Emigration and Co-operative Colonization Company" so far as 
it can be traced from British sources - which mysteriously give no 
indication of the fate of the colony after 1874. 
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union to affiliate with the Inter-national in 1869 and participate 
1 
actively in its affairs. 
MzTay's desire for a social revolution was firmly based on a 
class-conflict analysis of the existing social system. Of all O'Brien's 
followers M-i=ay seems to have been the most vehement on the subject of 
the middle class as the enemy of reform, perhaps even more so than O'Brien 
himself. MnM was less of a journalist and pamphleteer than some of 
the other O'Brienites, e. g. Martin Boon or W. H. Riley,, usually carrying 
on his propaganda by the spoken rather than the written word, But in 
1854 he published a pamphlet which fully confirms his reputation as an 
implacable opponent of political alliances between the middle and working 
: classes. This was his Letter to Mr. George Jacob Holyoake., which deserves 
to become known as a classic expression of Victorian popular radicalism 
in its most militant form. - In the course of an attack upon Holyoake for 
backsliding on his Chartist principles,, seeking 11favour with the Middle 
Classes" and becoming a "servile ... defender of their fraudulent and 2 
destructive system of society, " nwmy set down a rambling but powerful 
statement of the O'Brienite view of the class struggle. 
Murray made it abundantly clear that even though the O'Brienites 
did not demand the nationalization of industr"j along with that of land, 
they believed as strongly as the socialists of the 1880s and 90s that 
the great landlords were not the only class opposed to the interests of 
the workers. The commercial middle class - "Bankers, Brokers, 
I 
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Financiers, Pundholders, Stock Jobbers, Railway Speculators and Profit- 
mongers" - were also "the implacable enemies of the people,, in all 
1 
civilized society; and must be so by their position. " Marray quoted 
f'rom a recently-published lecture on "The Social Oppression of the Work- 
ing Classes" by Dr. R. G. Ganmge (the first historian of Chartism and 
a longý-time associate of the O'Brienite cadre) to make the historical 
point that "as one class had monopolised the land, another class ... 
sought to monopolize the money; which monopoly,, in the course of tin-ý, 
became a more powerful source of robbery than even the monopoly of the 
2 
land. " Furtherrwre,, argued Marr-ay, the two kinds of monopoly were 
closely related. The monopoly of the soil by the landed classes bene- 
fited the middle-class" monopolists of money" as well,, for it was the 
very existence of the land monopoly that forced millions of workers to 
huddle in the towns and cities and put themselves at the disposal of the 
3 
moneyed class for wages just sufficient to live. 
In answer to the ccumn argument (which MnTay here attributes 
to Holyoake) that, the workers should tread softly lest they alarm their 
ridddle-class sympathizers and drive them to make common cause with the 
aristocracy - that in matters of reform "the people and the Middle 
Class should be one" - f1wray poured out his scorn in print as he must 
have done many other times in speeches and debates on behalf of the 
People's Charter, the National Reform League., the First International., 
the Manhood Suffrage League and, ultimately, the Social-Democratic 
I- 
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Federation. "What an absurdity! " he thundered, 
The Middle and Working Classes me! There 
are no two divisions - no two classes of 
people - no two interests so diametrically 
opposed to each other as the Middle Class 
and the Working Class. The Aristocracy and 
the Middle Class are one in interest, as 
contradistinguished from the interest of 
mankind at large; they are disunited only 
when ... they are settling which shall have the greater share of the spoils of which 
they have both robbed the people ... Only let a portion of the people make a stand, 
headed by an honest and intelligent man., 
for an instalment of real reform, and then 
see If the Aristocracy and Middle Classes 
are not united., aye! even almost to a man, 
to prevent the people from Tetting one 
iota of justice or liberty. 
r1be reason -for this united front , according to Murray., was the 
symbiotic relationship between the two classes which kept their interests 
in harmony: The landed class would not have the power to maintain its 
monopoly of the soil without the political support of the middle class, 
and the middle class could not maintain its industrial and camiercial 
monopoly without the existence of the land monopoly - for if the people 
were allowed to exercise "their inalienable right to occupy a portion- 
of the land - their indisputable inheritance from their Creator, " then 
they would not be "such willing slaves" of the middle classes, "at their 
'beck and call' whenever they want their labour to build themselves for- 
tunes,, " only to be "cast ... aside when no longer a profit can be made 
of them. " The relationship was so fundamental, argued Marray,, that "the 
Aristocracy could not exist a day without a Middle Class - and a Middle 
I- 
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Class could not possibly exist without an Aristocracy. " 
Marray was quite willing to grant that "among the middle classes 
are to be found men of soul - men of heart - men of principle. 11 But 
these were only "noble'exceptions to the general rule, " and did not 
change Mar-ray's position that the most vital lesson the working-class 
movement had to learn was that middle-class alliances could bring it 
ýnothing but frustr-ation and failure. He blamed "the influence, the per- 
ver-sity, and the never-ending intrigues of the Middle Classes" for the 
collapse of the Chartist movement and the failure of "all the Continental 
r, evolutions., so successfully begim, so gloriously promising, " and warned 
that nothing had changed: "the Middle Classes ... are not with the 2 
people, because their interest is not the interest of the people. " 
Murray's analysis of the ýiddie-class role in the oppression of 
the "people" goes a long way toward explaining why the O'Brienites placed 
so much errphasis on'ciedit and currency'reform; that is; on nationalizing 
the instruments of cormwrce instead of the instrumnts of production: 
As far as the O'Brienites were concemed the middle class was, almost 
exclusively, the I'moneylord" class - the 'Tankers, Brokers, Financiers, 
pandholders, Stock Jobbers., Railway Speculators and Profitmongers" whose 
monopoly of financial capital gave them the same kind of control over 
comrerce and industry that the landed classes had over agriculture. It 
was really, thens, only a section of the "middle class" as we usually 
think of it that the O'Brienites considered "enemies of the people. " 
Middle-class persons who lived by some sort of productive or socially 
r- 
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useful work instead of by profits, dividends and interest -a physician, 
perhaps, or an architect, an artist or a teacher, did not necessarily 
come under this heading. Certainly the master craftsman with a few em- 
ployees did not, nor even did the, industrial employer if he worked ac- 
tively with hand or brain alongside his employees, organizing and super- 
intending their labour. On the contrary, the O'Brienites tended to 
regard such an employer as essentially a "productive" person, an earner, 
whose interests were closer to those of the workingman than those of the 
capitalist (in the I'moneylord" sense) on whom both were dependent for 
the continuance of their livelihood. In other words, they viewed the 
conflict between the middle and working classes more in terms of "debtors 
vs. creditors" than of "workers vs. employers. " 
An 1871 article entitled ! 'Paris, To-Day - London Tomorrow" by 
1 
another, O'Brienite, James Harvey of Liverpool (comparable in many ways 
with Mirray's Letter to Holyoake , describes the class struggle in just 
these term. Harvey's piece., like Ykaimyls,, took the form of an open 
letter; Harvey was attacking the Radical M. P. Samuel Morley as a false 
friend of the workingman in the same way Murr-ay had attacked Holyoake. 
Having portrayed Morley as a natural class-enemy of workers by virtue 
of his "being a capitalist., " Harvey pointed to "the present state of 
Paris" (i. e. 2 during the struggle of the Commune) to show that there 
was "war to the knife" between the two classes. But he did not neces- 
sarily mean between workers and employers, for in describing the causes 
of the Paris conflict he spoke primarily of Imoney-lenders, bill-brokers., 
capitalists, loan societies., pawnbrokers, all screwing usurious interest 
1 
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from the debtors. " Concluding that the 11same situation" existed in 
London,, he stated that 'The propertied class is the creditor interest, 
the working-class is the debtor class. " 
Quite in contrast with later socialist propaganda., there is no 
specific mention of the industrial employer; but presumably he was to 
be considered the class-enemy of the worker only to the extent that he 
! was also a "capitalist" in the money-mnopolist sense meant by Harvey. 
This evidently was the point of W. H. Riley's statement in an 1873 
pamphlet entitled Strikes, their Cause and Remedy. that although "no-man 
has any more right to make a profit on the mere use of money than he 
has by letting land. " the "active employer" was "really a working man" 
1 
whose interests were "identical with those of his employees. " 
With this outlook on the nature of the class strup,, gle It does 
not seem surprising that the O'Brienites' plans for industrial refonn 
were focused on financial capital instead of the actual "instrumnts of 
production" as we usually think of them in connection with the later so- 
cialist progrwm-bes, i. e.,, industrial plant and machinery. From the 01 
Brienite point of view there was no need to nationalize this form of 
capital if the sources of financial capital were in effect nationalized: 
If the I'monopoly of money" were destroyed - if ordinary working people, 
either individually or in co-operative associations, could turn to the 
state for capital to finance their own enterprises - then there could 
no longer be any monopoly of the instruments of industrial production. 
Add to this the destruction of the "monopoly of the soil" which was to 
be accomplished by nationalizing the land, and the way would be open 
Quoted in Collins and Abramsky, Karl Marx, pp. 270-271. 
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for workers'to'llproduce on their own account" either individually or co- 
operatively, 'in agriculture or industry or both, and enjoy the full 
fruits of'their labour. 
This was-essentially all the O'Brienites wanted or expected from 
their economic progranne. They were not dogmtic on the question of 
individual-. vs. co-operative production (although their own"effort to 
establish a co-operative coTmnmity in the American West suggests where 
the sympathies of most of them lay). Their whole approach was basically 
anti-monopolist rather than positively socialist, and this is what prin- 
cipally distinguishes O'Brienism. from the new socialism of the 1880s and 
after. Yet it should perhaps be emphasized again that the O'Brienites 
shared in full the socialist aims of setting the working-class free from 
"wage-slavery" and instituting a system of production for use instead of 
for profit. 
Martin Boon and the Cry for the Land 
Like most adherents of a cause or philosophy, the O'Brienites 
as individuals took varying paths., emphasizing different aspects of 01 
j 
Brien's teachings while remaining within the general framework of OJ-Brien- 
ism. While Charles Murray., for instance, focused on the need for working- 
class political independence due to the conflicting interests of the 
middle and working classes, Martin Boon's primary concern was the need 
for land reform to counter the effects of urbanization and industriali- 
V zation. Boon was convinced that urban life was debilitating and that 
its growing predominance was undermining the vitality and the happiness 
1, of not only the working class but the whole nation. Among the O'Brienites 
Boon was perhaps the leading exponent of the ideal of the sturdy fam 
family as the backbone of the nation. 
50 
Reflecting the widespread belief among nineteenth-century rad- 
icals that there had once been an agrarian Golden Age when all the land 
was held'in common, "when the people generally were cultivators of the 
soil and when their right to own the produce of their labour, was recog- 
nized.. " Boon maintained that until the country returned to that position- 
"the people could not attain happiness. " He charged that "false polit- 
ical economy" was used to justify a system of land monopoly which "drove 
the people into the towns where they were subjected to unhealthy influ- 
ences which brought on disease and premature death" while the results 
of their labour "were abstracted by idlers. " 
The first step toward reversing this trend, according to Boon., 
was to bring uncultivated lands and unemployed hands together: The 
State should take over all suitable waste land and make it available to 
the poor and the unemployed, either in smallholdings for individual fam- 
ilies or larger tracts for co-op6rative groups, under conditions enabling 
them to become independent cultivators with permanent tenure. This was 
the policy not Just of the O'Brienites but of most ex-Chartists and other 
advanced radicals all through the middle decades of the nineteenth cen- 
tury. But Boon became its leading advocate in 1869 when he published a 
detailed scheme for the establisýrwnt of 11home colonies" which was widely 
discussed in the workingmen's radical clubs and helped inspire the forma- 
2 L 
tion of the Land and Labour Ieague in the autumn of that year. 
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- "We seern to be at the beginning of a long reign of terror, in- 
security, and social distress, " Boon wrote, referring to both the current 
period of commercial uncertainty and the continuing "depopulation of the 
rural districts by great lords" as causes of a rising tide of poverty, 
unemployment and emigration. 'We therefore appeal for suffering humanity, " 
be continued., after attempting to show that family farming was more pro- 
ductive than wage-labour on large farms, 
and ask for the land for the use of the slaving 
people, feeling sure that there cannot be a 
wre delightful spectacle than to see an indus- 
trious farn-er with busy wife and healthy family 
living in a comfortable house., rented by himself 
from the State., cultivating his little territory 
with his own hands, and enjoying the pyoduce 
raised by his own labour and industry. 
How much better it would be both for the nation and its people., Boon 
cried., to encourage the increase of "so meritorious a class of the com- 
minity" by throwing open the millions of acres of good land lying idle 
to "the men ... being thrown out of work by our present money and land 
laws" - how much better than merely leaving them "to be mocked by being 
told they have produced too much, and therefore must remain idle and in 
want and be satisfied to wait for better times. 11 all the while surrounded 
by the "plethora of the good things of life" that had been produced by 
2 
their own skill and industry. 
Boon abominated "the system that makes man a machine, organises 
labour in regiments ... and forgets the use of a spade, " not only because 
of the injustice of dividing mankind "into only two classes ... a few 
I- 
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wealthy masters, and a huge population of unsecured wage-slaves, " but 
because the security of the nation was at risk if its people had "nothing 
to fall back upon" when the "artificial conditions" of commercial pros- 
perity failed: 
The safety of a state lies in the mass of the 
people having and holding the soil ... when 
mills stand still, and furnaces are blown out, 
when discounts fail at the bank, when ships, 
I lie Idle on the wharfs ... When there are no 
wages and little trade., the cabbages, pota- 
toes, and-carrots, the coy, the pigs, and the 
poultry, are still there. 
Boon's final pointregarding the dangers of "too much town and 
11 
too little countrnj" concerned the national spirit and character, above 
and beyond purely material considerations: 
The country is the nursery of the towns; -frcm 
thence comes the energetic spirits, the genius, 
the ambition. It is from it our Hanipdens, our 
Cromwells, and our Elliots come, to renew the 
greatness of our cities, and make London famous 
to the world. Sap the tree that puts forth 
this fruit, and what is to become of us? ... FLet us have our great towns and our factories., 
but let us have our ploughmen and spade men 
too ... they are the true raw material of hu- 
manity, often a very raw material indeed, but 
still the right stuff, true in the grain - 
the right substance to take on the polish of 
civilization, without losing the fibre of 
/their mtiv2 forests and the vitality of the 
ý, living oak. 
There was, as me historian has observed., "something pathetic in 
3 
this cry f'rom a London slum. " Martin James Boon., long-serving menber 
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1 
of the IWMA General Council., officer'of the Land and Labour League, 
editor of the militant Republican newspaper (the League's organ, pub- 
2 
lished from September 1870 to February 1872) and prolific pamphleteer, 
ran an ironmonger's shop at Clerkerwell Green - one of the places 
where the poor of East London gathered on Sunday mornings to hear-the 
Land and Labour League speakers tell them that "the present economical 
basis of society was the foundation of all the existing evils,, " that the 
land was their rightfulInheritance and they must unite to reclaim it, 
and that if "green fields and kitchen gardens" were "incmpatible with 
3 
the noble sport of hunting" then they could "let the hunters emigrate. 11 
Boon's pamphlet on "home colonization" and the foundation of the 
Land and Labour League were in part reactions to immediate events, par- 
ticularly the industrial slump and sharp rise of unemployment at the end 
of the sixties. This naturally called attention to conditions in the 
countryside by making the drift of rural immigrants into the towns a more 
I-- 
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ical exile and stalwart friend and colleague of Marx who also sat on the 
JwMA General Council; the joint secretaryship reflected the joint pres- 
ence of Marxian and O'Brienite influence in the League., although O'Brien- 
ism seems to have been the more dominant influence. 
2 
Reviews of several Boon pamphlets published in the 1870s and early 80s 
may be found at the end of his National Paper Money (1885), which may 
be seen (along with Home Colonization) at Goldsmiths' Library, Univer- 
sity of London. 
3 
Barr-j, loc. cit.; Address of the Land and Labour League to the Working 
Men ýýWomýn oFf Great Britain and Irelan-d (lbbq). This address, as 
well as tFF-seE of resolutions adopted h League's foundation con- 
ference in 1869., are reprinted in C. M. Davies, Heterodox London, Vol. 
11 (1874) pp. 216-230. The principles and programme set forth En these 
documents are so similar to those of the O'Brienites that it would be 
superfluous to summarize them here. For details of the October 1869 
"Land Conference" and its background, the League's propaganda and its 
rivalry with J. S. Mill's more moderate Land Tenure Reform Association, 
see Barry's account (Nationalisation, pp. 47-56). 
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serious threat to the jobs and wage levels of town workers. The land 
question seemed to become the question of the hour for all sections of 
British radicalism about this time. The League, for instance, concen- 
trated its propaganda mainly on land nationalization and home coloniza- 
tion', largely neglecting the other points of its wide-ranging O'Brienite- 
style prograrmie. One has only to begin reading at random in any of the 
radical newspapers of the period to be very quickly struck by the large 
proportion of time and energy devoted to land reform of one kind or 
another by radicals who lived mostly in urban and industrial environments. 
This was something more., of course., than a reaction to immediate 
problems caused by a terrporary downswing of the economic cycle. Martin 
Boon's cry of nostalgia for an idealized agrarian past was one that 
echoed down the entire nineteenth century; it places him unmistakably 
within a popular tradition that stretched from M=as Spence in the 
1790S through Cobbett and Henry George to Robert Blatchford in the 1890s, 
transcending all sorts of differences in political and economic doctrine. 
Boon himself,, for exarTple,, apparently had no connection with the social- 
1 
ist movement of the eighties, but his kind of ruralism became an inte- 
gral part of, the new movement; it was., in fact,, one of the strongest 
threads of continuity between the new socialism and the older radicalism. 
1 
This may have been partly because Boon - ironically for the leading 
advocate of 11hcme colonization" - emigrated to South Africa in 1874 
(where he settled as a merchant at Bloemfontein, Orange Free State) 
and was absent during the formative stages of the movement. But when 
he returned to London in 1884 he seems to have remained aloof from it 
although he continued, as he had done while away, to agitate for 
O'Brienite reforms: see Shipley., Club Life, pp. 8-9, and the bio- 
pXaphical remarks by the ex-Chartist William Maccall at the end of 
Boon's National Paper Money. 
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Never was the idealization of country life and the hatred of 
the smoke-palled industrial city and the regimentation of the factory 
system more powerfully expressed than by Blatchford in his phenomenally 
popular Merrie England (1894), one of the most successful works of so- 
cialist propaganda ever published - unless it was by William Morris, 
whose passionate "hatred of modern civilization" shaped a vision of the 
socialist future,, perhaps most fully expressed in his 1891 Utopian novel 
News from Nowhere, 'that inspired countless socialists and other rebels 
against Victorian society with the dream of an ideal agrarian England 
that never was', but might be. The similarity of Morris's and Blatchford's 
ruralist-ideals to each other and to those of Martin Boon also illus- 
trates the way in which ruralism, served as one of the chief points of 
contact between the literary-artistic tradition of romantic revolt in 
which Morris was bred and the popular radical tradition to whibh Blatch- 
ford was heir, helping to bring the two traditions closer together in 
I 
the socialist movement than they had ever been previously. 
1- 
Socialists like Dbrris and Blatchford and radicals like Boon and the 
O'Brienites all had, of course, much in conmn with William Cobbett 
in their hatred of modern capitalism, industrialism and urbanism and 
their enthusiasm for country life as the basis of an alternative 
value-system. It is interesting to note that as the kind of ruralism 
they represented took root and grew throughout the later nineteenth 
century, Cobbett's own reputation, first as a writer of rural descrip- 
tion and then as a social critic and political thinker, was rescued 
from mid-Victorian obscurity and rehabilitated in a revival which 
continued until the 1920s and 30s (Martin J. Wiener, "The Changing 
Image of William Cobbett, ft Journal of British Studies,, May 1974, 
pp. 135-154). 
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O'Brienism and the "International" 
To analyze the ideas of the O'Brienites rather than to trace , -. 
their interconnections with other radical groups is the primary purpose 
here., as stated earlier. But something more should perhaps be said 
about their connection with the IWMA, since except for the Land and 
1 
Labour League - which was itself largely an offshoot of the IWMA 
and the O'Brienites' own small propaganda societies, the "International" 
was the only organization with any significant influence among British 
workers in the 1870s which cam close to a modern socialist viewpoint. 
This Is not to say that the IWMA as a body took a declared and defin- 
itive socialist position - only that it served as a principal seedbed 
for socialist ideas in Britain, not only because of Marx's presence, 
but because it attracted socialists and near-socialists, foreign and 
native, of all persuasions. 
The basis of the IWMA's appeal to British workers was in fact 
largely non-theoretical. Marx was the guiding influence in defining 
its aims., but his strategy where Britain was concerned was one of 
2 
"moderation of-phrase. " Believing that it was useless and harmful to 
try to impose unfamiliar revolutionary doctrines on a worker's movement 
from the outside,, he encouraged the IWMA to pitch its appeal largely on 
1 
As Collins and Abrwnsky point out in support of their statemnt to this 
effect (Karl Marx, pp. 164-5), many of the O'Brienites and other former 
Chartists EU -Oweýites,, the British trade-union leaders and the Marxist 
exiles who served on the IWMA General Council were also on the LeaFýiels 
executive; the philosophy and programmes of the two bodies were similar; 
and the General Council members who had been pressing for the establish- 
ment of a separate British National Council were evidently satisfied 
2 
with the Leap. -, ue as a substitute for the time being. 
Collins and Abramsky, Karl Marx, pp. 287-8. 
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the very practical level of helping British trade unions "to augment 
their existing struggles, political and industrial, with the power of 
international combination" -a policy which was successfully imple- 
mented in a number of trade disputes and brought enough union affilia- 
tions to make the International a significant "force in the labour 
movement. " 
Despite the non-theoretical nature of much of its activity, 
however., the IWMA did express some of the basic elements of socialist 
thinking - such as the labour theory of value, the international 
brotherhood of workers and (in terms more clearly suggesting Marx's 
influence) the doctrines of-"surplus value" and "immiseration" - in 
its general statements of principle. One of the most interesting of 
these., since it was aimed specifically at a British audience and issued 
by the International's British Federal Council (the separate national 
council which was finally set up in the autumn of 1871 after Marx with- 
drew his earlier objections), was the address "To the Working Men and 
Women of the British Islands. " This did not set forth concrete propos- 
als, but announced the new council's advocacy, in line with IWMA policy, 
of "complete political and social equality for all members of the human 
race" and its representation of "the interest of labour, and of labour 
alone" with'a view toward rebuilding society on the basis that I'labour 
of either hand or brain should be the only condition of citizenship. " 
I 
Ibid. For more on Marx's opposition to the dognatic impo3ition of 
socialist theory on working-class movements and its connection with 
his and Engels' disapproval of Hyndman's leadership of the SDF, see 
also Collins' article "The Marxism of the Social-Democratic Feder- 
ation" in Asa Briggs and John Saville, eds., Essays in Labour History 
1886-1923 (1971), esp. pp. 47-8 and p. 64. 
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The address calls for the international corrbination of "Labour and Dem- 
ocr-atic" organizations to establish the principles that "the produce of 
labour ought to belong to the producer" and that "the brotherhood of 
labour should be the basis of society. " Continuing with an attack upon 
the "so-called Politico-Economic Doctrine of Cornpetition, " it briefly 
explains the "surplus value" doctrine and predicts that the growth of 
mass-production capitalist industry would inevitably mean increasing 
poverty and misery for workers. 
There is nothing in this docurwnt that the O'Brienites would not 
have accepted wholeheartedly (as is confirmed by its prominent display 
in W. H. Riley's International Herald); yet its tone and errphasis reveal 
subtly but unmistakably., despite the somewhat vague wording and the lack 
of specific proposals, that this was not really an O'Brienite piece of 
propaganda. The conspicuous absence of the typical O'Brienite references 
to the "land and money laws" and credit and currency reform; the way the 
errphasis falls upon large-scale industry and the condition of the indus- 
trial proletariat instead of on the land and the small farmer or crafts- 
man; the tone of statements such as the assertion that by capitalism "an 
industrial serfdom has been engendered far more fatal in its effects than 
2 
that which existed under feudalism" - all these features seem to sug- 
gest the guiding hand of Marx, as does the overall irrpression of a de- 
sire to attack capitalist industrialism directly instead of seeking an 
escape from it in a mass return to the land and small-scale production. 
International Heraldp 16 March 1872. 
2 
Ibid. 
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This does not mean., however, that the influence of O'Brienites 
on the IWMA was small. Few if any of its British members could be accu- 
rately described as Marxists despite the evidence of Marxian influence 
in documents like the address-just discussed, but O'Brienism. was well 
[-represented among them. Sane of the O'Brienites' connections with the 
I 
"International" have already been mentioned, such as the affiliations 
of their National Reform League and Charles Murray's West End Boot 
Closers and the prominent role of O'Brienites on the General Council. 
At least five O'Brienites served on the Council for periods of three 
to five years between 1868 and the removal of the Council to New York 
in August 1872 - Boon, Marray,, George Milner., George E. Harris and 1 
William Townshend. - Others served for shorter periods,, including 
Richard D. Butler, a compositor and delegate to the London Trades Council 
who,, like Murray and Townshend, was one of the group of O'Brienites who 
2 
worked with the Social-Democratic Federation in the eighties. 
Fran Marx's point of view the O'Brienites were by no means ideal 
allies. They were "full of follies and crotchets, such as currency 
3 
quackery, false emancipation of women, and the like, " and several of 
them - Butler., Boon and Harris - became involved in the damaging anti- 
centralist revolt against the powers of the General Council which came 
I 
DocuTwnts of the First International, Moscow (n. d. ), Vol. II, p. 1939 
pp. 2jl-244; Vol. III, p. 1069 p. 22 ; Vol. Vs PP. 152-3, P. 167, cited 
in shipley., Club Life, p. 6. 
2 
Collins and Abramsky, Karl Marx, pp. 249-50; Hyndman., Record of an 
Adventurous Life, ý. 254; Shipley, Club Li Pp. 53-4. 
Marx to Friedrich Bolte., 23 November 1871, quoted'in Collins and 
Abramskyj loc. cit. 
6o 
1 
to a head in 1872. Nevertheless, Marx found that 
these O'Brienites, in spite of their follies., 
constitute an often necessary counterweight 
to trade unionists in the Council. They are 
more revolutionary, fimer on the land ques- 
tion, and not susceptible to bourgeois bribery 
in one form or another. 
William Townshend's reminiscences about Marx in a conversation 
with Max Beer., recorded by Beer in his book Fifty Years of International 
Socialism, confirm Marx's own assessment of the role played by the 01 
Brienites on the General Council and also suggest that their relations 
with him were for the most part friendly and that they held him in high 
esteem. Townshend told Beer that although Marx "knew more of social 
and labour questions than all of us" he was always "very courteous" in 
council discussions. "I am an old O'Brienite, " Townshend continued: 
The land question and currency reform were our 
proposals for putting an end to exploitation. 
Marx agreed with us ... as to the importance 
of land nationalization, but he rather made fun 
of currency reform. He called us, good humoredly,, 
currency quacks, and he declared quite frankly 
that he thought us valuable members of the Council 
in order to counterbalance the Capitalist-Liberal 
influence of some of the Trade Union members ... He always behaved like a gentleman; it was differ- 
ent with Engels,, who started attending our meetings 
after 1870. He was a domineering German., but he 
had the funds,, and we often needed his financial 
help. I wish Bronterre O'Brien had lived a few 
years longer; he would have been the man to argue 
currency matters out with Marx; none of us could. 
3 
1 
Collins and Abramsky, loc. cit. 
2 
Marx to Bolteg 23 November 1871, quoted ibid. 
3M. 
Beer. Fifty Years of International Socialism (1935), pp. 133-4. Beer 
had met Townshend in lb95 under rather sad circumstances. The scholarly 
shoemaker, now aged and in poverty, was selling off the library of his- 
torical., philosophical and political works he had spent a lifetime acquir- 
ing; Beer, walking through Soho, had been attracted by the display of rad- 
ical books and old Chartist pamphlets laid out in Townshend's living- 
room window - 
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It seems to have been only after the-Paris Cor=me that some of 
the O'Brienites, with other erstwhile English allies of Marx such as 
John Hales, the long-time secretary of the General Council, began to take 
part in the revolt against the Council's authority which had been growing 
in several of the IWMA's foreign sections for some time. These English 
radicals were no doubt influenced partly by the Commune-inspired enthusi- 
asm for "decentralization and federalism" which helped-to swing much of 
the international Left toward anti-centralism and outright anarchism in 
1 
the post-Commune period. But Townshend's reference to tlýe I'domineering" 
attitude of Engels reminds us also that a traditionally strong ultra- 
democratic hostility toward centralized authority already existed among 
English radical working ren, O'Brienite or otherwise, without regard to 
any new Continental influence. Engels may well have aggravated this 
2 
traditional suspicion of "centralizing and despotic power, " which cer- 
tainly bad much to do with the rapid breakup of the IWMA in Britain 
L after 1872. It -mist also be counted as one of the principal reasons why 
the Marxian brand of centralist socialism, calling for the nationaliza- 
tion and state management of industry as well as the land, failed to 
make much headway in Britain until the idea- of a socialist state under 
democratic control - the "social-democratic" idea of combining central- 
ist socialism with fall political democracy - had been firmly estab- 
lished by the new movement of theýeighties. 
1 
Collins and Abramsky., Karl Marx, p. 249. 
2 
Quoted Ibid. The phrase was used by Richard Butler in Justifying the 
formation of a new "Universal Federalist Council" in 1872 by seceding 
members of the British Federal Council. 
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The effects of the anti-centralist spirit that dominated advanced 
radicalism in the seventies may be seen both in the nature of the local 
IWMA branches formed around Britain in 1871-72 and in the failure of 
Marxian ideas particularly a proposal for nationalizing "the branches 
of industry", to win approval at the DMIA's British national congress 
at Nottingham in 1872. The British Federal Council was officially formed 
in October, 1871, and by the time of the-Nottingham Congress late in the 
following July it had established some twenty-five branches distributed 
around London (where there were five),, the major provincial centres, 
Scotland and Ireland. These branches in effect gave the IWMA a new 
political wing in Britain in addition to the existing affiliates of the 
General Council, mostly trade unions. The new branches, according to 
Henry Collins, took the form of "socialist propaganda bodies, " but 
"inevitably the ideas propagated the only socialist ideas in the 
2 
field -, were those of Bronterre O'Brien. " 
O'Brienism was still the closest thing to modem socialism which 
was fan-diiar enough to British radicals and congenial enough to their 
anti-centralist proclivities to win much acceptance among them. Events 
at the Nottingham Congress seemed to confirm this and indicate-that it 
would remain so for the time being. Nevertheless, the subjects of dis- 
cussion at the Congress, if not its final programme decisions, seem to 
suggest that both Marxian'and O'Brienite thinking were represented 
there., perhaps more strongly than in any similar gathering of British 
radicals before the 1880s. 
I 
Henry Collinst tiThe English Branches of the First International.. " in 
Asa Briggs and jolm Saville, eds., Essays in Labour History (1960), 
pp. 249-252; p. 259. 
2 
Ibid., p. 259. 
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John Hales., writing in the Inter-national Herald shortly before 
the Congress, accurately foreshadowed the major themes of its discussions, 
in which he was to play a Tnaj. or part. Taking an organic view of society 
in opposition to the prevailing individualism, Hales urged "that the in- 
terest of the individual must be merged in the interest of the community, 
and that it is the duty of each not only to let others live, but to help 
them do so. " He advocated the "reconstruction of society" on the prin- 
ciple of "Communism ... the opposite of Competition, " stating that the 
latter simply meant "the rule of the Strong at the expense of the Weak.,, 
In a separate piece in the same issue, Hales exhorted workers everywhere 
to push for independent representation by men of their own class, citing 
the recent formation of a committee for this purpose in Hackney, East 
1 
London, as an example of how they should proceed. 
At the opening session of the Congress the delegates heard a 
report on correspondence received by the British Federal Council which 
indicated a high degree of militant class-consciousness in the local 
I 
branches. This sunTary of the general tenor of a "mass" of correspon- 
dence suggests the widespread presence of a viewpoint similar to that 
of Hales, although without the positive emphasis on "Comunism" and 
organic social theory which seemed to reflect his long association 
with Marx: 
The writers are thoroughly dissatisfied 
with their present political and social 
condition, and express themselves in un- 
measured terms against the system that 
thus degrades them ... Sam state as their opinion that things cannot continue 
much longer, before some sort of eruption 
International Herald', 22 June 1872. 
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takes place ... giving, as a reason, the two extreme positions in which the producer 
and the non-producer is [sic] situated, the 
latter absorbing everything into their own 
hands ... The thoughtful workingman begins to see the fallacy of the so-called politico- 
economic doctrine of supply and demand, which 
is advocated by ýhe partisans of a class that 
benefit thereby. 
The indication that these were the typical views of rank-and-file mrnbers 
of the International around Britain must have pleased both O'Brienites 
and Marxists in the leadership. There was nothing in these views that 
belonged exclusively to either school of thought, but there was much 
that either of them could consider conpatible with its teachings and a 
good basis to build upon. 
The same observation would also apply to the highlight of the 
first day's proceedings, the consideration of a proposal introduced by 
Edward Jones., secretary of the Congress, that 
the time had arrived when they should have a 
separate and distinct political party in this 
country, apart from any existing party and 
based on the claims of labour - based on the 
prearrble of the International - that the eman- 
cipation of the working classes nust b2 carried 
out by the working classes themselves. 
After other delegates had spoken in support of Jones's resolution to 
this effect (including Dr. G. B. Clark, later a leading mexber of the 
Democratic Federation in its earliest years., and W. H. Riley', the Of 
Brienite editor of the International Herald), John Hales rose to say 
that while he "thoroughly endorsed the principle" of Jones's resolution., 
Report of the proceedings of the Nottingham Congress, International 
Herald, 27 July 1872. 
e 
Ibid. 
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he wished to move an additional resolution which would make it "more 
canprehensive. 11 Hales's phraseology, however, seemed also to make the 
proposal sound a little less militant: 
while we recognize the fact that the social 
emancipation of the working classes is the 
great end to which all our efforts should be 
directed., we also recognize the fact that it 
is necessary to take political action to work 
out that social emancipation, and we hereby 
pledge ourselves to establish a distinct 
labour party based upon the principles of 
the International. 1 
It has been suggested that by placing his emphasis on immediate 
political action Hales was attempting to push the long-term social aims 2 
of the proposed party into the background. Yet the strong errphasis on 
social goals in Hales's International Herald article quoted above (which 
also included., for instance., the statement that "the fullest political 
liberty can avail nothing so long as the greatest part of the human race 
is steeped in ignorance, want and destitution"), as well as his apparent 
support for the idea of nationalizing other 11instr=ents of production" 
besides the land (see below), makes it seem doubtful that it was really 
his intention to water down the I'labour party" proposal. Considering 
that Jones's actual resolution (as distinct from the statement, quoted 
above., that he made in introducing it) was reported as stating simply 
that "the time has arrived for the formation of a third party in this 
3 
country based upon the claims of labour, " possibly Hales meant only 
Ibid. 
ie 
Collinsq "English Branches of the First International, " p. 263; Collins 
and Abramsky, Karl Marx, pp. 256-7; p. 265. 
3 
International Herald$ 27 July 1872. 
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what he said L--'that he wished to make the proposal "more conprehensive. 11 
In any case, the delegates thernselves did not seem to notice any dis- 
crepancy between the two resolutions and enthusiastically approved both 
of them, as well as others calling upon the trade unions to join the 
new party. 
The second day's proceedings were dominated by debate over the 
proposed platform for the new "labour party. " This included one plank 
that definitely'seems to reflect Marxian influence., a demand for "the 
nationalization of the land, and all the instrwnents of production. " 
Hales'. who had been on the platfonn committee which drew up the proposal, 
moved for its-adoption (seconded by Jones), but at this point "the dis- 
cussion grew very lively. " One London delegate (duPont., a Continental 
exile)., proposed adefinite "plan for nationalizing the branches of 
industry, " but even Hales felt that this went "too far for the present 
condition of knowledge among the English people. " Many of the other 
delegates-opposed the whole idea of any nationalization beyond that of 
the land., Saying that they "believed in local authority" and this would 
man too Tnuch, centralization. After considerable and somewhat heated 
debate the nationalization plank was amended to demand only "the nation- 
alization of the land. 11 There was only one other economic demand -a 
? 
clearly O'Brienite-influenced proposal for the nationalization of banking 
and the issue of currency - in the platform, as finally approved by the 
Congress; it did not otherwise go beyond the usual radical proposals of 
[the 
times e. gs adult suffrage and proportional representation., abolition 
1 
Ibid.; Collins,, loc. cit. 
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of all hereditary titles and privileges, church disestablishment and 
free education. 
If the idea of forminF ,a new political party could have been 
successfully carried out, as Henry Collins has observed, "the Inter- 
national would have sponsored a party which, with its trade union affil- 
iations,, would have anticipated politically and structurally the Labour 
Representation Conrnittee" of 1900, "with the O'Brienite National Reform 
2 
League providing inspiration for its political wing" much as the later 
socialist organizations did for the modern Labour Party and its fore- 
runners. But nothing was to come of the %abour Party" proposal of 
1872, both because the trade union movement was not yet ready for it and 
political and economic conditions generally were unfavourable, and be- 
cause the International itself soon began to disintegrate owing to inter- 
nal divisions and the lack of effective leadership after Marx had engl", 
neered the removal of the General Council to New York and retired from 
active participation. 
Had the British section of the International managed to survive 
into the middle and later 1870s, it probably would have become not the 
nucleus of a broad-based party of the general working-class movement but, 
as Collins and Abramsky have suggested., "a small political party con- 
3 
ducting propaganda for Socialism of the O'Brienite school. " As indi- 
cated above., it already seemed to be moving in this direction during the 
1 
International Heralds, 27 July 1872; Collins and Abramsky, Karl Marx, 
p. 258. 
2 
Collins, loc. cit. 
3 
Collins and Abramsky, Karl Marx, p. 276. 
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period between the formation of the British Federal Council and the con- 
vening of the Nottingham Congress, the first separate congress of British 
IWMA branches. Further confirmation that O'Brienism was emerging as the 
dominant political philosophy among British Internationalists (or at 
least among those who were active radicals as distinct from the purely 
trade-unionist members) may be seen in the character of William Harrison 
Riley's International Herald, which appeared as the organ of the British 
Section (at first unofficially, but soon officially) on 2 March 1872. 
It is not clear if Riley had ever been personally associated 
with Bronterre O'Brien, ý but his views were typically O'Brienite with 
the characteristic advocacy of labour political independence and pro- 
ducers' co-operation together with economic demands calculated to break 
up the "monopoly of land and money, " and his newspaper followed the Of 
Brienite line perhaps even more consistently than Martin Boon's E22ub- 
lican., its immediate predecessor (which folded the month before the 
Herald appeared). Riley's background., however, indicates that he was 
not one-of the long-established Soho circle of O'Brien's personal fol-;. 
lowers, most of whom apparently were Londoners who spent-most of their 
lives in the metropolis. Riley was a Northerner, the son of a Manchester 
local preacherg and seems never to have stayed in one place or occupation 
for very long. He learned engraving as a young man and spent three years 
working in America; then, back in England,, he worked as a conmrcial trav- 
eler for a cloth-printing firm with which his father was connected and 
during this period became interested in socialist ideas. In America 
again from 1866 to 1870, he worked in the jewellery trade and as a 
jourTlalist and met Walt Whitman. He then came to London, where he 
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published a collection of his Yankee Letters to British Workmn and 
1 
joined the IWMA. 
Riley soon came under the influence of Marx and Engels., and be- 
fore launching the International Herald he wrote to them asking them to 
2 
contribute to the paper and promising full coverage of IWMA activities. 
The Herald was not intended to be the organ of'the International exclu- 
sively. The statemnt of the paper's objects in the first issue covers 
all the usual conterrporary radical demands, e. g., "reduction of the 
hours of labour. 11 "universal suffragell and "the abolition of class or 
hereditary rule., " along with typical O'Brienite proposals such as "the 
nationalization of land-and currency" and "the liquidation of the 
3 
National Debt. " In another early number the "friends" of the Herald 
are listed as "the active members of the International,, of the Republi- 
can Clubs, the Land 4 
and Labour League., the Secular societies, Radical 
Azsociationss, etc. " and the activities of many such groups were reg- 
ularly reported. But beginning with its sixth number on 11 May 1872 
(when it also began publishing weekly instead of fortnightly) the Herald 
announced itself as the "Official Organ of the British Section of the 
International Working Men's Association. " 
A reading of the International Herald - particularly some of 
Riley's articles in the early numbers - on the origins, aims and 
W. H. G. Armytage, "Ruskin as Utopist, " Notes and Queries I May 1956 .4 pp. 219-224. Riley is dealt with here because of a brief association 
with Ruskin in the late seventies; see below, P. 76. 
2 
Collins and Abramsky,, Karl Marx, pp. 242-3. 
3 
'? our Salute, " International Herald., 2 March 1872. 
4 
Inter-national Herald, 30 March 1872. 
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principles of the IWMA - is a revealing study in the adaptability of 
O'Brienite ideas. Distinctively O'Brienite doctrines seem to be har- 
moniously (and apparently unconsciously) blended with the Marxian- 
inspired principles of the International and with the precepts of the 
Comnmist Manifesto., illustrating one of the chief ways in which O'Brien- 
ism helped prepare the ground for the new British socialism of the 1880s. 
One good example of this blending of Marxian and O'Brienite 
ideas may be seen in the way Riley integrated the O'Brienite currency 
doctrine (which Marx did not accept) with the labour theory of value and 
the "surplus value" concept, according to which workers were robbed of 
all the wealthýthey produced beyond the pittance necessary to keep them 
alive and functioning. Starting with the principle that "all wealth is 
made available for use by mans of labour and labour only,, " Riley con- 
cluded that only a currency which expressed values in terms of labour 
could serve-as a medium of equitable exchange: 
Labour only can pay for labour ... Gold as 
money is a relic of barbarism ... its use for that purpose is merely continued for 
the object of increasing and perpetuating 
the wealth of idlers and speculators, and 
of keeping the industrialists on the verge 
of poverty ... and forcing them to give three-fourths of their labour for the 
privileg? of retaining one-fourth of the 
results. 
To Marx the O'Brienites' insistence on currency reform was only one of 
their "follies and crotchets, " but to Riley it seemed to be a logical 
and essential step toward the great M-, al set forth in the credo of the 
International (which Riley quotes in full in the article just cited): 
1 
"The International Society: its Origins and Aims, " International 
HeLald, 2 March 1872. 
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"the emancipation of the working classes" by their own united effort 
from "the economical subjection of the man of labour to the monopoliser 
of the means of labour. " 
In another article Riley traces the antecedents of the DIMA back 
to the foundation of the Arbeiterbildungsverein (Workers' Educational 
Society) in London in 1840 by German exiles whose "chief aim was the 
2 
propagation of Commimistic theories" and the issuing of the Cowunist 
Manifesto of 1848, which he interprets in distinctly O'Brienite terms. 
After approvingly quoting a par-agraph from the Manifesto which urges 
international proletarian unity in the "struggle between the wage la- 
bourers and the capitalists" and calls for the "overthrow of the rule 
of the capitalists by the acquisition of political power, " Riley sums 
up the "practical measures" of refom implied in the Manifesto as the 
"abolition of private property in land, " the nationalization of banking 
and credit and the "means of transport,, " the establishment of "national 
workshops" and the "reclamation and improvement of land on a common 3 
plan,? ' and free education for all children. These proposals obviously 
add up to much the same sort of economic programTie that O'Brien and his 
followers had advocated since the Chartist era. The O'Brienite nature 
of Riley's interpretation of the Manifesto is also evident in his 
Ibid. This statement, which also describes the economic emancipation 
Ef-workers as "the great end to which every political movement ought 
to be subordinate as a rwans, " was printed on the back of every mem- 
ber's card in Engjish, French and German. It is interesting to note 
that everything in it seems to agree as well with O'Brienism as with 
Marxism. 
2 
International Herald, 16 ýbrch 1872. Riley notes that the Chartist 
leadjr- Ernest Jone been "one of the few English members. " 
3 
Ibid. 
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, characteristic attack'on 
capitalists, not as industrial, employers mon. ý. 
I opolizinýg the'rri&ans Of production but as financiers monopolizing money 
and, credit - "bankers, 'discounters, *Jew millionaires, 'and all the other 
huge garrblers'and speculators"-- and in-the'way he places--"the honest 
and industrious'mrchants and manufacturers"'in the same category with, 
wage workers-as "industrialists. " 
Riley'was 'however, as ouch opposed to competitionýas any Marx- 
ist., and just"as'firmly convinced that'"corrbination" was the key to the 
reforTnation'of'society. The following passage from an attack on'the 
doctrine Of "individual-'enterprise" in another of his International 
Herald articles might have been taken from any typical socialist lecture 
of the 1880s and 90s: - ''. , -! '' - 
-ý4"ý'Individual'enterprise'indeed! Why not 
leave the delivery of letters., the pro- 
-tection of the nation, the government of 
the people, or the regulation of a city 
-to individual enterprise: Our, railroads, 
and mills are not worked by individuals., 
but by combined enterprise. The people 
in towns and cities could not exist with- 
', ""out combination., and the progress of, the 
future will be the result of combination. 
The more combination the better, and if 
the whole world combined,, war and injur- 2 ious competition would cease. 
The chief difference between Riley's view of combination and 
that of the later socialists Jay in who was to combine against whom. 
Fbr Riley - who accepted the 
, 
broad O'Brienite definition of a "working 
man" as an "earner, " any person whether employer or employed "who makes 
himself useful to the commmity, or is self-supporting-vt it was not 
Ibid. 
International Heralj3,27 July 1872. 
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. 
r-' a coiTbination of workers against employers that was wanted, but one of 
"industrialists" against "idle monopolists, " that is, earners against 
1 
non-earners. In an article entitled "Who are the Victims? " Riley elab- 
orated further on this point in explaining his views on the nature of 
I 
the class struggle: There were only "two distinct economic classes, the 
earners and the non-earners., " and It was only between these categories 
that there was a true conflict of class interests. There was not neces- 
sarily any conflict between enployers and ernployed, or between workers 
and the "middle classes" so far as their economic interests were con- 
cerned. Riley envisioned the combination of all "earners" in abolishing 
competition and instituting a system of co-operative production and ex- 
change; he regarded disputes between workers and employers as examples 
of fellow "earners" misguidedly warring against each other instead of 
against their mutual enemy,, the "non-earners" who lived without labour 
2 
on the wealth produced by "honest industrialists of every grade. " 
In believing that atýleast some middle-class people - depending 
on their attitudes and the extent to which their economic interests 
placed them in the "earner" category - could become allies in the strug- 
gle against the "idle monopolists., " Riley seems to have taken a more mod- 
erate view on the question of class conflict than some of the O'Brienites,, 
especially Charles Mzray. Riley certainly did not wholly rule out , as 
murray seemed to do,, the possibility of political co-operation with the 
middle class on an ad hoc basis being sometimes advantageous to workers. 
However,, Riley's stem warning to members of the middle class that they 
1 
Ibid. 
International Her-ald, 21 SepteTrber 1872. 
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must either join the coming revolution in which "the Industrialists of 
Europe and America" would "demand and seize the reins of goverment, " 
or be treated as enemies, suggests that there was no deep division be- 
tween his outlook and DUrray's. "You must be with us or against us" 
was Riley's message to the middle class: 
If you unite with us you'may help us to 
act prudently and wisely. If you refuse 
to join us in our efforts to obtain jus- 
tice, you must blame yourselves if you 
are treated as enemies. Let every man 
who is willing that he and his descendants 
shall earn their living, without danger or 
fear of overwork or poverty, unite with us 
... Let the 
"middle class" victims of mis- 
rule take care that they, by their own 
passive or active opposition, do not also 
become the victims of reform. 
1 
By early 1873, some of the confident revolutionary enthusiasm 
that had characterizedýthe International Herald seems to have gone out 
of it. Largely this reflected the unhappy state of the IWMA, now divided 
and without effective leadership both in Britain and internationally. 
In Britain the local branches were left to stagnate while the leaders, 
split into two rival national councils since shortly after the Hague 
Congress of the previous August (when the General Council had been re- 
moved to New York to forestall the threat of a takeover by Continental 2 
anarchist forces)., spent their time in factional squabbles. 
Riley, who waited until January 1873 to air the factional dispute 
in the columns of the Herald,, sided with the "official" British Federal 
Council and attacked John Hales, leader of the secessionist "Universal 
I- 
Ibid. 
2 
Collins and AbramskY, Karl Marx, pp. 270-273. 
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Federalist Council" which repudiated the authority of the Hague Congress 
1 
and the General Council, as the central figure in the troubles. Riley 
now dropped the subtitle identifying the Herald as the official organ 
of the IWMA, but continued to report the British Federal Council's activ- 
ities until It apparently ceased to met regularly in the early autumn 
of 1873. Apparently most of the Soho O'Brienites also supported the 
"official" councils for it held its meetings through the spring and sum- 
mr at their own headquarters, the Eclectic Hall in Denmark Street. 
As the International faded, the International Herald seemed to 
devote more of its space to republicanism and the republican clubs which 
were still mushrooming around the country and less to ambitious social 
and economic proposals. Apparently reflecting radical discouragement 
about the prospects for a general social revolution in the near future 
Riley turned his attention nore toward the peremially attractive Owen- 
ite idea of bypassing political struggle in favour of small-scale exper- 
2 
iments with co-operative communities. 
In AUFý'st 1873, finding it 
financially impossible to carry on his paper in its existing form very 
I 
ýmuch longer, Riley announced plans to discontinue it and start a "new 
3 
'series" under a new title, Me Social Republican. In the event, how- 
everp,, the new paper., a small monthly uhich appeared shortly after the 
International Heralfs last number was published on 18 October 1873., was 
called The Republican Herald.. 
I 
International Herald, 4 January 1873. 
d 
3 
See,, e. g., "Our Comme, " International Herald, 18 January 1873. 
International Herald 30 August 1873. 
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Riley continued publishing the new paper, first under this title 
and then as The Herald and Helpmate., until April 1875, when he and his 
wife left London for Bristol and took on the management of a co-operative 
store. By mid-1877 Riley was in Sheffield, publishing a short-lived 
monthly called The Socialist (July-December 1877), in which he proclaimed 
himself a Christian Socialist. About this time he attracted the atten- 
tion of John Ruskin and was entrusted with the management of St. George's 
Farm at Totley, near Sheffield., an experimental craft-cum-farming co- 
operative camunity of Sheffield shoemakers sponsored by Ruskin. Riley's 
apparently cantankerous and overbearing ways soon landed him in trouble,, 
however. His supervision of the Totley enterprise was high-handed and 
dictatorial in the extreme,, alienating both the commnitarians and Ruskin. 
By 1879 Riley had emigrated to America with his wife and child, this time 
1 
apparently to stay permanently. 
It has been said with good reason that "the socialist revival 
of the 1880s was stronger because the International had existed in Eng- 
land and because many of those participating in the revival knew that 
2 
they were continuing in its tradition. " The First International was 
effectively dead by 1874, and in fact the whole wave of labour and rad- 
ical excitement that characterized the early seventies was rapidly re- 
ceding. But the O'Brienites and other ultra-radicals of similar views 
Armytage, joc - cit. A 12ýýer -from 
Riley to the SDF organ Justice, sent 
from Massachusetts in 1884, indicates that by this tir .w h-e-HER-Piven 
J"ý up completely the idea of reforming society through government and had 
2 
become an anarchist-commmist: see Chapter VI below, ppý., 197-8. 
Collins and Abra=kY,, Mrl Marx, P. 303. 
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who had been associated with the International continued their activ- 
ities on a smaller scale throughout the seventies, providing a bridge 
of continuity which kept its ideals alive, together with those of the 
Chartist tradition, until the early eighties brought a new radical 
fenTent and the beginnings of a new socialist propaganda. By then, in 
conjunction with a new wave of revolutionary exiles who fled Bismarck's 
repression in the late seventies, they were introducing a younger gen- 
eration of British radicals (like Frank Kitz., mentioned earlier, or 
Joseph Lane, Jack Williams and James Macdonald all of whom will be 
dealt with later in connection with the beginnings of the SDF) to the 
teachings of Marx and T-assalle as well as Owen and Bronterre O'Brien. 
Functioning as an extremist leaven in the milieu of the workingmen's 
republican and radical clubs, they continued, as W. H. Riley had done 
in the International Herald, to clothe revolutionary doctrines imported 
from Europe in the familiar language and world-view of British radical 
democracy, thus helping to start and to shape a new British tradition 
of democratic socialism. 
I 
one of the most important of these agitators in the late 1870s was John 
Sketchley of Birmingham, who began his career as a Chartist in 1839 and 
died a stalwart of the SDF in 1900. A major contributor to Riley's 
International Herald, Sketchley founded an apparently semi-socialist 
body called the "Midland Social-Democratic Association" in Birmingham 
in 1878 arid in the early 1880s becam the first secretary of the OF 
branch there. He is best known, however, for his 1879 pamphlet The 
DLin2ijples_ýLf Soci Democracy: 
_ 
an Exposition and a Vindication, in 
which he integrated a basically O'Brienite outlook with the strongly 
I, assallean-influenced 1875 "Gotha Programme" of the German Social- 
Democratic party. For further details of Sketchley's career and views 
see E. p. Thompson, William Morris: Romantic to Revolutio_narV (1955) 
p. 322., and Barry, ýý_iUO-nali-saLti_OLn,, PP. 132-4. 
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CHAPTER III 
UNCERTA= AND FEMLT: SOCIALISM 
AND THE MOOD OF THE EIGHTIES 
Early in 1881 a young Edinburgh tailor named James Macdonald - 
like so many British workingmen at this time a "great admirer of Mr. 
1 
Gladstone" - came to live and work in. London. Macdonald, who consid- 
ered himself a radical but so far had taken no active part in politics 2 
would soon become one of London's first socialist workingmn. He was 
to be a stalwart of the Social Democratic Federation, and, by the middle 
nineties, secretary of the London Trades Council and a prominent member 
of the IndependentlLabour Party. How did James Macdonald make the tran- 
sition from Gladstone supporter to socialist agitator? 
Soon after his move to London,, Macdonald joined a Scottish club 
which met at a public house in Tottenham Street,, Marylebone. As it hap- 
pened, this pub was also. the meting place of a group of "old guardif 
radicals - former Chartists., including som of the O'Brienites., and 
others who had belonged to the old Land and Labour League or the IWMA 
- and exiled Continental socialists. 
One evening the landlord told the 
Scottish group that these "red-hot Fenians and dynamiters" were meting 
in another room. Out of curiosity Macdonald and a few others went in 
to listen and eventually were introduced. Among those they met were 
, jams and Charles nnrW; Frank Kitz, the IDndon-born son of a German 
ý exile., who bad been instrumental in starting the "English Section" of 
1 
J. Macdonald., "How I Became a Socialist,, " Justice, 11 July 1896. 
2 
Ibid. 
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the Rose Street Club; ýand C. J. Garcia, an active, propagandist for Marx- 
ism in London radical clubs and -"advanced" journals. 
After.. listening, ýto aýround of vehement-denunciationsýof the-new 
Liberal Governmpt! s, impending Irish Coercion measures,, Macdonald and 
one or, two others "took-up the cudgels"-for, Gladstone, and his party. 
They attended-further meetingsýof-the radical group as,.. "a, sort-of oppo- 
sition, "-until, ý, "gradually. we found that we were, losing, ground,, and then 
we threw in our lot with, the-others,, andýformed, theCentral Mar-jlebone 
2 
Democratic-Association. " By, this-time apparently well into the 
spring of. 1881 - the Democratic Federation-vas being, organized. - But 
Macdonald found it, uniinpressive at first, as the Marylebone group's- 
3 
program. was I'more, advanced., than, the program of,, -the Federation was then. " 
.- In this period ofýnewly, -intensified-xadical activity, -Engels' 
series of unsigned articles in the, Labour Standard containedperýaps- 
the earliest, definite . appeal -in an ý English -j ournal, for, the "abolition 
of the wage systern altogether'l, by, means of a, new working-class party 4 
based on. the-trade, unions. - These-articles,,, published 
in May, June,, 
Ibid. For the Continental refugees and their London clubs see E. P. 
. 
Thompson., William Morris: Romantic to Revoluti .. (1955), Pp. 317- 
321, and below, p. 80; p. 199. For the Murray brothers, see above 
pp. 
42-47. Garcia regularly contributed articles written from a Marx- 
ist. viewpoint to George Standring's Republican after October 1882. 
In its issue of this month the paper also noted his availability as 
a, lecturer and his recent appointment as London correspondent for the 
Gerrm SozialdemoKrat. 
2 
Macdonald, loc. cit. 
Ibid. 
some excerpts are printed in Karl 
Marx and Frederich Engels on Britain 
(Moscow, 1953), pp. 474-481. 
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and July, 1881, were brought-to Macdonald's attention by Adam Weiler, 
whom, he'met'llwith, other German socialists" at this time., Macdonald 
1 
credits-, the Engels'articles and H. M. -Hyndmants 1d for All (June Eng an 
1881), which'contained a summary'of Marxian doctrine, with strongly in- 
fluencing him toward-socialism. ý`About'the middle'of 1881 Macdonald 
2 
joined "the German,, Club in'-Tottenham Street. " This'was the Rose Street 
club's Tottenham Street offshoot, formed-in 1880'by Marxist exiles dis-ý 
tressed at ' the" increasing danifiation. of the Rose Street group by 7th6' 
bombastic * and, foolhardy- anarchist Johann Most ., 
3 
Macdonald did-not-'ýJoin the Democratic'Federation iýmýediately, 
but was attr-acted'to it-as soon as he could see that it was about to 
become an avowedly-socialist'ýbody. Ile, was elected to its executive at 
the annual'conference"in mid--ý1883,,,, apparently not long after joining. 
He soon became fast-friends'with'the irrepressible-Jack'Williams-, and 
for some years they, were'lltwo"inseparables" in agitation. 
Macdonald's account of his transition to socialism from a main- 
strearn "advanced'Liberal" viewpoint shows sorre of, the-typical ways in 
which radical workinp7nen became' acquainted with'socialist ideas in the 
Weilerq a German'Joiner long resident"in England, had been a member of 
the DMA and supporter of Marx., as well as a follower of Bronterre 
'O'Brien. ' As a delegate of the Cabinet Makers' Alliance, Weiler was in 
the forefront of the campaign in the TUC during the 1880s for a defi- 
nite comitment to land nationalization. 
2 
Macdonald, ý- loc. citý'- 
3 
E. --P. Thompsoný% William Morris, PP. 319-321, and Chapter VI below, p. 199. 
4 
Macdonald; *loc. cit. He says 1882,, but this is clearly a mistake as 
the context refers to events of the 1883 conference. 
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early 1880s. A slightly different pattern of influence appears in the 
1 
recollections of H., W. Lee, a mainstay of the SDF as its full-time 
secretary from 1885 onward. Like Macdonald, however, Lee was set adrift 
fýmm his early attachment to Gladstone and the Liberals mainly by his 
dismay at the party's handling of the Irish Question. 
From reading Reynolds's Newspaper, aloud to his uncle when he was 
a boy- of - nine or, ten in the mid-1870s, Lee had "imbibed a certain amount 
of Radicalism,, " but he remained "content with the Liberal Party until 
the Coercion Act of 1881 turned, me bitterly against Gladstone, and I 
2 
drifted into Republicanism. " Lee became disillusioned in turn with 
republicanism as a solution to social problems after he was convinced 
(ironically, by the arguments of a royalist) that the French masses 
were no better off than the British. 
Unlike Macdonald, Lee had no personal contact with socialist 
exiles or with the circle of "advanced" men in the London radical clubs. 
But during 1883 - Lee was then only 18 - socialist literature in 
English was becoming more widely available., mainly through the efforts 
of the Democratic Federation. Like thousands of others who came of age 
in the 1880s and 90s, Lee was actively searching for a new philosophy 
of social-betterment. When this literature cam into his hands he was 
soon convinced he had found what he was looking for, -- 
As Lee tells It, his first contact with socialism came at a 
Trafalgar Square demonstration in August, 1883 for Charles Bradlaugh, 
then battling for admission to Parliament without taking the oath: 
I- 
H. W. Lee, "How I Becarne a Socialist,, " Justice., 16 March 1895. 
2 
Ibid. 
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"Sow meribers of the Democratic Federation were selling copies of 
'Socialism Made Plain' at the meeting. I bought one, and that 'made 
plain' unto me how I had-been floundering in rMr Radical and Republican 
1 
opinions. " Iee then read-all the socialist pamphlets he could find 
still not many at this time - until A_Summar-j of the Principles of 
Socialism, by H. M. Hyndman-'and William MorTis, appeared and confirmed 
him in his growing belief "that in socialism alone could I hope to 
2 
find political salvation. " Still knowing no merrbers personally,, Lee 
applied to the Federation by letter and received his member's card in 
january 1884. 
In the accounts drawn upon here neither Macdonald nor Lee men- 
tions Henry George or the burgeoning land-reform movement as a factor 
in his personal "conversion, " although one of Macdonald's first public 
lectures in 1881 was on the inadequacy of Alfred Russell Wallace's 
3 
newly-publicized plan for nationalizing the land. However, few if any 
who became socialists --in the 1880s did so without being touched in some 
way by the "Land Question" or the influence of George. 
This influence rmy be seen quite clearly in another rank-and- 
file SDF nenber's personal account of his introduction to socialism; 
H. W. Hobart, a factory worker of Wesleyan background, an early (and 
life-long) advocate of tenperance., took little notice of politics in 
the early eighties. But about 1885 his interest in social problems,, 
and ultimately in socialism, was aroused by a debate with his brother- 
I-- 
Ibid. 
2 
Ibid. 
3 
Macdomld, loc. cit. 
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in-law over Henr7 George's Progress and Poverty. Hobart had recently 
read the book as did-thousands of-other working people in these years, 
but on finding his brother-in-law engrossed in it he told him he con- 
sidered George's land-reform proposals "impracticable. " This led to 
a discussion'that went on for hours, in which the brother-in-law drew 
upon the argLments of a socialist fellow-worker as well as those of 
George. 
Hobart came away from this debate feeling that held had the 
worst of it - and the matter stayed in his mind. Hobart also had a 
socialist workmate - Henry Wagstaff, then of the Bethnal Green SDF 
branch - and he began listening seriously to Wagstaff Is views. When 
the famous Trafalgar Square demonstration of 8 February 1886 took 
place., Hobart was present. He found himself strongly in agreement 
with the socialist speakers' demand for an immediate programie- of 
public works for the relief of the unemployed, whose numbers at this 
time had reached their highest levels of the severe economic downturn 
2 
in the mid-eighties. 
Hobart still was not fully convinced, but a few months later he 
was finally won over to socialism for good. He joined the SDF after 
attending a Sunday lecture by Herbert Burrows (a leading member of the 
1--- 
H. W. Hobart., "How I Became a Socialist. " Justice, 17 Novenber 1894. 
2 
Ibid.; Henry Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party (2d ed.,, 1965),, p. 42. 
The wealtnier classes were already apprehensive about the angry mood of 
the unemployedg and the militant behaviour of the crowd on this occa- 
sion created a very real,, if misguided,, fear of violent revolution. 
This is clearly revealed in the reports and comwntary in the Times for 
several days following the demonstration. On unemployment in Fh--1s per- 
iod see M. J. Cullen, "The 1887 Survey of the London Working Class,, " 
International Review of Social History., Vol. XX (1975). part I, pp. 48- 
, an account of a 
little-known GoverTrwnt survey of 30,000 working 
men in four metropolitan districts. 
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Federation since its foundation) in which "all the objections I had 
prided myself upon as being insurTmuntable were carefully analysed, dis- 
cussed and finally exploded. " The-following Sunday at, Clerkenwell Green, 
Hobart'made his own debut as a socialist lecturer., soon becoming one, of 
1 
the most active in the Federation's ranks of workaday propagandists. 
Many, more of these personal accounts of socialistý'Iconversionsll 
could be cited, but these three should be enough to suggest how some of 
the main currents of the times - ideological, political and economic 
were converging in the early eighties in a way that encouraged the 
spread of socialist ideas. Five closely related factors seem to have 
been especially important in this process: (1) the widespread belief 
that Britain had entered a period of economic decline and the resulting 
loss of confidence in the existing econbmic system; (2) the increasing 
general tendency to question entrenched ideas,, especially the laissez- 
faire philosophy and its basis in classical political economy; (3) the 
new crisis in Ireland and its repercussions in British politics; (4) 
the revival of the land reform movement as a r-allying-ground for advo- 
cates of social change; and (5) the wave of radical disillusionment 
with the ]Liberal Party caused by the Gladstone Government's Irish pol- 
ýicy 
and its neglect of popular refonn demands. 
All these tendencies are so interdependent in their origins and 
effects that it is very difficult to separ-ate them for discussion and 
analysis. We cannot draw sharp lines between economic factors, the 
Irish crisis., the land question.,. the new mood of disillusioment and 
revolt or any number or related influences - for instance, the presence 
1 
Hobart, loc. cit. 
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of European socialist exiles, disenchantment with America and with nar- 
rowly political radicalism, or the efforts of clever and determined 
individuals - in assessing their contribution to the development of 
socialism. They are too closely intertwined for that. Towever, we may 
hope to gain a better understanding of hcW these influences combined 
and reinforced each other to produce an extraordinary ferment of dis- 
cussion and agitation through which older currents of romantic revolt, 
intellectual social criticism and popular artisan radicalism found 
new expression in the rise of modern socialism. 
The Economy and the New Mood of Revolt 
Britain's changing economic situation and the growing modd of 
unrest and revolt against the mid-Victorian orthodoxies were closely 
intertwined. To say this is not to place any undue emphasis upon eco- 
nomic factors; there is still no generally accepted theory relating 
economic change to social movements and it is not intended to suggest 
one here. Nor is it necessary here to debate the question whether the 
traditional concept of a "Great Depression" occurring in the years 
1873-1896 is really valid. 
por ccrnprehensive summaries of the "Great Depression" debate,, with ex- 
tensive bibliographies., see S. B. Saul, r1he Myth of the Great Depresi, 
sion,, 1873-1896 (1969) and Peter dIA. Jones., The Christian socialist 
19Uýal, 1877-1914 (Princeton., N. J. 1968)9 PP. 31-40. Saul conci 
-CIp--., 74T that IT the major outcome of modem research has been to destroy 
once and for all the idea of the existence -, -- in any unified sense" 
of a "Great Depression" during the 1873-1896 period, but indicates 
that sorrie of its supposedly characteristic features,, such as falling 
prices and profits, a declining rate of industrial growth and a sharp 
drop in agricultural employment3, did exist as long-tem trends. 
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Evidently there was no real "depression" in the technical sense, but 
what is more important in the present context is that contemporaries 
were nevertheless concerned and alarmed about economic developments, 
and that from about the end of the 1870s economic discontent seems to 
have significantly reinforced movements for social change by helping 
to create a public mod more receptive to unorthodox ideas. 
By this time it was becoming-increasingly clear to contemporary 
observers that the long period of booming national prosperity won by 
Britain's industrial head start was coming to a close. Other countries,, 
particularly Germany and the U. S. A.,, were rapidly industrializing and 
strongly challenging Britain's domination of world trade. The rapid 
expansion and soaring profits of the mid-Victorian decades gave way to 
a period of falling prices and profits., a declining rate of industrial 
growth and rising unemployment, punctuated by bouts of unusually bad 
1 
trade and severe unemployment in 1879., 1884-7 and 1892-5. 
The state of the countryside seemed to be a particularly ser- 
ious cause for concern. Agriculture was in sharp decline or even ex- 
treme distress if one takes at face value the public outer-j which went 
up at the end of the 1870s and continued until the early twentieth cen- 
tury. The annual reports of the Land Nationalisation Society in the 
early eigtities were not untypical - despite the Society's special in- 
terest in land reform -. in their strongly expressed conviction that 
B ritish agriculture was in serious trouble and that this was one of 
the principal factors in the general social and economic malaise. In 
his president's address to the Society's 1884 annual meeting, for in- 
stances A. R. Wallace described the census returns of the previous year 
I 
Saul, Myth the Great Depression, pp. 9-10; pp. 25-31. 
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as an"alarmingII-Andication that a rapid*decline of agriculture was 
taking place., ' marked by "the rural districts ... almost universally 
becoming depopulated, the towns becoming overcrowded, and land going 
out of cultivation, " and that this "lay at the root of all the evils 
of poverty and'overcrowding in our towns. " By 1885, the view of the 
LNS that, a "disastrous overcrowding of towns*and depopulation of rural 
districts"-had occurred and that'llunrestricted land monopoly" was 
2 
largely-responsible for the social evils of-both town and country had 
become common currency among all sections of British radicalism; as is 
indicated'by, the emphasis on the land in much of Joseph Chamberlain's 
famous "unauthorized" Radical Progranm for the 1885 general election. 
- -There was'at least some basis'for the widespread concern over 
3 
agricultural decline. 'Ihe numbers employed in agriculture did fall 
sharply (although-this was partly because of the pull of competing 
urban occupations) and some sectors, especially grain production., suf- 
fered seriously from falling prices. During the late seventies British 
and Ir-ish'farTa-production suffered from several successive bad seasons. 
Marr.,; hile., European markets were inundated by an unprecedented flood of 
cheap American wheat made possible by improved technology: mechaniza- 
I 
Report of the Land Nationalisation Society,, 1883-4, pp. 11-13. 
2 
Ibid., 1884-5, P. 13. 
3 
n A. flamer, Liberal Politics in the Age of Gladstme and Rosebery 
(oxford, 1972), pp. 102-4. 
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tion on the farms andýspeedier,, -cheaper transport over land and sea. 
1 
These developments caused a sharp drop in-agricultural-profits., 
with serious-social and political repercussions that acted as an impor- 
2 
tant stimulus-to the, pascent socialist movement;, r-, Historical revision, 
however,, has revealed-no-general, agriculturalýdepression.., Wheat-growers 
did indeed'suffer (and their3losses of course, pushed down total agricul- 
tural-profits), -but small farmers meanwhile raisedilivestock, quite prof- 
itably oncheap irported-grain. 'Mainly-it was structural change, ýinvoiv_ 
ing a decline-in arable-farming and a, shift to livestock that produced 
rural-distress and dislocation and continuing public'concern about agri- 
culture,. These were, long-term trends which had, begun as -early as ý- 
the 
3 
1850s and were not peculiar-to-theýs! ipposed "ýTreat Depression" period. 
What really was happening wasfthat "during the 1880sýand 1890s Britain 
finally, revoked her agrarian, past; agriculture was firmly established 4 
as nothing more than-the handmaiden of industry. "I,, IGiven 
the a. -old ge 
significance., both practical and emotional, of the-land and rural, life, 
such a trend Wasnot-, easily, recognized, or accepted., -especially by 
1 
Saul., Myth of the Great-Depression, PP. 34-5;. E. P,. Lawrence, HenrT 
George-in the British Isles (Michigan State University Press, 1957T,, 
pp. 14-15; J. L. Hammond, Gladstone and the Irish Nation (1938), pp. 
154-155. For contemporary socialist comment see H. M. Ilyndman, "The 
Revolution of Today,, " To-Day, N. S. Vol. I (January, 1884), p. 4, p. 
10; ahd Karl Marx,, letter to N. F. Danielson,, 12 September 1880, in 
Marx and Engels on Britain,, pp. 510-511. 
2 
Especially the swift rise of agrarian crisis in Ireland in 1879-80, 
the resulting turmoil in English politics and the new surge of pop- 
ular interest In land reform. The influence of these factors will 
'be discussed in the next chapter. 
3 
Jones, Christian Socialist-Revival, P. 55; Saul, loc. cit. 
4,, 
Jones, loc. cit. 
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radicals and many early socialists. 
1 
There was evidently no real "depression" in this period, and 
this should caution us against giving much weight to actual economic 
decline as a factor in the spread of socialist ideas. Nevertheless 
there was a period., coinciding with the rise of the new socialism, of 
falling pricesq sharp new foreign competition, and a slowing down of 
gr, owth. Although the real income of fully employed workers was rising, 
partly because of falling commodity pricesý unemployment and erratic 
employment were on the increase in this period for many artisans and 
2 
especially for casual workers. Since a general revival of popular 
radicalism and the first stirTings of the new socialist movement fol- 
lowed so'soon afterward, the particularly serious bout of unemployment 
in 1879 nay have been a significant cause of discontent, even though 
ma. ny trade 
3 
union leaders first reacted to it with caution rather than 
militance. A similar pattern of a sudden rise in unemployment fol- 
lowed by an upsurge in working-class discontent and popular radical 
activity occurred a decade earlier: In the seventies (with the added 
I 
The emotional importance of the land and the Idealization of rural 
life that marked both the romantic and popular radical traditions 
have been mentioned in Chapters I and II above. For some early so- 
cialist. converts, t the 
land question always remained foremost. And 
it will be remembered that in the mid-nineties Robert Blatchford 
was still in revolt (as was William Morris) against industrializa- 
tion itself - not only capitalism - and the drewn of a ruralized 
I'Merrie England" could still inspire an impressive popular following. 
2 
The growth of the casual labour syndrome in London., the crisis in 
jobs and housing of the early and middle eighties and public reac- 
tion to the social threat posed by the llresidumWl are thoroughly 
treated in Gareth Stedman Jones, Outcast Loondon (Oxford, 1971). 
3 
Saville., "The Background to the Revival of Socialism in the 1880s. 11 
Bulletin of the Society for the Study of Labour History, No. 11 
TA'utumn 19E5ý. V PO 17. 
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inspiration of the Paris Commune) some of the most extremeradicals 
seemed to be moving toward a vaguely socialist position -a kind of 
"social republicanism. " External circumstances were perhaps even more 
dramatic at the start of the 1880s, however, when we consider the po- 
litical excitement over the Irish agrarian crisis in addition to noting 
(as John Saville has pointed out) that 111879 was the worst year for the 
records of trade-union unenployment between 1870 and 1914,, and there is 
no doubt about the new sense of unease that is widespread among all 
1 
sections of society. " 
It seems reasonable to suggest, as one student of the matter 
has done., that "high and erratic unemployment under conditions of gen- 
eral economic expansion and rising living standards" was a type of eco- 
nomic situation especially likely to aggravate social discontent and 
thus enhance the appeal of socialism: "Poverty in the midst of pro- 
gress, particularly the 2 
general progress of one's own social class, is 
likely to hurt deeply. " In these circumstances the phencrwnon of 
"felt" poverty becares especially significant. The feeling of being 
poor becomes perhaps more inportant than the actual degree and extent 
of suffering. As E. J. Hobsbawm has explained it, the poor "were be- 
ginning to-be less ready to forgo the emnities and satisfactions which 
they saw others enjoying. Whatever happened to actual poverty, 'felt 
3 
povertyi' as J. A. Hobson called it, increased rapidly at this time. " 
I 
Ibid. 
2 
jones, Christian Socialist Revival P. 33. 
3 
Labour's Tu ng Po_ p- kvii. 
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It is factors like the "new sense of unease" among the public 
at large and the growth of "felt" poverty that seem most relevant to the 
present inquiry. In explaining the developrrent of ideas,, what people 
thought was happening may often be more significant that what was really 
happening. Whatever the actual facts of the matter as may be determined 
by economic historians,, the general public during the period in question 
were convinced that they had come upon hard times and the possibility 
of imminent social upheaval. If there was no "depression" in the strict 
sense of the term, there was by the end of the 1870s enough apparent 
decline from. the relative strength of the mid-Victorian economic posi- 
tion to unsettle the confidence of both working people and the wealth- 
ier classes. "The impact of a frustrating occurrence. " Helen Iqnd has 
observed in this connection, 
must be measured in terms of the strength 
of confidence and expectation which it 
affects. It is against this faith and ex- 
pectation, shared from the fifties to the 
seventies by all groups in England, that 
the role of the depression in speeding 
the demise of economic liberalism must be 
seen. Certainly the period of falling 
prices, falling profits, increased foreign 
competition, contracting opportunities for 
investment, was increasingly FELT between 
1873 and 1896 as I the great depressiont. 1 
Both because of their own economic worries, and their concern over the 
extent to which working-class discontent might grow., "the serene confi- 
dence of the British middle-class was temporarily shaken., and all sorts 
2 
of Movements of change ... made considerable headway. " This situation 
continued from about 188o (although leftward pressure within the trade- 
2 
Helen M. Lynd, England in the Eighteen-Eighties (Oxford, 1945), pp. 113-14. 
Hobsbawm, Labour's Turning Point., P. xix. 
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union novement becam effective only in the'later eighties) until confi- 
dence returned on a wave of imperialist enthusiasm in the later nineties 
and something of a'-reaction-set in'against Labour and other "advanced" 
causes., . 1i I 
The new public nx)6d, ', '7 as reflected in'the popular radical view- 
point, - is well expressed in'a mid-1881 'editorial from one of the most po- 
litically "advanced" newspapers, the weekly'Radical. 'By comparison with 
the current atmosphere, 'it clairned, -the mod of a'few'years earlier'ha: d 
been one of mere Ilf'xqvolity. 11 But now "the condition'of the'country' ques- 
U&I had become a, matter of universal concern': ""Nowhere'can any human 
being be found'who is so'blind'to facts, or so`sahguiýe in temperament, 
as to express Contentrriený-with'things'as'ihey are ... Everywhere there is 1 
a feellng that'something must'be -done*. " - Two years late3ý the Christian 
Socialist in its'-first issue, 'similarly but even more strongly voiced 
the general feeling'in"'advanced" circles that 'thoroughgoing reforms were 
necessary to head off social crisis. ' In the growth of "the conviction 
that wrongdoingaýd iýJuS'ticeare at'the root of our'social anarchy, " its 
editors saw new hope'for eliminating "the misery and despair" still "para- 
lyzing'mill-ionsl"in a setting of'general prosperity. It'warned that 
2 
,, social refom or social disruption must shortly take place. " 
1 
The Radical,, 11 June 1881. This paper, as'it spoke for the section of 
populEF-m-Hicalism most closely connected with the beginnings of organ- 
ized socialism, will be given close attention later. 
2 ý-' 
Christian Socialist, June 1883. Started as the organ of the IlLand 
ffe-form-Union, " a new coalition of land reformers, socialists., and 
"Christian" socialists, and consciously patterned after its namesake 
O"f the early 1850s, this monthly soon began to carTy detailed reports 
of Democratic Federation activities as its editors (J. L. Joynes, R. P. 
B. Frost and H. H. ChaTrpion) moved toward a definitely socialist view- 
point. For more on the early Christian Socialist and the Federation, 
see Chapter VIII below, pp. 306-9; pp. 311m12; - 318-20. 
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Reflecting a more conservative position at about the san-e time 
(1883), -the editors of the Quarterly Review - fearful rather than hope- 
ful about threats to the existing order - cited the presence of mass 
disaffection and the possibility of revolution as universally acknow- 
1 
edged facts. "Apathy unfortunately no longer exists., " they warned. 
They believed that revolutionary sentiment, in the form of socialism and 
the land nationalization movemnt., had grown to such proportions that its 
"supposed" scientific basis ought to be publicly discredited by rational 
2 
argLurient. Their estimate of the extent to-which socialism had infected 
the masses is so overblown; especially-for thislearly, date, as to be 
amusing. But it effectively reveals the exap7erated fear of revolution 
among the "comfortable classes" at this time., 
IA somewhat less defensive tone - that of a worried but enlight- 
ened moderate counseling limited social reforms to counteract revolution- 
ary ideas - was also common-in the, intellectual periodicals of the early 
eighties. A good example is H. M. Hyndman's article "The Dawn of a Rev- 3 
olutionary Epoch. " Published in January, 1881, just before he became 
involved in the negotiations that led to the, founding of the Democratic 
Federation, it reflects his views at the time of his first acquaintance 
,, Socialism in England, " Quaxterly Review, Vol. 156 (1883), Pp. 353-356. 
2 
Ibid, Pp. 357-359. The article proceeds with a detailed refutation of 
the case for public ownership of land and the Marxian doctrine of 
,, surplus value" as presented in Hyndman's England Fbr All (1881) and 
the Democratic Federation manifesto Sociallsm Made P=(1883). 
3 
Nineteenth Century, Vol. IX, pp. '1-18. 
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1 
with socialism. ' "Never, perhaps, " wrote Hyndman, "has the certainty 
of approaching trouble,, social and political, been more manifest than 
it is today. ". He pointed to the rise of revolutionary feeling around- 
Europe and the progress of socialist doctrines there, noting especially 
the "really formidable" position of the German Social Democrats,, who 
had captured 6003,000 votes at the last general election. 
Acknowledging the relative quiescence and theIack of "dangerous 
excitement" among English workers,, Hyndman ascribed this largely to 
their enjoyment of greater political and civil liberties than their Con- 
tinental counterparts. - But he warned that militance would soon arise 
under conditions of continued poverty and misery confronted by vast 
wealth. Besides the penetration of Continental revolutionary theories., 
"economical causes"'were "working a silent revolution" in popular think- 
ing about the English landed property system. In this connection he 
stressed the example of the Irish reaction to agrarian crisis and "par- 
liamentar-j lynch law. " To deal with the Irish question and the "growing 
democratic influence" in'general. -Hyndman called for a limited extension 
of the "state-management principle" and the overriding of "some of the 
cherished principles of ordinary political economy. 11 He counseled the 
wealthier classes to recognize "both their dangers and their duties" and 
be "ready to lead., " not for their own advantage but for the benefit of 
Hyndman later referred apologetically to the article's "regrettable 
timidity" in failing to "speak out plainly for socialism" (Ihe Record 
of an Adventurous Life., p. 225), but its tone is not surpri when 
we remember that when he wrote it he was still strongly influenced 
(as he always would be to some extent) by his earlier "Tory Democrat" 
orientation. Hyndman was a great admirer of Beaconsfield; having just 
read Capital., he sought out the old statesman about this time in an 
abortlv-e attempt to get his support for a reorientation of conserva- 
tive policy to take account of Marx's ideas (Record, p. 248). 
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the class below which was "really the nation. " 
One notable similarity between Hyndman's view and that of the 
Quarterly Review is that both placed rather more emphasis on revolution- 
ary ideas than on strictly econcmic factors as agencies capable of stir- 
ring up mass disaffection. According_ to the Quarterly, the danger of 
the current social unrest lay not in its actual intensity but in the 
appeal it lent to these ideas. The real threat to the established order 
was "not the presence of any exceptional suffering, but the growth of a 
speculative conviction. " If the current revolutionary temper was "less 
ferocious" than in Chartist times, this was only a sigi ofAts greater 
"confidence. " 
Several years later, after the great unemployed demonstrations 
of the middle eighties and the role the socialists played in them had 
sharply aggravated middle-class fears, the Westminster Review similarly 
analyzed the sources of unrest. It censured "official optimists" and 
their statistical studies for a serious "miscalculation of the factors 
and forces in modem society. " Granting that there was probably "not 
more poverty or misery in England than there used to be,. " it argued 
that this wasn't the point: the significant fact being that there was 
"infinitely less disposition on the part of the poor to put up with 
their poverty. " Ihis was a worldwide trend, and the socialists were so 
successfully exploiting it in Britain that their agitation was not to 2 
be "sneered at or suppressed. " 
T- 
Quarterly Review 156: 356. 
2 
Westminster Review, December 1887, quoted in Max Beer., A History of 
British socialism, Vol. 11 (1920)9 p. 265. 
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As all thig suggests, the question whether economic factors or 
new ideas were foremost in creating the restless social climate of the 
1880s is rather like the question of the chicken and the egg: the rela- 
tionship is obvious enough, but it is hard to say which cam first. It 
seems certain, howeverg that "bad trade, " rising unemployment and the 
general worry over economic conditions helped to undermine middle-class 
confidence and aggravate working-class discontent, -thus lending credi- 
bility to the predictions of iuminent social upheaval that were being 
made by both proponents and opponents of revolution. 
r This pattern emerges quite plainly in Gareth Stedman Jones' 
close study of London, where the national economic troubles were inten- 
sified by several local factors: There was the relative lack of mass- 
production factory industry because high rents and distance from fuel 
sources made it uneconomic; there was the decline and disappearance of 
important traditional industries like ship-building and silk-weaving; 
there was a chronic, increasingly critical shortage of working-class 
2 
housing in the central area. These circumstances, aggravated period- 
ically by bad trade and hard winters, had made the inner industrial peý_ 
rimeter "an area of chronic male under-employment , female sweated la- 
bour, and low-paid,, irTegular artisan work in declining trades; an area 
ýassociated 
with small dealing, petty criminality and social desolation. " 
3 
The festering condition of the area's tightly-packed slums burst 
dramatically into public consciousness in 1883, largely owing to the 
I 
The London situation seems especially noteworthy here, as it was in the 
metropolis that the new socialism established its first foothold. 
2 
G. Stedman Jones, Outcast London, pp. 152-155; p. 281. 
3 
Ibid., p. 154. 
extensive publicity'given "The Bitter Cry-lofýOutcast'London, ll I an but- 
spoken, pamphlet by a ConpTvpýttionalist, minister. Shocked especially 
by, itsirevelations'of the'moral-effects of overcrowding, ýJournals, news- 
papers'. "and members of Parliament, 'as well as church and charity groups, 
took up'the"113itter Cry"-'and demanded State action. ''Where-there had 
been-relatively-'little, interest before,, 'the housing'crisis became a 
cause 6elebre'which-was the'prelude to-a 'hore'ýweeping and universal" 
sense of social'Crisis that'afflicted middle-class London after the, - 2 
sharp-trade decline of, 1884--ý7 set in. 
, -- Another matter of growing public concern in London during the 
early and middle eighties was that not only the casual poor but many 
"respectable" artisans traditionally the most politically-conscious 
workers were afflicted with unemployment and overcrowded, unsanitary 
housing at high rents. These conditions were upsetting not only in 
themselves but because "the dangerous possibility existed that the re- 
spectable working class ... might throw in its lot with the casual 3 
poor', - as socialistlagitators, much in the public eye from about 
1883,, were of course-always urging it to-do. 
Stedman Jones concludes that fears of the "respectable" workers 
and the "residum" joining in a general working-class revolt,, combined 
with worries about Britain's declining industrial position and the exo- 
dus from the countryside, "played a significant part in provoking the 
A reprint of this pamphlet (together with several others written in re- 
action to it), with an introduction by Anthony S. Wohl., was published 
by Leicester University Press, 1970. 
Stedman Jones,, Outcast London,, p. 230; p. 281. 
3--I- 
Did ., p. 285. 
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intellectual assault which began to be mounted against laissez-faire 
1 
both from the right and the left in the 1880s. " This observation 
touches upon what was perhaps the most widely pervasive ideological 
trend of the period: a trend which strongly encouraged the rise of 
socialism, and was in turn encouraged by it. TMs uf course was the 
,. Iattack on 
laissez-faire, which inplied not only a revolt against eco- 
c Liberalism but a challenge to the prevailing values of the age 
a challenge through which the romantic rejection of industrialism, 
the popular radical tradition and the-new socialist vision could meet 
on commn ground. 
The Rejection of Laissez-Faire 
The orthodox political economy had begun to be questioned in 
academic and professional circles some years before the new currents 
of unrest made it a subject of widespread popular debate. 'Trm the 
point of view of a sympathetic hindsight, " the econcmic historian 
r- 
Stedhan Jones says "both from the right and the Ibid., pp. 296-297. 
je-jV1 to emphasize that this tendency had its conservative,, authoritar- 
ian side - the aspect which led towards "social imperial-ism" - as 
well as its better known radical side. He argues (PP. 311-314) that 
historians have misinterpreted the revolt against economic individual- 
ism by concentrating on apparent precursors of the Welfare State like 
proposals for old-age pensions, national insurance., subsidized housing,, 
free school riealsq etc. and neglecting the punitive attitude revealed 
by the sort of proposal often coupled with these -- e. g., to segregate 
the casual poor in detention centres for 'loafers', to separate pauper 
children fran 'degenerate' parents, to ship the residu= to overseas 
colonles, g or to set up 
home labour colonies that sounded like prison 
camps. He finds behind such proposals the social-Darwinist idea of 
itan indissoluble connection between Imperial efficiency and social 
reform,,, which was emerging in the 1880s and became quite influential 
in the later nineties. The Fabians actively promoted it in the nine- 
ties., most successfully after the Boer War began (pp. 330-333). Other 
English socialistsg notably Hyndman and Blatchford, also had "social 
imperialist" tendencies. For a detailed study of the development of 
this attitude see Bernard Semmel, Imperialism and Social Refom (1960). 
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T. W. Hutchison has observed, "the 1870s appear today as one of the 
three or four outstanding decades of creative debate in the history of 
English political econany. 11 These years had seen "the melting away of 
comfortable mid-centurnj certainties and the reopening of issues long 
proclaimed as finally settled. " Thus by the early eighti es the late- 
Victorian revolt against laissez-faire was already well underway, work- 
ing in conjunction with the new sense of economic uncertainty and the 
prevalence of "felt" poverty to create a more hospitable climate for 
the advocates of radical political and social change. 
The growing academic debate about the methods and doctrines of 
political economy,, and particularly about the responsibility of Goverm- 
Wnts to intervene on behalf of those whan circumstances had left power- 
less in the economic struggle, was part of a much wider movement of 
thought. There was a markedly stronger public interest in social prob- 
lems and a new confidence that they could be solved through scientific 
study. Urbanization, industrialization, more efficient transport and 
ccmminications, the new political importance of the urban working-class 
- all these factors had helped to create 
1 
Hutchisont Review of Economic Doctrines, 1870-1929 (Oxford, 1953),, pp. 
5-6. ]For the economisEs' revolt agains the old political economy see 
also Helen Wnd,, England in the 1880s, Chapter III., esp. pp. 98-104 on 
j. S. Mill's growing doubts, aiT-the aiscussion of reactions to the sup- 
posed "Great Depression" in Chapter IV; and Beer, History of British 
Sociali Vol. II, pp. 231-8. 
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not,, of course, poverty,, but the social - 
problem of poverty., 'the social question, ' 
--and had brought on the dawning of a much 
more sensitive social conscience, and of 
a much wider social self-consciousness ... An irrevocable step was being taken in the 
-transition from the 'closed, ' unselfcon- 
scious, spontaneously functioning society 
,,. of tradition and 
inheritance,, into the 
'open,, ' selfconscious society of choice, 
-plan, and design. 
1 
Besides the more concrete factors mentioned, this transition 
was also being furthered by pervasive influences of a cultural nature. 
There was the decline of traditional Christian faith and of preoccupa- 
tion with religious questions; the concurrently rising faith in the 
power of the scientific method to solve human problems; the transfer- 
ence of the desire to serve God into the desire to serve man. This 
growing humanist and scientific orientation exemplified by the later 
Mill, Matthew Arnold, the Cantists, the Henry George crusade, Charles 
Booth's pioneering studies also encouraged public interest in eco- 
ncmic theory and social investigation., and the belief that "social 2 
knowledge must man social power. " 
3 
The socialist and social philosopher, Belfort Bax, recalling 
these cultural and intellectual trends in his reminiscences,, felt that 
by the early eighties, they had created a whole new climate of ideas., 
HutchiSen, loc. cit. 
2 
Ibid., pp. 8-9. - 
J 
For an account of Bax's intellectual developwnt and an exposition of 
his personal brand of Marxist philosophy, see Stanley Pierson,, "Emest 
Belfort Bax,, 1854-1926: The Encounter Of Marxism and Late Victorian 
Culture 11 Journal of British Studies Vol. XII, No. 1 (Noveriber 1972). 
PP. 39-90. - 
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Bax also believed that the rise of a "new generation" characterized by 
declining religiosity and a greater concern with moral and social issues 
: was a major factor in the rise of socialism., for the "collapse of a 
living and active faith in the-supernatural" encouraged the "substitu- 
tion of a human and social ideal, and of human and social sanctions, for 
the old theological ones. " 
Bax himself was a prime example of this process, but his own 
youthful revolt against narrow Nonconformist religiosity and his contin- 
ued militant hostility towards religion perhaps led him to overemphasize 
the role of socialism as a kind of humanist substitute religion. It was 
not necessary to reject conventional religion - certainly not so vehem- 
2 
ently as Bax did -- in order to consider oneself a socialist. Never- 
theless, 'revolt against-Christian orthodoxy, even amongst those who came 
3 
to the socialist vision from a strongly religious orientation, was a 
coffmn feature of late-Victorian socialism, especially in London. As 
such it must be recognized as a significant factor - though only one 
amongst many - in the movement's origins. 
I-- 
E. B. Bax,, Reminiscences and Reflexions of a Mid and late Victorian 
(1918), p. 58; pp. 71-2; p. 93. 
P. dIA. Jones observes (Christian Socialist Revival,, PP. 79-80) that 
"the revival of the Christian social conscience was part of the gen- 
er-al socialist and reform revival ... it shared similar political and intellectual roots and was stimulated by the same crises and circum- 
stances. " 
3 
Armie Besant's progress from Christian orthodoxy to secularism to so- 
cialism is a good case in point: see A. N. Nethercot., The First Five 
Ijives of Armie Besant (1961). One thinks also of the "Christian so- 
cialist" movement of men like John Trevor, founder of the Iabour 
Church: see Trevor's autobiography, n Quest-For God (1894) and K. S. 
inglis, Churches and The Classes in Victorian England (1963). 
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In'religious attitudes as with economic and social trends, devel- 
opments in the metropolis where socialism first took root are of special 
interest in a study of the movement Is beginnings. Tn London revolt 
against orthodox religion and the substitution of a humanist creed was 
a strong tradition. By the early eighties the organized secularist or 
"free-thought" moverent was reaching'the peak of its size and influence; 
and after a generation of relative political quiescence, it was becoming 
closely entwined with popular radicalism. Since Tom Paine's day militant 
,,, secularism had been the typical creed'of the radical London artisan. 
Now, with the "epic'struMle" of Charles Bradlaugh to take his duly won 
I 
seat in Parliawnt as an atheist,, secularism became "once more a radical 
political issue. " The workingnen's r-adical clubs enthusiastically ral- 
lied to Bradlaugh's banner, also supporting the secularists on other is- 
sues, while'the latter in turn became active carnpaigners for radical 
demands. 
This drnkng'together of secularism and radicalism, meanwhile, 
coincided with a drawing-away of "advanced" working-class radicals 
(although not yet any sigrdficant section'of the trade-union movement) 
frM the official Liberal Party with its middle-class and Nonconformist 
bias. The gr-owth of this 
2 
"religious class'friction" between popular 
radicalism and Liberalism , added to other kinds of friction which will 
be examined later., could only strengthen the disaffection that set some 
1 
Paul Thompson, Socialists, Liberals and Labour: the Strup-gle for 
London 1885-1914 (19W), pp. 31-2. THFpson's close study of London 
gr-ass-roots Tp=)otics nicely ecriplements the work of Stedman jones in 
the social and economic field. 
2 
Ibid., pp. 91-2. 
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of these ý radicals to thinking about a "new party. 11 At the same time,, 
a nunber of prominent middle-class secularists., such as Herbert Burrows, 
Edward-Aveling and Annie Besant, were beccming attracted to the new so- 
cialism-that was now appearing on the radical scene. They would work 
actively for a time in both the socialist and secularist causes, just 
as others would work for both socialism and Christianity, or socialism 
and land nationalization. 
,, - . -,, What-has been said so far about the changing economic circum- 
stances and public attitudes of the incubation period of late-Victorian 
socialismýrnay be summed up as follows: By the early 1880s, a kind of 
crisis of confidence seems to have arisen. There was a growing convic- 
tion that the existing social system was unjust and that the orthodox 
theories of economy and society were wrong. A general consensus was 
emerging among thoughtful people of all classes that a "social problem" 
existed,, that it was becoming acute., and that something ought to be 
done about it. In this climate of uncertainty about social and eco- 
nomic questions., the long-standing romantic and intellectual critique 
of industrial capitalism., of the conditions and assumptions so closely 
identified with middle-class Liberalism,, seemed to assume new impor- 
tance and prominence. Attitudes whose existence was essential to the 
appeal of the new socialist vision were rapidly gaining currency: the 
feeling of-disgust with the established order as a whole., the conviction 
that the rivalry of the great parties was a sham and a delusion,, the 
belief that Liberalism in particular was a bankrupt and hypocritical 
philosophy. 
Ibid. 9 p. 33. 
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one noteworthy'exarrple Is a July, 1880 article entitled '"Ihe 
Future of Liber-alisrrel in which,, as the Liberal Party enjoyed one of its 
greatest hours of triurrph, Matthew Arnold foreshadowed the coming attack 
1 
upon Liberal politics and the Liberal world-view. The piece might bet- 
ter have been called "The Failure of Liberalism,, " for this Is really 
Arnold's theme: The Liberal Party, because of its conformity to the 
narrow outlook of middle-class "Philistines, " had ignored all the great 
human needs or "means of civilisation" except one, "the instinct in the 
commmity for expansion., " and hence had done little or nothing for the 
equally important needs of "intellect and knowledge and beauty and a 
2 
humane life. " As Arnold saw it, Liberalism had failed to deal with 
these needs because it had failed to gr-asp the idea of equality: as 
long as the present "irrrmnse inequality of conditions arxi property" 
lasted, the community as a whole was inevitably degr-aded. As matters 
stood, concluded Arnold in a phrase that succinctly sums up the new 
rmod of social discontent , 
"we have an upper class materializedj a 
middle class vulgarized, a lower class brutalized. And this we owe to 3 
our inequality. " 
The disillusionment with Liber-alism reflected in Ar-noldis atti- 
tude was 
I 
corrplemented by a similar disillusionment with the political 
system of America. Radicals now began to find a great deal wanting in 
the American system which for generations they had helcl up as a model 
for political change in Britain. Professor Pelling, as the result 
1 
Nineteenth Century, Vol. VIII., pp. 1-18. 
Ibid., pp. 13-16. 
3 
Ibid., p. 17. 
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of a special study of this development., concluded that 
while poderate Liberals and old-fashioned 
Radicals were still savouring the advantages 
of the American political structure ... those 
who were concerned especially about economic 
-inequality and distress made the discovery, 
for the first time,, that America was in a 
similar case with Britain in this respect. 
Unemployment and poverty on the one hand, 
and the growth of monopoly on the other, 
were now prominent features of the American 
scene: and these features stimulated the 
conversion of British Radiials to a Socialist 
or Socialistic standpoint. 
With the growth of economic uncertainty,, the spread of views 
like those just discussed among radicals and the middle-class intelli- 
gentsia, the new prominence of various kinds of individual and social 
revolt and the widespread sense (hopeful or fearful) of great social 
change in the offing,, a new cultural climate was being created. In 
this climate the forces of popular radicalism - which had never fully 
accepted the orthodox views of society and the econcnW - were able to 
thrive and expand to an unusual degree. They had also the benefit of 
wider publicity owing to the greater readiness of press and public to 
take radical reformers seriously and consider their ideas worth discus- 
sing., either to praise or condemn them. The resulting ferment of radi- 
cal activity and discussion helped incalculably in bringing together the 
handful of middle-class rebels and working-class radicals who were moving 
toward socialism. Once they had formed a tiny but vigorous movement - 
this having occurred by about 1883 - the continuing atmosphere of uncer- 
tainty, unrest and revolt would help them to gain public notoriety,, to 
1 
Henry Pellingg America and the British Left (1956), pp. 64-5. 
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rmke further "converts., " and finally, by the later eighties, to begin 
Lhaving 
an influence upon the wider working-class movermnt. 
It is time now to turn from general trends to the more specific 
Issues that affected the course Of Popular radicalism. Among the cata- 
lysts of the new radical ferment from which the socialist movement 
emerged, 
1the 
Irish revolt and the land question were outstandingly 
important. 
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-II, - 11 -I-, CHAPTER IV 
-IRELAND, THE LAND QTJ=ON 
AND THE NEW RADICAL FMUv=, 
1879-1882 
Nothing had been more remarkable, observed H. M. Hyndman at the 
beginning of 1884, than "the rapid effect of the Irish 
I 
agitation" on 
the recent growth of English radicalism and socialism. It was in the 
late 1870s that the stage was set for the new Irish rebellion that had 
such far-reaching effects on politics and social movements in England. 
Ireland had enjoyed three or four uncommonly prosperous and peaceful 
years in the middle 1870S. Farmers did so well that evictions were 
fewer than at any other time in the century, and agrarian crime almost 
ceased. But agricultural prices began to drop in 1877 as the new flood 
of cheap American grain began pouring into Europe. Ireland was hit at 
the same time by a series of bad seasons, made worse by a sudden drying- 
2 
up of credit and heavy pressure on farimrs to repay existing debts. 
Falling prices and bad seasons affected the British Isles in 
general., as noted earlier; but Ireland's greater dependance on agricul- 
ture meant that "given the maintenance of free trade after 1873, falling 
prices had a much more powerful impact upon the Irish peasantry" than 
3 
upon other United Kingdom agriculturists. Agrarian misery rapidly 
returned as tenants fell into arrears and evictions rose steadily from 
less than 500 in 1877 to well over 2,000 in 1880. Gladstone's Land Act 
1 
Hyndman "The Revolution of To-Day., " To-pa y, N. S. Vol. I (January 1884). 
P. 7. 
2 
J. L. Harrmd, Gladstone and the Irish Nation (1936), pp. 154-5. 
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of 1870 proved "a feeble anchor in the stoM, " as its clauses designed 
to prevent"Wholesale evictions in crises of this kind had been rendered 
1 
toothless by the House of Lords. As the crisis developed, the emerging 
leadership of Charles Parnell and Michael Davitt made it the basis of a 
new revolt-against British landlordism and a powerful political drive 
for Home Rule. During Parnell's dramatic rise to power in Parliament, 
Davitt took the lead in organizing a strong new out-of-doors movement 
both in Ireland - itself and arwng the Irish in America. 
During his seven-year inprisonment for Fenian activities Davitt 
had nurtured not an indiscriminate hatred of the English, but a convic- 
tion that the root of Ireland's troubles was the English system and not 
the ill-will of the English people. By his release in 1877 he had adop- 
ted as a basic principle - one which brought him great respect among 
English r-adicals and socialists - the belief that there was an iden- 
tity of interest between the conmn people of Britain and Ireland; that 
2 
they could and nust work together for their ca=n benefit. 
On behalf of the fledgling Irish land League, Parnell and 
Davitt made an Amrican speaking tour in 1879,3 to which Irish-An-ericans 
reacted with enthusiasm and liberal donations. In October of the same 
year the Land League was formally inaugurated at Dublin; by now,, as J. L. 
Hamwnd has observed,, "Davitt had succeeded in bringing together the 
most formidable force that Ireland had yet collected., by combining social 
-I-- 
Hamnond., loc. cit 
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1 
discontent with political ardour. 11 The simmering Irish revolt reached 
boiling point soon after the new Gladstone Goverruent took office in 
1880. Me Lords' rejection of a "Compensation for Disturbance" bill to 
relieve evicted tenants, ccubined with rising demands for coercion, 
helped bring matters to a head by the close of the Parliamentary session 
in September. The Land League's membership swelled to hundreds of thou- 
sands; its inccme - mostly from America - and its activity grew in 
proportion. Its new weapon,, the boycott, proved highly effective against 
rent rises and evictions. Agrarian crime increased too, despite Davitt's 
denunciations. Landlords were so terrified that the rush of evictions 
in 1880 slowed nearly to a standstill in the last quarter of the year. 
The moratorium the Goverrrent had sought to legislate was enforced in- 
2 
stead by Irish intimidation and violence. 
The angr-j mod of Parliamnt, and of Gladstone's Whig cabinet 
colleagues., made it apparently impossible to get significant land reforms 
3 
unless the cry for coercion were satisfied first. Through the coercion- 
cum-reforyn approach Gladstone secured the Irish Land Act of 1881, no mean 
achievement under the circumiances. Lindted though it was . it set a 
significant precedent for legislative restraint upon the claim of private 
property and "freedom of contract. " But the measures of repression that 
preceded it destroyed Irish trust in the Government's good will., further 
provold. ng both Irish rebellion and English retaliation to the detriment 4 
of further reform efforts. More significantly in regard to the rise of 
I 
Hammond, Gladstone, pp. 153-4. 
2 
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socialism,, these measures also provoked intense disrmy among the more 
extreme English"radicals, leading to their political estrangement from 
Gladstone and a deepening disillusionment with Liberal-ism. More will 
be said'of this later, but even before the issue of Liberal Coercion 
arose, Ireland's troubles were having another kind of impact on English 
radicalism. 
The Reopening of the land Question 
Land reform had come to the forefront of radical politics in the 
early seventies,, and the most militant section of working-class radicals 
had canpaigned energetically for land nationalization and "Home Colonisa- 
I tion. " But with the disappearance of the IWMA and the Land arxi Labour 
League, the general labour and radical retreat in the mid-seventies and 
the shift of interest from domestic to foreign issues., the land question 
largely fell into abeyance for the time being. The early stages in the 
buildup of the Irish crisis went largely unnoticed also. Radicals were 
preoccupied by the battle of political giants, first over the question 
of British intervention in the Balkan conflict and then in the campaign 
2 
for the general election of 1880. 
The Land League's sudden burst into prominence in that year en- 
sured that British radicals would now give Ireland their full attention. 
Their new awareness of the extent of Irish agrarian misery would bring 
Fbr a recent account of the Irish developments sumnarized here and 
their effects upon the various sections of British Radicalism, see 
T. W. Heyck, The Dimensions of British Radicalism: The Case of Ire- 
land, 1874-95 (Urbana, Illinois,, 1974), Chapters Two and Three. 
2 
Barry., Nationalisationg pp. 56-7. 
ill 
the whole question of land reform sharply back into focus and rekindle 
1 
the'old-nationalization movemnt. Just as the drama of the Irish "Land 
War" was beginning in 1879, radicals were becoming aware of the apparent 
agricultural depression threatening the whole of the British Isles. 
Charles-Bradlaugh, although he no longer advocated nationalization as he 
ý'had'done'a decade earlier,, was inspired late in this year to start a 
2 
new organization for more moderate land reforms. The foundation con- 
ference-of his "Land Law Reform League. " held in February 1880, stopped 
far short of endorsing nationalization, but the demand for it was raised. 
The, secretary, of, the Manhood Suffrage League., which contained the rem- 
nant of Bronterre O'Brien's old following, moved for its adoption in 
words-O'Brien-had used in 1849. He was supported by the London Trades 
Council delegate, who said his members wanted nationalization and would 
support any reform leading toward it,, but were against free trade in 
3 
land 
Despite an impressive launching and a nationwide membership roll 
of 4009000 by November 1880, the Land Law Reform League had little impact 
and quickly'faded away. Apparently it lacked unity of purpose, and 
ýt 
7he "last -flicker" of the campaign begun by the Land and Labour League 
in 1869 "went out unnoticed" in April 1878 when a series of meetings 
held on, Clerkenwall Green in an effort to revive the League's agitation 
failed to arouse interest. (Barry, Nationalisation, P. 57). 
2 
Ibid. 9 P. 55; p. 
57. Br-adlaugh had joined the Land arxi Labour League 
EM69. 
3 
Ibid.,, 
, 
P. 57. The principal demands of the programme endorsed by the 
conference, which Bradlaugh had drafted, were free trade in land, com. - 
penzation for tenantst improvements., abolition of the Game Laws, a grad- 
uated Land Tax and compulsory cultivation of arable land being held 
idle. The formation of the Land Law Reform. League was reported in 
Bradlaugh's National Reformer and George Standring's Republican. 
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Br-adlaugh was unable to give it the central direction it needed because 
of his election to Parliament and his strenuous canpaign to keep his 
seat without, taking the oath. 
On-the other side of the Atlantic in 1879, the American land 
reformer Henry George had published Progress and Poverty which., besides 
setting forth his scheme for nationalizing land in effect by mans of 
a "Single Tax" appropriating the whole value of ground rents, offered 
a stirring moral indictment of existing social conditions. George and 
his book, later to arouse intense popular interest, remained virtually 
unknown in Britain until 1881, when the book was published here and 
George himself arrived. But George had long been aware of the develop- 
2 
ing Irish agrarian crisis and was anxious to apply his theories to it. 
George met Davitt during the latter! s American tour in 1879 on 
behalf of the Land League; Davitt apparently was favourably inpressed 
by George's view of land reform as the key to social betterment in both 
Britain and Ireland and by his criticism of Parnell's objective of 
peasant proprietorship. George regarded Parnell's plan, which had been 
adopted by the Land League, as one which would not only fail to destroy 
the evils of landlordism., but would exclude artisans and labourers from 
its benefits. - He also attacked its nationalist emphasis, proposing in- 
stead that workers of all the nationalities in the British Isles should 
unite to drive out landlord domination from the whole of the United 
Kingdom. For George., as for Davitt,, "the real enenV was the system 
Y__ 
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1 
which oppressed both the Irish and the English. " Davitt continued for 
the time being to support peasant ownership., but his thinking turned 
more and more'toward nationalization, until at the end of his second 
British prison'term (February 1881-May 1882) he emerged as one of its 
2 
leading'advocates. 
By mid-188o the activities of the Irish Land League had captured 
the attention-of not only r-adicals but the Br-Itish public in general. 
Speculation was rife as to what course the new Liberal GoverTuent would 
follow in dealing with it. Intellectuals, economists., politicians and 
reformers of every political colouration eagerly poured forth their ad- 
vice; Britain's leading periodicals were each printing several articles 
monthly-on the Irish question, land reform and social problems in gen- 
eral. '--A single volume of the Nineteenth Century, for instance,, (vol. 
VIII., July-Decenber 1880) offered seven major articles on Ireland, as 
well as several on the problem of Irish "obstruction" in Parliament. 
It also contained a number of proposals for national insurance schemes, 
as well as H. M. Hyndman's "Bleeding to Death" (an attack on the eco- 
nomic exploitation of India) and Matthew Arnold's "The Future of Liber- 
alism,, " which was cited in the last chapter. The articles on Ireland 
covered a wide spectrum of opinion, from the somber warning of Lord 
Sherbrooke (the former Robert Lowe) against any tampering with "freedom 
of contract" to the irpassioned reply of the Irish M. P. Justin McCarthy 
that this "freedom" was all on the landlord's side,, and that only the 
I 
Ibjd. 
ý, 
pp. 7-10. George first published these views in an article on 
'"Me Irish Land Question" in the California Bee in 1879. This article, 
which was expanded into a 100-page pamphlet published in New York, Lon- 
don, Manchester and Glasgow in the spring of 1881, contains the gist 
2of 
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most serious curtailment of it could prevent an even worse crisis in 
the future. 
Most of the articles, including these, focused on the grievances 
of the tenant farmer. One,, however "The Irish 'Poor Man', " by 
Charlotte G. O'Brien - took up the cause of the totally landless clas- 
ses. Miss O'Brien pointed out that the widely-expected legislation for 
the security of the farmers would do nothing for the agricultural labour- 
ers.. the village artisans and unskilled town workers - the most desper- 
ate and "dangerous" elements of the Irish population. Her picture of 
the labourer1r; plight exemplifies the kind of view of the Irish crisis 
which would lead many English radicals to reject lesser land reforms in 
2 
favour of nationalization. Here is her sumTnry of the typical expec- 
tations of an "industrious and sober" young farm labourer: 
A house that no other European peasant would 
occupy, two shillings a day, or possibly two 
and sixpence in stirring times, but more prob- 
ably one-and-sixpence or even less. If he is 
fortunate enough to hold a bit of land from 
the farmer who employs him., he,, as a rule,, is 
compelled to pay twice its value or more !.. 
the labourer has to fence . mwunv, etc. the bit of land, and has no security either for 
it or for his house; for the latter, bad as 
it is, he pays from one pound to five pound 
a year. He is absolutely at the mercy of the 
farmer, and is only too frequently hounded 
I- 
Lord Sherbrooke 11L oegislation for Ireland., " Nineteenth CenLla, Vol. 
III, November 1880; Justin McCarthy., "Ireland in 14b and Ireland Now,, " 
Ibid.., December 1880. 
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Ibid., December 1880. Miss O'Brien's own solution did not go that far, 
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the reach of, any industrious man" - was the saw. She recamleanded a 
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to and from his work with curses like a dog. 
If he defies his employer,, his house, his 
bit of land, his wages, all go at once; he 
is left as a waif to travel the road with 
his helpless family, glad to find some mis- 
erable cabin wherein he can lay himself and 
them by the fireside and pay a1 shilling a week 
for a bit of straw and a roof. 
Town workers and village artisans usually had sonewhat better 
wages but their work was "uncertain, " and they too had "no hope of a 
2 
home. The whole Irish Labouring class., according to Miss O'Brien, 
was-11fighting for its life. " The labourers would no longer suffer si- 
lently, both because of the new acuteness of their distress and because 
they sensed that "in the present settlemnt of the land question is 
their time - it is now or never with them. Their experience of the 
farming classes leads them to expect in them harsher masters than in 
3 
the landlords. " 
Charles Bradlaugh's Land Law Reform League proved abortive, as 
noted above; but the public debate over Ireland's troubles soon inspired 
-another and more r-adical land reform organization. The start of the 
) new'British campaign against private control of 
the land, soon to be 
jaugmented by'Henry George, may be dated from November,, 1880,, when Alfred 
Russel Wallace published his article "How to Nationalise the Land; a 
Radical Solution of the Irish Problem" in the Contemporary Review. 
1 
Ibid., pp. 876-7. 
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Incidentally., the socialist jourmal Justice claimed in early 1884 that 
this was just what had happened underF_FFe_U3nd Act of 1881: the Act 
bad done nothing for the labourers., the farmers who had benefited were 
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Wallace., an explorer and naturalist, apparently knew nothing of 
the long'history of popular radical agitation for land nationalization. 
However, 'his scheme'for gradual public acquisition of the land over sev- 
eral generations was not unlike Bronterre O'Brien's. The present owner 
of each property-could keep his land, as could his heirs to the fourth 
generation. But-any sale would count as one generation, and the land 
of anyone dying without a near relative would become state property im- 
mediately on hisdeath, -After a property was "nationalized., " it would 
be subject to a ground'rent., but the occupier could remain as long as 
he liked, with freedom of cultivation and the right to sell his inter- 
est., although he-could not sub-let or mortgage. Unenclosed conTnons 
and moors woul&also go to the State., as would the land in towns., so 
that owners-of urban'property would also be obliged to pay a ground rent. 
-- 'With the State-as universal landlord,, it was expected that fair 
rents-and security of tenure would prevail, property speculation would 
be ended., and idle land would be cultivated. Holding land would be of 
no benefit-to anyone but the person who intended to make use of it for 
agricultural, or industrial purposes., and the State revenues would be 
used for worthwhile public purposes. Workers could easily obtain small- 
holdings as*an alternative or supplement to wage-labour; the alarming 
exodUs-frOm the land would be halted, preserving the traditional agrar- 
ian life and'the sturdy peasant virtues that seemed to be slipping away: 
These were the essential goals of Wallace's plan., as of other schemes 
of public land ownership or the "Single Tax" on land, however they var- 
ied in. detail. 
1 
1 
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- The attention attracted by Wallace's article led to the forma- 
tion of the Land Nationalisation Society in March., 1881. The initial 
meeting took place in the same week as the first of the series of meet- 
ings, held that spring to organize the Democratic Federation, which was 
officially-launched in June with land nationalization in its programme 
(as, well as Irish Home Rule and a number of radical political reforms). 
Many of the same people were involved at the outset in both organiza- 
tions. Several founder-members of the LNS were also founders of the 
Federation and took a prominent part in the work of its first two years, 
including Dr. G. B. Clark (formerly connected with the IWMA and later 
M. P. for Caithness)., Patrick Hennessey, who had been president of the 
old land and Labour League,, and the radical civil servant Harbert Burr- 
ows, who was to remain active in the Federation for many years. Helen 
Taylor was one of the most prominent and zealous merrbers of both socie- 
ties in the early eighties. The young middle-class radicals H. H. Cham- 
pion and R. P. B. Frost, who would join the Federation just before its 
decisive swing to socialism in 1883, were also early INS members; and 
Hyndman at least occasionally took part in the society's activities. 
Like the Federation., the LNS was to be a long-lived organiza- 
tion., remaining active through the late-Victorian period and long after- 
wards and gaining consider-able influence. Its membership was very small 
initially., and it apparently could not agree on a specific programme and 
had little impact for the first year or so., but it became firmly estab- 
lished in the next few years as popular enthusiasm for lard nationaliza- 
1 
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tion-reached'much greater heipbts. 
1 
The foundation of the LNS, then, marked the beginning of the 
new land nationalization canpaign of the eighties. But its full impact 
did not corrLe'until the years following 1881 when the charismatic influ- 
ence, of Henry George began to be felt. George was a superb propagandist 
by tongue or pen. - Far more than Wallace arxi the LNS., he was to capture 
the imagination, of the younger generation of middle-class intellectuals 
and radical working men and turn their attention to the economic basis 
of social-problems". But Progress and Poverty, which eventually sold 
over 100., 000'copies-in Britain alone, was not accepted by a British 
publisher, until late-1880, after George had made many fruitless efforts 
2 
to-get-the, book noticed here. It attracted little attention until it 
caught the eye-of the Radicalls, editors in the spring of 1881. By then., 
however., -the time was exactly right for the book to have the maximum 
effect on British popular radicalism; the political revolt against the 
Liberal coercion policy in Ireland, added to the radical excitement 
created by the agrarian crisis itself, had thoroughly prepared the 
ground for George. More will be said later of George's influence, but 
first the impact of the Anti-Coercion revolt must be considered. 
Liberal Coercion and Radical Disillusionrwnt 
While the agrarian side of the Irish crisis was reviving radical 
interest in land reform, its political side stirred a revolt against the 
Liberal attachment: a small and limited revolt, to be sure, but one 
I 
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which -undoubtedly hastened the beginnings of organized socialism. 
- During the-late seventies Gladstone., with his noted flair for 
focusing public attention on one great dramatic cause, had firmly estab- 
lished himself as the idol of most sections of Liberal and radical opin- 
ion and had made his personal popularity the major force holding the 
Liberal'Party together. Gladstone's great cause in these years was the 
17, astern Question. -" His forceful campaign against Beaconsfield's plan 
for Intervention in the Balkan conflict on the side of Turkey,, and his 
own hands-off position, favouring the anti-Turkish rebels and their ally 
Russia, placed him clearly on the popular side of the issue, His elo- 
quent attacks on "Beaconsfieldism" made him many bitter enemies in Par- 
liament (and sorm outside, among persons so various as the Queen and the 
eccentric Thry-Radical H. M. Hyndman), but his apparent opposition to 
aggressive nationalism contributed greatly to his immense popular sup- 
2 
port in 188o. 
"Nobody ... who did not live through this period, " Hyndman wrote 
later,, "can form any conception of the personal adoration felt for Mr. 
Gladstone by his supporters. To attack him., even to criticize any of 
his measures,, speeches, or writings, was nothing short of an outrage 
I- 
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contributed to the party's tendency toward drift and disunity, which 
in turn helped to push dissatisfied radicals toward socialism. 
2 
Hammond,, Gladstone, pp. 143-4. 
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upon morality and religion. " With the end of six years of Tory rule 
and what they believed was the final defeat of "Beaconfieldism, 11 rad- 
icals were in something of a state of euphoria after the 1880 General 
Election. Me strongly Whiggish complexion of the new GoverTrwnt not- 
withstanding,, all of them except a "hard core" of ultra-radicals and 
exiled foreign revolutionists expected that with Gladstone in power and 
men like Chanberlain, Dilke and John Bright in office, a real change 
of direction-was at hand: domestic affairs would come to the fore and 
the way would be clear for major political and social reforms. 
With such a background of hero-worship and high hopes, radicals 
were to be ruch more frustrated at the actual turn of events than they 
might have been-if the Conservatives, of whom they expected little., had 
remained in power. The new Liberal Government's handling of the Irish 
crisis was to be the chief trigger of radical disaffection; but its mil- 
itary interventions in Egypt,, India., Afghanistan and South Africa also 
contributed to the dismay and disillusionment which, at least for the 
more extreme radicals, quickly followed the celebration of Gladstone's 
electoral triumph. Coercion in Ireland, viewed as a betrayal of Liberal 
ideals of political freedom, plus colonial wars, viewed as naked aggres- 
sion in the cause of glory and profit., plus foot-dragging on major do- 
Mstic questions like local government reform and extension of the 
county franchise,, soon brought angry criticisms in the popular radical 
Y- 
Me Record of an Adventurous Life, p. 203. 
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press and the workingrnen's radical clubs. In these circles the mre 
militant inrediately raised the cry of 'IrAberal hypocrisy": After 
winning office on'the strength of their campaigri against "Beaconsfield- 
ism, " the Liberals seemed to be making the Tbry leader's hated policies 
L 
their own. 
Here, was the first real sign since the short-lived outburst of 
popular radical militance in the early seventies that a significant r-ad- 
ical breakaway'from the long-standing Liberal alliance might be at hand. 
until 188o, 'and especially during the period of r1bry rule frcm 1874, the 
Liber-al, 'Party had seemed to be "still the great progressive political 
2 
force, its possibilities still apparently far from exhausted. " But the 
question of continuing under Liberal leadership "became a rather differ- 
ent issue in the 1880s when it had been given a further trial and its 
3 
limitations '... had been much more clearly revealed. " 
r, At first, however, this mood of revolt against the Liberal alli- 
ance embraced only a small group: the most extreme radical workingmn 
and those'most sympathetic to the Irish (usually the sarm people); the 
little circle of exiled foreign revolutionists; a few middle-class 
Helen lynd goes so far as to say that "the years 1880 to 1885 might be 
entitled Disillusionment with Liberalism" (England in the EiS12ýeen- 
Eipýities,, p. 219); see her excerpts from Reynolds's Newspaper illustra- 
Tin-g the progress of this mood of disaffection (ibid., pp. 222-3). For 
its effects as an impetus. toward "united action"-fo-r social change 
among "all advanced sections" of the radical-club movement, see the 
recollections of Ambrose G. Barker in Freedan, May 1931. 
2 
D. W. CrowleYq "The Origins of the Revolt of the British Labour Move- 
ment from Liberalism, 1875-190611 (Ph. D. thesis, University of London, 
1952). 5 p. 
66. 
3 
Ibid. 
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renegades like Hyndman., Bax, or Morris; a small handful of well-known 
Anti-Coercion politicians like Joseph Cowen, Radical M. p. for New- 
Castle,, or the Irish M. P. Justin McCarthy. It is within this milieu 
not to be confused with the better-known radical circle identified with 
Chamberlain and Dilke - that we find the "New Party" sentiment which 
led to the founding of the Democratic Federation and later to the emer- 
IL 
gence of socialism. 
These "New Party" radicals, characterized by a "plague on both 
your houses" attitude toward the great parties., were also too socially 
heterogeneous and too far left politically (too "advanced, " in their 
own terminology) to be identified with the labour movement proper., 
although sorre of them were trade unionists. On the whole, foreshadowing 
the attitude adopted by the Federation, they criticized the unions for 
exclusiveness and conservatism and regarded the older generation of 
labour leaders as hopelessly tied to respectable mainstream Liberalism. 
2 
The detailed story of the Federation's foundation as an attempt to unify 
anti-Liberal, pro-Irish, pro-labour and generally ultra-radical feeling 
under the banner of a new independent radical party must be reserved for 
a later chapter. The remainder of this chapter., while making occasional 
reference to the Federation, will be mainly concerned with the forces at 
work within the radical milieu from which the Federation sprang which 
foreshadowed its evolution into a small socialist sect instead of the 
large radical party that most of its earliest members had in mind. 
2 
See the Radical's comments on this theme, e. g.: Trade unions had done 
much good,, but their actions were too often "mean, paltry or vacillating, " 
they were "too narrow and exclusive, " and their leaders were too much 
under the "insidious and corrupting influence" of Liberal and Tory polit- 
ical agents (17 September 1881). This, of course, was Hyndman's atti- 
tude for many years,, and it is often expressed in Justice during the 
paper's early years. It took the "New Unionism" ajiff a-new generation of 
respected labour leaders who were also socialists - epitomized by a 
Tom Mann or a Keir Hardie - to permanently modify this view and encour- 
age a more active co-operation of the SDF, and socialists generally, 
with the trade unions. 
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They tended,, perhaps,, to forget the earlier stniggles of these men for 
the veryexi: stence of the unions, when "far fran meekly bowing the neck 
to' the official Liberal-Capitalism of the day, they fougýit strenuously 
an I ! ainst... a hostility to unionism almost beyond the conception" of the 
ýrdsing 
generation. But they were correct in perceiving that, except 
for their own limited circle,, the early 1880s belonged to the heyday of 
"Lib-Lab-ism": Until the end of the decade or later, "the loyalty of 
the'majority of the skilled trade unionists to Gladstonian Liberalism 
was still unbroken, and the apathy of the masses of the unskilled had 
[scarcely 
been stirred. " 
2 
The circle of pro-Irish., anti-Liberal "new Party" radicals was 
closely associated with the network of workingmen's radical clubs,, which 
by 1880 had become "a strong Political force in the land. " especially 
in London., where ever-j district had one or more. 
3 
Their main purpose 
was to serve as centres for social gatherings, lectures and political 
debate; since they did not canvass or raise funds for the Liberal Party, 
though often nominally allied with it 9 they were relatively independent. 
1 
Crowley., Origins of the Revolt of the British Labour Movement, P. 38. 
The same view of the mid-Victorian labour movement - that it was really 
much more militant in the context of its own time than it seemed in re- 
trospect, especially to the Socialists - is taken in R. V. Clements', 
"British Trade Unions and Popular Political EconaTy, 1850-1875,11 Eco- 
nomic History Review, 2d series, Vol. 14 (1961-62), pp. 93-104. Fbr an 
ri--justration of the growth of discontent with the I'Lib-Lab" alliance in 
the eighties, see Helen Lynd's series of extracts from conmntary on 
Labour politics in Reynolds's Newspaper (England in the Eighteen- 
Eiv, hties, pp. 273-4). 
E. P. Thompson. William Morris, P. 345. 
3 
E. B. Bax, Reminiscences and Reflexions., P. 73. For a discussion of 
certain clubs which were particularly influential in the grass-roots 
development of socialist ideas from about this time, see Chapter VI 
below. 
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The rank-and-fileýmerrbers, at any rate, "were fully aware of the distinc- 
tion of their radicalism, secularist and republican, with its traditions 
of Paine., the, Chartists and the French Comame, from the milder doctrines 
of official Liberalism. " From the rrdd-seventies, political discussion 
in the radical clubs had-been stimulated first by the "Eastern Question" 
and then-by the Irish revolt and the Coercion issue; soon it was to be 
further enlivened by Henry George. The strength of popular radical sup- 
port for Bradlaugh and the secularist cause has been noted already; the 
secularism of the clubs was frequently expressed in resolutions demand- 
2 
ing secular education and the abolition of the Blasphemy Laws. 
The minimum reform programme supported by radical club members 
at this time usually -included adult suffrage., payment of 
M. P. s. Church 
3 
disestablishment andland nationalization. A good guide to their expec- 
tations of the second Gladstone Government may be found in the 2 January 
I- 
Paul Thcmpson, Socialists, Liberals and Labour, pp. 93-4. Thompson has 
perhaps overemphasized the clubs' independence; it was far from ccm- 
plete, at least from the viewpoint of extreme radicals: in their eyes 
the clubs all too often followed the lead of the local Liberal candi- 
date or M. P., or of Chamberlain's National Liberal Federation. The 
Radical complained, for instance (14 May 1881), that most of the London 
club3 were not "truly independent. " that they were dominated by "wire- 
puller" managers who tended to "go with the Caucus and the rich Liberal,, 
while the ordinary members stick to the principles of true Radicalism. " 
2 
P. Thompson, loc. cit. 
3 
Ibid. For a good summary of typical radical attitudes toward the land 
ýu-estion, see the article "Food Prospectus. " Weekly Dispatch, 14 August 
1881. Radicals who leaned toward peasant prop-IrYe-torship rather than 
nationalization also agreed with its contention that "the agricultural 
depression of which we hear so much is not a natural visitation... but 
the inevitable result of the social institution of landlordism. 11 
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1881 number of the London Weekly Dispatch. M-)-- Dispatch at this time 
was bri=ning over with news of the Irish crisis, of the Land League's 
activities, of its contacts with English radicals and their efforts on 
its behalf. The leading article for this issue,, "The Next Session, " 
2 
expresses the hope that the Goverrinent would not resort to coercion, 
calls for a "thorough reform. of the whole Irish executive" and demands 
a land bill which at the least should be a "satisfactory installment 
of the justice that must be done to the Irish people. " It insists that 
the "Jingo weeds" growing in foreign and colonial policy must be "rooted 
out., 11 pointing to the Transvaal conflict in South Africa as an example 
of the problem. Turning to home affairs, it demands a "vast amendment 
of all our discordant and faulty systems of local government" and de- 
scribes the extension of the county franchise and redistribution of 
seats as an "indispensable" parliamentary reform to be taken up without 
delay. 
Such were the common hopes and concerns of British popular rad- 
icalism at the beginning of 1881. Already,, however, the more militant 
and extreme radical circle described above had begun to suspect that 
the Government was not of a mind to push for these reforms,, and that it 
1 
This paper is cited in both the Radical 0 December 1880) and George 
standring's Republican (September, 1882) as having returned to "sound" 
radical principles r the editorship of Ashton Dilke., Newcastle M. P. 
and brother of Sir Charles Dilke. It was certainly one of the relatively 
"advanced" papers of the early eighties, although rather more moderate 
than the Radical. 
2 
When the first Coercion Act was actually passed however, the Dispatch 
allowed that it might be "excusable, if not justifiable" as long as the 
special powers of arrest and detention were not abused (13 March 1881). 
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would indeed enact coercion. They had become vociferously critical of 
it during the autumn of 1880, and there was a growing feeling among them 
that "an effort should be made to rally together into a party the really 
advanced mn and women. " those who believed Gladstone and the Liberals 
2 
were betraying "all democratic principles at home and abroad. " 
The Radical: Voice of Revolt Against Liberalism 
The new wave of militant anti-Liberalism found its rnost, forceful 
expression in the Radical, a bluntly outspoken, highly emotional London 
weekly started as the organ of the newly-founded Anti-Coercion Associa- 
tion in Decerber 1880. Ireland and the land question were the causes 
that gave birth to the paper. It made its debut with a plea for unity 
between the working people of England and Ireland against their "common 
enemy, " the "monopoly of the land, " and held up the Irish agitation as 
3 
a heroic example to English radicals. Legislative independence for 
Ireland and land nationalization for both Ireland and Britain were its 
principal objects, but it also campaigned from the outset for labour 
representation as "a step towards that perfect equality which is the 
goal of all true reformers, " expressing great dismay over the fact 
I- 
The coercion issue was apparently an extremely divisive one over the 
country as a whole. According to the Annual Register, the provincial 
press in Newcastle, Manchester., Bradford and South Wales opposed co- 
ercion, while papers in Birmingham, Liverpool, Leeds, the South West 
2 
and Scotland largely supported it (Harrmond, Gladstone, p. 208 n. 1). 
Hyndman, Record, p. 223. 
3 
Lia2Lqal.. 4 Decerrber 1880. 
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that'only'three out of 658 M-P. s were workingmen. It soon began to en- 
courage the idea (which now was beginning to be promoted by Hyndman and 
others) of a new., independent Radical-Labour political coalition -a 
"non-Ministerial Radical Party" to be led by the popular Newcastle M. P. 
2 
Joseph Cowen, an outspoken anti-coercionist. The Radical did not advo- 
cate a'highly-organized, well-disciplined party with a clear-cut pro- 
gramme,, -but-something more like what ultra-radical papers had demanded 
a decade earlier: a kind of informal bloc of independent radical M. P. s 
who would coalesce on important issues and hold the balance of power. 
Although the Radical opposed constitutions,, programmes and a formal 
3 
leadership'structure for such a group., it left no doubt that it wanted 
labour representatives who were truly independent of the major parties, 
as may be seen fran its criticisms of the existing handful of I'labour" 
M. p. s. 'It scorned Henry Broadhurst, who supported coercion and generally 
(in the Radical's view) did little for the working-class cause, as a 
4 
"false friend" whose voice was "the mere re-echo of the Government Whip.? ' 
It did approve of "blunt., honest" Alexander Macdonald, but when he died in 
the autumn of 1881 it campaigned vehemently against George Howell., who 
was selected as "Lib-Lab" candidate for Stafford to fill Macdonald's 
place, calling Howell a self-serving "worshipper of success" and claiming 
I 
Ibid. 
2 
Radical, 15 JanuarY 1881. 
3- 
Ibid*., 21 May and 11 June, 1881. 
4 
Ibid. ) 14 and 21 Januax-j, 1882. 
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1 
a large share of the credit for his defeat. 
The Radical's views of the political world showed the angry bit- 
terness of those who feel themselves betrayed. Gladstone's new Govern- 
ment seemed "likely to be memrable [only] for having falsified the hopes 
of those who led it to victory, " and thus it was "impossible for advanced 
Liberals to throw in their lot with the ministers now in power. " Both 
the great parties, for that matter, were "organized hypocrisies" in which 
"diplomacy rather than principle" was the guide to action. Chamberlain's 
apparent support of Coercion, which seemed much at odds with his reput- 
edly ultra-democratic viewpoint,, helped to inspire the Radical's blanket 
condemnation of him, his followers., and mainstream parliamentary radical- 
ism in general for "hypocrisy. " The paper described Chamberlain's Nation- 
al LiberalTederation, the supposedly radical "caucus, " as "a sham, a de- 
lusion and a snare ... made use of by wily wirepullers to misrepresent 2 
the opinion of the people. " 
Ibid., 19 November 1881. 
2- 
Ibid. s 19 March 1881; 26 March 1881. Chamberlain did strenuously oppose F(ýr_-cion during the new Government's first session in 1880, and succeeded 
in postponing it, but because of the secrecy required by his position as 
a Cabinet member, this was largely unknown at the time (J. L. Garvin, Life 
of Chamberlain, Vol. I P. 335). In 1881, however., Chamberlain began to 
"shake his head over Irish disorder, " as J. L. Hmmnd put it: Chamber- 
lain feared that public opposition to coercion would do him more ham 
than good with the Caucus and most of his working-class supporters, and 
in any case he believed it would be impossible to get a good land bill 
without it. Having concluded that it would be imprudent to appear to 
support Irish lawlessness, Chamberlain tried to keep clear of Irish is- 
sues as much as possible in his public statements; he made no speeches 
in the House of Commons on any Irish subject throughout 1881. In Ham- 
mond's view, Chamberlain had "created a kind of Frankenstein's monster 
in the caucus, for he was too apt to ask himself whether a particular 
measure would please or displease it" (Gladstone and the Irish Nation. 
pp. 208-9). By 1881 the circle for whom the Radical spoke had cFm-t6 
regard the Caucus as an English version of thi-corrupt American-style 
political "machine". * on this see Henry Pelling, America and the British 
Left; (1956), p. 48, and Hyndman in the Radical. 1 April 1LB82. 
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Lord Beaconsfield, according 
., 
to the Radical, had ý"discovered 
that glory could be had very cheaply by making war on savage tribes, " 
and Gladstone was following his "evil example, " except that now "the 
badly clothed and underfed Irish" were to be made the principal "victims 
of the thirst for blood. " Such leadership reflected the growth of a new 
"fashion in the middle and higher classes ... to be on the side of the 
1 
big battalions. " When Gladstone first announced his forthcoming Irish 
Land Bill in April of 1881,, the Radical temporarily moderated the fierce 
attacks in this vein that it had published week after week as the Coer- 
cion Acts were debated and passed. It allowed that the projected estab- 
lishment of a Land Court and recognition of the principle of Tenant 
Right could make "a very considerable contribution towards a settlement. 
After the text of the bill had became available, the Radical went so far 
as to say that it could be "the beginning of a thorough and radical re- 
form of the existing land system throughout the United Kingdom., " even 
the "thin end of the wedge" for the abolition of private property in 
3 
land., if it could be got through Parliament without major alteration. 
But this was not to be, and as the bill ran into rough weather 
and Gladstone had to trim its. sails, 
_the 
Radical soon concluded that it 
would prove abortive in the end. The paper returned to a position of 
unmodified disaffection with the GoverTmnt and all its works. When 
Parnell was imprisoned in October 1881, the Radical announced that it 
had 6andoned all effort to believe that there was I'something in the 
Radical, 5 February 1881. 
2 
Ibid.., 9 April 1881 
3 
ibid., 16 April 1881. 
2 
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nature of good intentions" in the Liberal leaders. Claiming that it 
could not "find language strong enough to express our contempt, " it 
nevertheless tried hard to do so: the Liberals were reviled as a party 
of "scoundrels, liars and hypocrites, " and Gladstone was their "chief 
sinner. 11 a corrupt "Jack-in-office" and a "Judas Iscariot. " 
With this attitude toward Gladstone., the Liberals, and main- 
stream politics in general, it is not surprising that the Radical won 
the praise of the inveterate Gladstone-hater H. M. Hyndman. The Rad- 
ical's editors, he noted in his reminiscences, 
did their full share ... to rouse a sense of independence among the workers, when the 
great majority of the Liberal Party were 
grovelling before ýr. Gladstone and his pet 
Whig Coercionists. 
During its short life (4 December 1880 -8 July 1882) the 
Radical, also publicized the most advanced views of the day on every as- 
pect of the "social question. " It sympathetically reported the activ- 
ities of every group that opposed the political and social status quo. 
As the leading popular organ of the radical revolt against Liberalism 
at this time, it would seem to be worth looking at more closely: More 
clearly, perhaps, than any other paper, it shows how the forces which 
led to the rise of socialism were operating within the milieu of L<)ndon 
popular radicalism at the beginning of the eighties. 
The background of the man who took the initiative in starting 
the Radical illustrates the difficulty of trying to apply a class label 
1 
Ibid. 9 15 October 1881. 2 
The Record of an Adventurous Life., p. 223. 
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or indeed any easy identifying phrase - to the movement of which he 
was a part. This ultra-radical movement, like the socialist movement 
that grew up within it, involved some people who were clearly "workingm- 
class, " some who were definitely "middle-class, " and others, like Francis 
W. Soutter, who had a foot in both worlds. Soutter., born in Lambeth in 
1844., seems to have had a middle-class upbringing in his early years. 
His Scottish father, manager of a tobacco firm, was prosperous enough 
to keep several servants; his mother's family owned a nurrber of London 
pubs and restaurants. But Soutter was suddenly left an orphan at the 
age of eleven without financial support. He was brought up by the mother 
of one of his family's servants and worked at various jobs from an early 
age, ultimately becoming a joumeyman carpenter and joiner. 
Soutter's long career in Southwark radical politics began when 
he took part in George Odger's independent campaign as a "Labour" candi- 
date for Parliament in 1869 (Soutter had been inspired, he said, by 
reading a "vigorous exposition of the case for Labour representation" by 
1 
the Chartist leader William Lovett). From 1876, the year of her first 
successful School Board candidacy, Soutter served as a political adviser 
2 
to Helen Taylor, who took a prominent part in the Anti-Coercion agita- 
tion and afterwards was active for many years in both the socialist and 
land nationalization movements. In 1879 Soutter was one of the group 
of Southwark radicals who supported the independent parliamentary 
1 
2 
F. W. Soutter, Recollections of a Labour Pioneer (1923), pp. 25-6. 
Ibid., pp. 90-91. For more on Helen Taylor and her comections with fo-u-t1mark radicalism and the early Democratic Federation, see Chapter 
VI, below, pp. 228-31 and Chapter VII, pp. 264; 289-90. 
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candidacy of George Shipton of the London Trades Council, who became 
editor of the new Labour Standard in 1881. 
Late the following year., Soutter gave up his job as manager of 
a small timber business to start the Radical. The idea for the paper 
grew out of an incident at a meting of the Anti-Coercion Association: 
When it was announced that the featured speaker, an M. P., would not be 
able to appear, all the reporters present pocketed their notebooks and 
walked out. Soutter and a few others suggested that the group ought to 
publish its own paper, but most of the members threw cold water on the 
proposal. Soutter was determined, nevertheless, and got the paper 
started with the help of "that good Scotch radical, William Webster,, " 
and Samuel Bennett, a barrister, journalist and small publisher and 
bookseller. ' These three had also the encouragement of Soutter's "old 
and valued friend" Herbert Burrows (who would soon participate in the 
founding of the Democratic Federation) and T. P. O'Connor, the Irish 
m. p. who in 1888 would start another and more famous popular radical 
2 
paper, the London Star. 
Bennett and Soutter evidently played equally prominent parts 
in both the formation of the Anti-Coercion Association, of which they 
were co-secretaries., and the publishing of the Radical. During the 
late 1870s, while Soutter had been making himself anathema to local 
Liberals as secretary of the Southwark Radical Club, Bennett was the 
Ibid., p. 79. Odger's 1869 candidacy in a three-cornered race secured 
a very respectable poll, but Shipton's campaign (also against both a 
Liberal and a Tory) was a "fiasco" according to Soutter, who complained 
that "virtually nothing" could be got from the trade unions in support 
of these early "Labour" campaigns. 
2 
Ibid. 
ý, 
pp. 100-102; p. 115. 
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secretary and leading spirit of the Lambeth Radical Association, a body 
made up mostly of radical journalists living in South London. The Lam- 
beth group'evidently was basically a discussion group, more politically 
than socially oriented, although many of its members were advocates of 
J. S. Millts plan for taxing the "unearned increment" of land values 
for public purposes., After it broke up because of disagreements over 
the 1880 General Election, Bennett and its "advanced guard" (including 
O'Connor and the well-known radical journalist J. Morrison Davidson) 
joined-forces with Soutter's group of pro-Irish, anti-Liberal working- 
men, with Helen Thylor and-with ultra-radical and Irish groups around 
1 
London to co-ordinate the protest against Liberal doercion. 
It'is, hard to tell who did most of the writing in the Radical, 
as most of Its articles were unsigned until the last few months. Soutter 
and Bennett apparently shared the-primary responsibility for keeping the 
paper going,, with Webster, "a man of one ideal' (land nationalization) as 
their "principal contributor from soon after the start to the finish. " 
Davidson also helped out toward the end. Soutter devoted his full ener- 
gies to the paper for over a year, until he was "starved out" in early 
2 
1882 and forced to return to full-time work at his trade. Like most 
such ventures,, the Radical had proved a "costly failure" financially. 
Bennett kept on publishing it for a few rmre months until his attenpt 
to transfer it to a conpany fell through. The paper then had to be 
folded-leaving Bennett hundreds of pounds in debt -- and a large gap .9 
1- 
Davidson, Annals of Toil, PP. 391-2; Harry Quelch in H. H. Hyndman et. 
al., How I Becarme a Socialist (Undated reprint of the 1894-6 Justice 
series), pp. 72-3. 
2 
Soutter, Recollections,, pp. 111-115, P- 126; Radical, 10 June 1882. 
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In week-to-week reporting on advanced-radical London and the nascent 
socialist movement. 
- While it lasted, however, the Radical kept its readers closely 
in touch with the ideas and activities of the radical clubs, the secular 
societies, the land-reform groups, the little conriunity of foreign polit- 
ical exiles - all the interrelated movements, in fact, which in the 
next few years would provide recruits for the new socialism. Though it 
disappeared before a distinctly socialist movement had yet emerged, its 
reports of meetings and agitations, its book reviews, advertisements and 
lecture notices suggest a growing popular interest in socialism and in 
Lreforms 
that were canpatible with socialist aims. Soutter., Bennett and 
2 
Webster were not socialists - at least not in 1881-2 - but the views 
they expressed in the Radical were often very similar in tone to the 
rhetoric of the early socialist movement. A few examples from the Rad- 
ical will help indicate the extent to which they and their circle had 
become sympathetic to socialist ideas. 
I 
Soutter, Recollections . p. 126, t Some details of the attempt to save 
the Radical my be gle-ýned from reports in the last few issues. A ntzn- 
ber of Democrattc Fý5deration members,, including Hyndman., Dr. G. B. Clark., 
Herbert Burrows and the Yurray brothers, are named as taking part in 
Othese efforts (see esp. the 10 June 1882 issue). The Radical was one 
of the few papers to take more than passing notice of the founding of 
the Federation., and reported and comTented on its earliest activities 
in more detail than any other. This material, however, may be treated 
more appropriately in a later chapter. 
2 
Soutter was a foundation merrber of the Democratic Federation, remained 
with it after it became an avowed socialist body and considered himself 
_a 
socialist at least for a time; and by 1885 Bennett described his views 
as "socialistic": See Chapter VI below, pp. 231-34. During the Radical's 
life., however, they and Webster could perhaps be best described Ts anti- 
monopolists with some socialist tendencies. 
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The Tladical writers firmly believed that an "international war 
against the mnopolists of wealth and power" was beginning. Its success 
depended upon "the people themselves. " not the politicians; ordinary peo- 
ple had-to "make an effort - to combine, to teach one another, to enroll 
1 
themselves as soldiers in the amy of Progress. tv The duty of all true 
"Radicals and Democrats" was to forsake "the party warfare which passes 
for high politics in this country, " and instead 
to spread the doctrines of the New Faith - 
the Practical and Material Religion - that 
the world was made, not for a few, but for all; 
that misery and want should not be the rule but 
ý. rthe exception; that Legislatures and Governments 
are not the masters but the servants of the people... 
that thýre are ... not only the rights but the duties 
of man. 
The "Artry of Progress" (a favourite metaphor in the Radical) was 
an international one, including "the people of all races and of all 
creeds. " English working people, were urged not to let their "hereditary 
enemies" at home distract them from the real struggle by rwans of foreign 
military adventures and appeals to national., racial and religious preju- 
dices. They were told that there was not a country in Europe, even Re- 
publican France., whose goverT=nt deserved the respect of the people; a 
revolution was needed everywhere,, and "to be of any use" it had to be 3 
"social even more than political. " Such an upheaval indeed seemed close 
at hand,, even if "poor, good-natured., stupid., stolid England" lagged "as 
usual" in the rear: "The Revolution is coming; may it be thorough and 
Radical,, 18 June 1881. 
2- 
Samuel Bemett, "The New Faith, " ibid., 28 Januax-j 1882. 
3 
Radical., 4 March 1882. 
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world-wide., sweeping before it, and abolishing forever, all autocratic 
1 
rulers, privileged classes, and brute force institutions. " 
- :, For the men of the Radical the "privileged classes" were always 
first and foremost the landed classes., and land nationalization was the 
2 
principal item in the revolutionary progrwm, especially after their 
3 
discovery of Henry George in the spring of 1881. From this tirw for- 
ward, the benefits that would flow from land nationalization knew no 
bounds in-the imagination of the Radical's leader writers. All other 
reform questions., including that of "the relations of Labour and Capi- 
tal, " ! were expected to "find their stimulus, as they will find their so- 
4 
lution. - in the radical settlement of the land question. " This., as 
Samuel-Bemett expressed it, was the question before which all other 
5 
questions "sink into insignificance. " 
However., as the quotations already given here may suggest, the 
revolution to be initiated by nationalization of the land was not a re- 
volt against the landlord class alone. If the landed aristocracy and 
Ibid., 17 September 1881. 
2 
Particularly for Bennett and Webster, it may be gathered from their 
signed articles, which become quite frequent in the paper's last few 
months. Soutter apparently was less single-mindedly concerned with the 
land question, and more interested in labour representation, the "New 
Party" movement and municipal corruption (he wrote a long series of ar- 
ticles for the Radical exposing "Vestry Villainy, " and devoted much of 
his reminiscences to a coýnts of his campaigns against it). 
3 
It was evidently Webster, who became known as "the discoverer of Henry 
George, " who first brought Progress and Poverty to the attention of 
radical workingmen. His enthusiastic series of expository articles on 
the book marked the beginning of the surge of popular interest in George's 
social gospel (Davidson, Annals, P. 393). 
4 
Radical, 23 July 1881. 
Ibido, 4 March 1882. 
1 
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gentry were the chief class enemy, the "commercial aristocracy" was 
coming to be viewed as an enemy also - or at the least as a class to 
be regarded with strong suspicion: Workers were warned to keep firmly 
on their guard, lest while they were "struggling with the Privileged 
Classes for the social and political emancipation of the People., the 
Commercial Class should glide in and snatch the fruits of the coming 
victory. " Toward the end of the Radical's life this idea seems to 
appear'more frequently. One more often finds an explicit editorial 2 
criticism of capitalists or an attack on "capitalist radicalism" such 
as this item from the front-page notes and camvents: "Joseph Chamber- 
lain-and John BrIght going to Court in Windsor uniform and black velvet 
dress oupýht to be convincing proof of the genuineness of Capitalist Rad- 
3 
icalism,, not to say Republicanism. " 
This does not, of course, necessarily mean that the Radical 
writers were actually on the point of fully accepting socialism, or even 
that they had any very sophisticated understanding of it. It would be 
surprising if they did have as early as 1881 or 82., for until about 1884 4 
there was little satisfactory reading on the subject in English. 
1 
Ibid.,, 16 July 1881. 
P 
In addition to the references (also increasingly frequent) in reader's 
letters or other outside contributions, most notably those from Hyndman 
and the Democratic Fbderation. 
3 
Radical,, 6 may 1882. 
4 
Such popular expositions as did exist - e. g. John Sketchley's Princi2les 
of Social Democracy (1879) or Hyndman's England for All (1881) - tended 
to be vague and contradictory, reflecting the ideological confusion that 
prevailed in the first years of the eighties as various European social- 
ist doctrines (including Marxism, Lasalleism, the compromise 1875 "Gotha 
Programme" of the German Social Democrats, and Kropotkin-type anarchist- 
communism) competed for acceptance with each other and with the native 
Owenite and Chartist traditions: see Barry., Nationallsation, pp. 130-36. 
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Their own position was still primarily anti-monopolist, as is indicated 
by their usual emphasis on negative refonn, i. e. on the destruction of 
privilege and monopoly instead of on positive proposals aimed at a co- 
operative economic system. Actually there is relatively little editor- 
ial discussion'of socialism per se in the Radical (though the paper con- 
tains other indications of growing popular interest in it, as will be 
seen presently). When the Radical writers did commnt on socialism, 
they did so mainly with regard to its apparent compatibility with land 
nationalization. They professed, for instance, to find nothing alarm- 
ing (for anyone but "monopolists") in communism if "the study of first 
principles" should lead in that direction. But their own "first prin- 
ciple" was nationalization of the land, and they felt that this was 
1 
"in truth' the first step in practical socialism. " 
This "first step, " however, was of such overwhelming importance 
to them that they said little of the steps to come afterward - nothing 
really more specific than the following: 
Socialism seems the direction in which we are 
all traveling; but we must go towards it by 
easy stages - first, the nationalization of 
the land; secondly, the institution of free 
education; thirdly, the formation of state 
workshops where everyone unable to obtain 
employment elsewhere, could as a matter of 
right demand th2 mans of earning the where- 
withal to live. 
All these proposals became part of the Democratic Federation's pro- 
gramme by the spring of 1883 (Only land nationalization was included 
from the outset),, and by that time they were being clearly labelled 
I-- 
"Practical Socialism. " Radical 16 July 1881. 
2 
Radical., 10 September 1881. 
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as temporary "palliatives" or "stepping stones" on the path to social--'P! 
ism. This shows something of the continuity between radical and early 
socialist demands; none of these proposals was really new, even when 
the Radical put them forward. But, unlike the leaders of the Federation 
in 1883ýand afterward, the Radical writers seemed to regard them as ends 
in themselves. They showed little inclination to consider what further 
steps toward socialism might be or ought to be taken, and apparently did 
not envision any further extension of State ownership and control of in- 
dustry beyond what is implied in the idea of "State Workshops" as em- 
ployers of last resort. For them this seents to have been more of an 
extension of the old radical demand for "Hane Colonization" than a "step- 
ping stone" to any clearly conceived form of socialism. 
Indeed, to avoid a misreading of the Radical's camients on so- 
cialism-in 1881 or 82, it must be kept in mind that at this time ftsocial- 
ism" was an even more vague and variously understood concept than it Is 2 
today. Nor could anyone have been certain in the early eighties that 
the dominant form of socialism in Britain would be one which would aim 
at centralized State ownership of the land and all industrial capital 
1 
Hyndman., Record p. 2969 P. 313 (Hyndman was in error here in giving 
the date of the Federation's series of conferences on "stepping stones 
to Socialism" as 1882. The conferences actually were held early in 
1883); Bax, Reminiscences and Reflexionsq P. 74. 
2 
it may be helpful to note here that the present writer,, in attempting 
to distinguish between socialist and non-socialist positions, has con- 
sidered to be "socialists" only those who demanded the substitution of 
co-operation for competition as the governing principle of econa-nic 
life, and advocated some form of canmon ownership of the mans of pro- 
duction other than land toward this end. 
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(and would thus be compatible with the existing movements for the na- 
1 
tionalization of land, coalmines and railways). 
-, From the viewpoint of the general public, anyone who advocat&d 
any very radical or extensive legislation for the purpose of improving 
social conditions might be considered a socialist. Henry George, for 
instance, was closely identified with socialism in the public mind for 
several years, and did little initially to repudiate the connection, 
though he never abandoned his faith in free trade and free enterprise. 
The socialist label was even applied to Joseph Chamberlain, whose prin- 
ciples (if not his rhetoric) were even more opposed to actual socialism 
2 
than George's. For a few,, socialism still meant the philosophy of 
Robert Owen; but more commonly now it was confused with anarchism, and 
it served as a bogy-word for the most violent, irrational kind of bomb- 
3 
throwing revolutionary zealotry. 
I- 
All the competing varieties of "socialism" in this early period, Euro- 
pean or native, were anti-capitalist, but all were I'aiming at different 
forms of 'collective' or 'common' ownership. " The basic conflict was 
over the degree of centralization, i. e., state ownership and management 
vs. the voluntary-association principle. That British socialism came 
to be predominantly centralist was "due as much to the traditional rad- 
ical demands for political democracy and land nationalization as to the 
influence of Marxism" (Barry., Nationalisation, pp. 130-33). 
2 
Garvin, Chamberlain, p. 557; Hamer, Liberal Politics, pp. 103-4; Justice, 
14 Febru_ar_y_1FF5_- 
3 
E. P. Thompson. William Morris, Pp. 315-317; Hyndman, Record, pp. 223-4. 
As Hyndman recalled, "public opinion was not only indiffere " to social- 
ism, "it was bitterly hostile in every way. " The word "socialist" had 
come to stand in the British Press for "a bomb-thrower and an incendiary,, 
and Socialism itself was constantly referred to as an Anarchist revolt 
against civilisation, social organisation, and humanity at large. 11 But 
this, as Thompson has said, was at least "in part a recognition that 
modern socialism now meant European Socialism. " Thompson adds that "it 
was from European sources that the Socialism of the 1880s drew both its 
theory and its initial impetus. " This is of course largely true, as 
material from the Radical discussed in the following pages tends to con- 
firm. But a significant part of the impetus cam from the domestic rad- 
ical ferment at this time, and the theory was strongly influenced by 
native radical traditions, as the Radical also helps to make clear. 
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I The Radical's concept of socialism, so far as it had any defin- 
ite concept, is difficult to pin down exactly. There Is not really 
enough specific comment on the subject. However, it is at least clear 
that the paper spoke for a section of radical opinion which was severely 
disillusioned with conventional politics, and which was convinced of the 
reality of class conflict and the need for international working-class 
unity: a group which looked upon socialists as their allies in a com- 
mon struggle, as part of the same movement of "the people" against the 
"privileged classes" that they themselves belonged to. 
The Radical took a strong interest in the foreign socialist par- 
ties, particularly the German Social Democrats,, and their exiled members 
in England. , sympathetically reporting the meetings and activities of the 
London exiles and expressing admiration for them as men of strong prin- 
ciple. English radicals., it urged, could learn important lessons from 
these refugees - "lessons in devotion, earnestness, and self-sacrifice" 
- and meanwhile could impress upon them the desirability of "peaceful 
mans" for change. A union had to take place "before any of the strug- 
gling nationalities can hope to emancipate themselves"; radicals and 
revolutionists of all nationalities had to co-operate to ensure the 
success of "the great war ... against Kings and aristocracies, against 
landlords and capitalists, against everything in the nature of monopoly 
and for the benefit of all the people. " 
If the foreign socialists held esoteric and sometimes violent 
beliefs, they were regarded nevertheless as friends., while conventional 
politicians most definitely were not. "It is time that a broad line of 
I 
Radical, 25 March 1882. 
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separ-ation be drawn between Radicals and their political enemies, the 
Whig-Tory Party, " editorialized the Radical in its 2 July 1881 number: 
"these oligarchs" were "National Enemies, " traditionally opposed to 
"the social development of the people. " The foreign exiles of the 
"Working Men's Social Democratic Club" (the Rose Street club and its 
several offshoots) were referred to., in contrast, as "our friends the 
1 
Socialists. " One of the exiles,, Andreas Scheu of Vienna., was described 
in an interview as "a grateful aquisition to English society ... oneýofý 2 
the gentlest., brightest, and most genial of ren. 11 The article quotes 
Scheuls defence of socialism against the criticism that it would "destroy 
3 
initiative" with apparent approval and enphasizes the strength of the 
German Social Democrats, giving a highly sympathetic account of the 
party's origins and struggles. 
Turning from the Radical's editorial content to its lecture 
listings and reports of radical club activity, one finds further evidence 
1 
Ibid., 9 July 1881. In this instance the phr-ase occurs in a report on 
the annual Sunday picnic of "all the foreign Social Democr-ats" in Epping 
For-est. Here the Radical, with tongue in cheek, congr-atulates the Tory 
St. James Gazette J-utilchlhad also carried an account of the picnic) for 
a belated recognition that Socialists were at bottom ordinary people 
capable of ordinary human enjoyments. The picture of the picnic itself 
is a colourful one, and suggests the developing contacts between the 
exiles and some of the most militant native radicals: "Two or three 
hundred" men, women and children were present - Germans, Russians, 
French,, Swiss, Poles, Italians - along with a few English, particularly 
some of the Magna Charta Association., one of whose officials, "an hon- 
est little milkman" had contributed "all his scanty savings to the 
cause. " With red flags flying, the company had passed the day under 
the great trees, eating, singing and dancing. 
2 
Ibid., 28 May 1881. 
3' 
Scheu, who described himself as an "art-workman" (he was a carver and 
gilder by trade) held essentially the same views as William Morris., with 
whom he shared a special passion for art and beauty in everyday life. 
Scheu had a hand in Morris's "conversion" about the beginning of 1883, 
and the two became close associates. 
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of growing interest in the German socialists and in socialist ideas 
Fgenerally. It is clear that working-class representation, "socialism 
vs. capitalism" and "the principles of social democracy" were being 
frequently discussed along with land nationalization, the Irish Question, 
the "crimes of the Liberal GoverTmnt, " the battles of the secularist 
movement and the failings of the American Republic. All these topics 
were occupying the lecturers and debaters of London's radical clubs and 
reform societies in the spring of 1881 as Hyndman, Jack Williams, Herbert 
BurTows, the Marray brothers, Dr. G. B. Clark and others were attempting 
to unite the clubs in a new "Democratic Federation" which they hoped 
1 
r1be journalist William Clarke, c)ne of the two contributors to Fabian 
Essays (1889) who took a Marxist and non-gr-adualist viewpoint T-the 
other was Hubert Bland), explained succinctly how this new perception 
of America affected himself and other young British radicals in the 
eighties: Not only did they become disgusted by revelations of corrupt 
political "machines" run by omnipotent party bosses; there was "over 
and beyond this ... the great fact of the division 
between rich and 
poor, millionaires at one end,, tr-anýps at the other, a growth of monop- 
olies unparalleled, crises producing abject poverty just as in Europe. 
These facts proved ... that new institutions were of no use along with the old forms of property; that a mere theoretic democracy, unaccom- 
panied by any social changes, was a delusion and a snare" (Fabian 
Essays in Socialism, American ed.,, reprinted Boston, Mass., -1908, 
p. xxl, quoted in H. Pelling,, America and the British Left, p. 65). 
H. M. Hyndman, in his "How I Became a Socialist" interview in 
Justice (19 May 1894), noted that his several visits to America between 
1871 1880 had helped to convince him that "mere Radical Republican- 
ism had no good effect on the social question. " He elaborated upon 
this in his memoirs,, claiming that after his first reading of Capital 
during his sea voyage to America in 1880 he had begun to see MER-Ts 
lessons demonstrated in the current American scene: "Bitter class an- 
tagonisms, relentless oppression of wage-earners, frequent crises and 
consequent wholesale unemployment, and the simultaneous growth of vast 
trusts and combines, were being felt more keenly in the United States 
than ever before ... the Great Republic ... was as little immune from these economic scourges as the monarchies of Europe" (The Record of an 
Adventurous Life.,, p. 210). 
As the Radical's lecture listings reveal, these perceptions were 
beginning to be disseminated in the radical clubs in 1881 and 82. A 
good deal of critical comment on American politics and social conditions 
may also be found in the paper, especially in a series of letters from 
an English artisan who had emigrated to Massachusetts. 
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I 
would rival the influence of the National Liberal Federation. 
', 'Soon after the Radical first appeared in December 1880, its 
pages-revealed that already some club speakers were calling for "a Labour 
party which should be independent of the Liberal Party" and arguing that 
"nearly every internal struggle in a country - whether it be Nihilism 
in'Russia, Socialism in Germany, Cormnism in France, or Radicalism in 
England' - could be reduced to this logical fact -a fight between the 
2 
profit'Producer and the profit receiver. " During the months before the 
Democratic'Vederation was officially launched in June, 1881, labour rep- 
resentationýand class conflict were frequent themes of radical-club dis- 
cussion, "Judging from the Radical's "Sunday Lectures" column. Typical 
3 
entries announce, e. g., that Adam Weiler would address the Manhood Suf- 
fýrage',, League-on "The Political Value of Trade Unions" (March 5); that a 
"Mr. -Cremer""(probably W. Randall Cremer, prominent trade unionist and 
former"IWMA member) would speak to the Greenwich Radical Association on 
"The'Necess-ity of Working-Class Representation" (19 February); or that 
Andr-6as'Scheu was to lecture at the Southwark Radical Club on socialism 
and the struggles of the German Social Democrats (7 May). 
"n- -ý-'The Radical also,, of course, carried brief reports of some of 
the previous week's club meetings and lectures in each issue. From 
1 
Se& Henry George's interview of Hyndman for the New York Irish World,., 
reprinted in the Radical, 1 April 1882; "The New Party -dical, 5 
March 1882; and Pelling 
Ra 
America and the British Left'. pe 4de 
2 
Radical 18 and 25 December 1880, quoted in P. Thompson, Socialists, ffi; ý;; is 
and Labour, p. 112. 
3 
The dates given in parentheses refer to the issues of the paper in 
which'the'notices appear, not to the days on which the lectures were 
to be given (or had been given, in the case of reports of past lec- 
tures). All dates are in 1881. 
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these we learn, for instance, that the Stratford Radical Club had heard 
a talk-by Tom S. -Lemon (the club's president and also an early Democratic 
Federation member) on "Parasites of Society" in which the speaker had 
mintained that all "non-producers., " whether titled lords or tranps, were 
equally parasites on the rest of the community (18 June); that Charles 
Murray had opened a lively debate at the Manhood Suffrage League on the 
"want of political spirit" in the trade unions, accusing the TUC leader- 
ship of "anti-democratic" attitudes and claiming that its Parliamentary 
Courdttee followed "the second-band views" of official Liberalism 
18 June); that Adam Weiler had lectured to the same group on the Commu- 
nist Manifesto of 1848 and explained Marx's interpretation of histor-j 
1 
(13 August); or that the Horrjerton Social Democratic Club had been told 
that it was "the duty of the working class to organize themselves and 
form an independent party, as both parties in Parliament at present 
were their oppressors - the Tories who robbed them of their land and 
the Liberals'or Capitalists who robbed them of the results of their 
toll" (20 August). 
Former Chartists and IWMA members like the Murray brothers and 
Adam Weiler were among the most active speakers on the radical club 
lecture circuit. Their efforts to keep alive the traditions of Chartism 
This East London group, which met at a pub called the Larb and Flag 
until the police prevailed upon the landlord to turn them out (Radical 
4 February 1882)., was a predecessor of Joseph Lane's Labour 
&n,; ý-ýcri: 
pp 
tion League, which affiliated with the Democratic Federation in 1884. 
The Homerton club apparently was started as a branch of the Rose Street 
exiles' club on the initiative of some of the club's English members, 
and its activities were reported in the Radical in association with 
the nams of Jack Williams, Frank Kitz, ýK, -and the Magna Chartists. 
For more on the Hcmrton Club - probably the first group of native 
radical workinppen in London to advocate socialism - see Chapter VI below, pp. 216-18. 
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and the "International" tied in neatly with the espousals of socialist 
ideas and expressions of "New Party" sentiment that were now beginning 
to be aired by a handful of young ultra-radical workingmn and a few 
others besides themselves. Hyndman, who refers in his memoirs to his 
"reading up of the Chartist movement" in the period before he became an 
1 
"avowed Socialist, " was apparently not alone in this interest; by the 
spring of 1881 at any rate club merrbers might often hear a talk like 
Charles Murray's "Personal Recollection of the Chartist Demonstration, 
10th April 184811 (9 April)., or join a discussion like that led by 
George Wilson (another of the I'men of 148,11 as they were called) on the 
question "Has Physical Force ever Benefited the People? " (12 March). 
This evidence certainly seems to suggest a growing radical in- 
terest in Labour political action, the old struggles of the Chartists 
and the principles of the new European socialism. The extent of this 
interest, however, must not be exaggerated. The Radical's news and 
editorial columns., as well as its lecture notices, show that land re- 
fom and the Irish situation were issues of more pressing and widespread 
concern. Almost any week in the first half of 1881 London workingwn 
could listen to F. W. Soutter speaking on "Ten Days in Ireland, and 
2 
what I saw There (16 April); or James Murr-ay on "The Irish Land 
question" (9 April) or "State Ownership of Land" (4 June); or half a 
The Record of an Adventurous Life, p. 206. 
2 
Soutter made the trip in December 1880, according to his Recollections. 
p. 108: He met Parnell,, Davitt and other leaders of the parliamentary 
Irish party and the Land League. ý, 
and was greatly impressed by them 
He was also irpressed by the attention he received from the police:, he 
claims he was "shadowed night and day" by detectives for the next nine 
months. 
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dozen similar lectures, along with a wide range of talks on other topics. 
M-ich of what these lecturers (and the Radical itself) had to say 
about the connection between the Irish crisis and the land question fac- 
ing the whole of the United-Kingdan is succinctly sunned up in a corres- 
pondent's letter. John Wheelwright, who wrote almost every week as long 
2 
as the Radical lasted to extol the benefits of land nationalization, 
claimed that the Irish social problem was the same as England's., only 
more acute, clearly visible and easy to grasp: "In Ireland the veil is 
drawn aside, and landlordism and the people are face to face; in England 
there is a cloud between" - i. e... the vast industrial conplex that was 
lacking in peasant Ireland -- "and the working man does not so clearly 
3 
see the working of a system that is sapping his own vitals. " 
This, in essence., was the view of the Radical and many of the 
circle associated with it. For them the system of capitalist indus- 
trialism was not itself the heart of the "social problem" as it was to 
be for the socialists., but rather a secondary concern, an intrusive, 
1 
For example: "Free Schools., " "The Logic Of Atheism, " "Possible and 
Impossible Democracies" and "What Should Constitute a Democratic Plat- 
form,, 11 all to be given by a single speaker,, the energetic Helen Taylor, 
in the week following the 4th of June (as well as a talk on German 
socialism); or "Thomas Carlyle, Prophet of Democracy, " by Howard Evans 
(9 April); or J. Morrison Davidson on "The American Republic: Facts 
and Fictions" (9 April), or Jack Williams on the injustice of the prose- 
cution of Johann Most (23 April. In his paper Freiheit, Most had re- 
joiced in violent language gver the assasination of the Russian czar. 
The case became a cause celebre for the Radical as a freedom of speech 
issue and was rep ed in full detail). 
2 
It seems uncertain whether Wheelwright really was a correspondent and 
not the creation of one of the editors. I have not seen the name else- 
where, which seems suspicious in the case of such an indefatigable let- 
ter writer. 
3 
Radical, 4 June 1881. 
1 
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canplicating-factor that kept English workers from caning "face to face" 
with, the really'basic iniquity: "Here, as in the sister isle, the land 
1 
monopolyýis what weighs the people down"; England would be no better 
off than Ireland without the great industrial system that absorbed those 
who were prevented by landlord domination from getting a living-on the 
2 
land. 
Me militant section of popular radicalism for which the Radical 
spoke was'coming to regard the wealthy Liberals: and radicals of the "Com- 
mercial Class" as false friends (especially since so many of them had 
3 
supported Coercion); consequently a "New Party" was being advocated., 
and capitalists were now being lumped together with landlords,, aristo- 
crats and royalty as oppressors of "the people. " Still, however, for 
all but the smallest'handful of ultra-radicals and foreign refugees,, the 
main route to independence and equality (in addition to-full political 
democracy) was land reform, not industrial reform. r', If the land were 
nationali'zed, it was'believed, industrial oppression would soon cease 
to be a problem in any case: with the land available to all,, no one 
would have to depend on wage labour for subsistence and live at the 
mercy of the commercial cycle. Just as the socialists would later be 
irritated by the failure of so many radicals to see the limitations of 
I 
Ibid., 11 June 1881. 
2 
Ibid., 4ýDecember 1880. 
3 
"The New Party, " ibid., 5 March 1881. This leader castigates "these 
money bags in Parliament ... these upstarts ... these rich 'Radicals"' "for being "ready to do anything, say anything,, undo or unsay anything 
... to keep their own side in and the other side out of power, " and holds them primarily responsible for "the lamentable inroads on our liberty which have recently been made in that miscalled chamber of 
popular representatives. " 
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I'merell land reform, so could these radicals become exasperated with the 
llquýLck remedies" of those who "refuse to see the advantages of land 
1 
nationalisation. 11 
The content of the Radical, to sum up, seems to suggest both 
strong similarities and important differences between the extreme pop- 
ular radicalism of the early eighties and the socialist position that 
rwas 
just beginning to emerge from it. Perhaps one-of the biggest dif- 
ferences is that radicalism was still a rather vague affair, defining 
itself more through the immediate issues of the day (e. g., the Eastern 
Question or the Irish crisis) than through the comprehensive reform 
progra=ns and well-defined ideology typical of socialism. Yet it may 
be argued thbLt those - like the Radical writers - who turned more and 
More to land nationalization and began to see in it a cure, for all so- 
cial ills, urban as well as agrarian., were searching for a more ccupre- 
hensive philosophy. The same trend seems to be reflected in the fact 
that the Democratic Federation,, right from its beginning as a prospec- 
tive new radical party, felt the need for a point-by-point programme 
and a clear statement of purpose (as did other similar organizations 
founded at this time, like the "Democratic League of Great Britain and 
Ireland. " which affiliated with the Federation in 1882). Even Chamber- 
lain's milder radical-ism of the "Unauthorized Programm" shows the same 
tendency toward a more ccmprehensive., "programmatic" approach to reform. 
Alongside this apparent movement toward a more comprehensive 
radical outlook there was another tendency which was even more clearly 
compatible with the socialist viewpoint. This tendency., strikingly 
1 
Ibid., 11 June 1881. 
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reflected in the Radical., was the movement toward the concept of a 
social as well as political revolution. The Radical was not a social- 
ist paper, and there were as yet few who would describe themselves as 
socialists in the circle for which it spoke in 1881 and 1882. Yet it 
reflected and encouraged the conviction that political democracy alone 
was not enough - that "social" democracy was also needed to solve the 
social problems that radicals (like the commmity in general) were be- 
coming more deeply concerned about in this period. In its revolt 
against Liberalism and its drive for land nationalization, the Radical 
represented a growing desire for both a thorough reform of the system 
of property and a new political coalition to advance the interests of 
labour. This was not socialism., but it was a more socially and econom- 
ically conscious radicalism -a kind of r6dicalism in which socialism 
might be expected to find a foothold. 
